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There has been an extensive effort under way to develop efficient transport
aircraft to reduce direct operating costs and conserve the nation's fuel supply. The
proper integration of a transport-aircraft propulsion system with its airframe can
greatly enhance the aircraft capabilities and efficiency. However, because of the
complex flow in the wing-pylon-nacelle region, the propulsion integration must be
carried out carefully to avoid adversely influencing the drag of the total
configuration.
Numerous factors contribute to the complex flow about the nacelle, pylon, and
wing. (See fig. I.) Among these factors are disturbances due to the presence of the
engine fairings and support, mutual influences of the external wing flow and inlet
and exhaust flows, and changes in boundary-layer development due to regions of
locally supersonic flows. These interactions greatly affect the drag of the nacelle-
pylon installation. The low pressure field in the region of the wing leading edge,
caused by the acceleration of the flow around the leading edge, is further enhanced
by the addition of the pylon in the field. Tne flow, already accelerating around the
wing leading edge, is further accelerated when flowing around the pylon leading edge.
The nacelle, inlet, and exhaust flows are influenced by the presence of this flow.
The pre-entry stream tube is influenced by the upwash flow caused by the lift gen-
erated by the wing. The stream tube is also influenced by wing side flow caused by
the planform sweep and taper. The flow along the pylon planform experiences a chan-
neling effect because the wing and nacelle act as walls and form a duct. Often, the
flow becomes supersonic in the duct with a shock wave downstream. This shock typi-
cally extends from the wing lower surface, across the pylon, down to the nacelle.
This shock can influence the nacelle afterbody flows by interacting with the fan jet,
with the primary jet, or with the flow over the nacelle boattail. These flow inter-
actions may be strong at transonic speeds; therefore, the effect on the total pro-
pulsion system must be taken into account when altering any part.
These interactions, and hence the determination of the installed performance of
propulsion systems, have been experimentally investigated for many years (refs. I
to 6). This type of experimentation is an expensive and time-consuming task. The
construction and testing of wind-tunnel models to examine new propulsion-system
installation concepts is usually not done until an airplane design is nearly com-
plete, which allows, at best, only minor modifications to improve the design.
Experimental methods for determining the installed performance of propulsion
installations will continue to be of major importance. However, in recent years,
computational capabilities in the United States have increased considerably, and
increasing attention is being paid to theoretical methods for preliminary analysis
and design. Theoretical studies and concept modifications are much easier and less
expensive than building, testing, and modifying wind-tunnel models in the early
design stages.
Computer codes are being developed which do model the aerodynamic interactions
of various components of the propulsion integration design problem. Present produc-
tion computer codes, however, are not capable of modeling a complete transport air-
craft configuration. Detailed experimental data are required for the verification
and development of these techniques and to improve the understanding of the flow
phenomenainvolved.
The purpose of the research project reported herein was to provide static-
pressure data on under-the-wing nacelle-pylon installations, tested at subsonic and
transonic speeds, to be used in the verification of theoretical flow-prediction
methods. In addition, a comparison of the data with predictions from a current sub-
sonic aerodynamic panel code is made. The complex interactions and physical flow
phenomenaassociated with engine-nacelle integration makesthe development of compu-
tational techniques for their prediction an extremely difficult task. Computational
techniques for a simplified version of the problem must be developed first. In this
experiment, the wing-pylon-nacelle interaction was isolated by removing the wing-body
and nacelle-body interactions and by removing the effects due to sweep, taper, and
twist of the wing. This methodalso reduced the geometric requirements placed on the
computational techniques. No effects due to power were investigated, as the nacelle
was a flow-through type. The configurations were tested at free-stream Machnumbers
from 0.20 to 0.875, over an angle-of-attack range from 0° to 5° , in the Langley
16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. Extensive static-pressure measurements were taken on the
nacelle, pylon, and wing.
SYMBOLS
Dimensional quantities are presented in both the International System of Units

















span of wing between support struts, 101.60 cm (40.00 in.)
pressure coefficient, (p - p )/q_ (CP in computer-generated tables)
pressure coefficient corresponding to local Mach number of 1.0
wing chord, 25.40 cm (10.00 in.) (C in computer-generated tables)




local static pressure, Pa (Ib/in 2)
free-stream static pressure, Pa (Ib/in 2)
free-stream dynamic pressure, Pa (Ib/in 2)
Reynolds number
radius of circular arc, cm (in.)
external radius of nacelle, cm (in.)
internal radius of nacelle, cm (in.)
x distance streamwise from wing, inlet, or pylon leading edge, cm (in.)
(X in computer-generated tables)
xt location of wing boundary-layer transition strip, cm (in.)
y ordinate along span of wing measuredfrom wing centerline, cm (in.)
(Y in computer-generated tables)
z ordinate perpendicular to x-y plane measuredfrom wing reference
plane, cm (in.)
angle of attack, deg







This investigation was conducted in the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. The
tunnel is an atmospheric transonic single-return type with continuous air exchange
and is capable of operation from Mach0.20 to 1.30. The test section is octagonal
and slotted at the vertices and has an equivalent circular diameter of 4.85 m
(15.9 ft). A detailed description of the tunnel is presented in reference 7.
Model and Support-System Description
The model consisted of a long-duct, flow-through nacelle mountedon a straight,
unswept wing. The wing had a supercritical airfoil cross section and wasmounted on
the Langley 16-foot bifurcated support strut system. Figures 2(a) through 2(d) are
photographs showing various views of the model and support strut. A detailed
description of the strut system is presented in reference 8.
Wing.- Figure 3(a) is a sketch of the wing model. Figure 3(a) also contains the
dimensions for the model. _ne wing model had a tip to tip span of 218.44 cm
(86.00 in.), with a chord of 25.40 cm (10.00 in.), and was supported below the bifur-
cated support strut. Coordinates for the airfoil sections tested are given in figure
3(b). The original airfoil was an It-percent-thick supercritical section whosecoord-
inates are presented in reference 9. A modification of the trailing-edge region of
the original section was required for structural rigidity in the cusp region. A
linearly increasing thickness was added to the wing lower surface from x/c = 0.65 to
1.00. The trailing-edge thickness increased from 0.05 percent to 0.4 percent of the
wing chord as a result of this modification. The wing upper-surface contour was left
unchanged. The wing leading edge detached at x/c = 0.175, so that an alternate,
sharp, leading-edge profile could be tested. The alternate profile design consisted
of two intersecting circular arcs forming a 60° vertex angle at the wing leading
edge, as shownin figure 3(b).
Pylon.- The two pylon planforms investigated are shownin figures 4 and 5.
Coordinates for each pylon, wing-pylon intersection, and nacelle-pylon intersection
are given in figures 4(b) and 5(b). Both pylons are symmetrical in cross section
with the center plane oriented perpendicular to the wing leading edge. The first
pylon was swept in planform and was typical of transport aircraft, except that there
was no cant or toe-in of the attached nacelle or inlet. The nacelle leading edge was
placed 85 percent of the wing chord (21.590 cm (8.500 in.)) forward of the wing lead-
ing edge. The nacelle centerline was placed 0.956 nacelle diameters (10.922 cm
(4.300 in.)) below and parallel to the wing chord line. This pylon had two detach-
able leading-edge sections. The first was a conventional elliptic section, and the
second, alternate section, was a sharp leading-edge section designed the same as the
wing alternate leading edge.
The second pylon was unswept and untapered with the leading and trailing edges
aligned with the wing leading and trailing edges. The nacelle leading edge was posi-
tioned 23.75 percent of the wing chord (6.033 cm (2.375 in.)) forward of the wing
leading edge. The nacelle centerline was 0.956 nacelle diameters (10.922 cm
(4.300 in.)) below the wing chord, the same position as the swept-pylon configura-
tion. This pylon has only a sharp leading edge designed by the same criteria as the
wing. This pylon was designed specifically as a simple geometry to be used in the
development and verification of computational models.
Inlet and nacelle.- Coordinates of the axisymmetric flow-through nacelle and
inlets are given in figure 6. The conventional inlet shape was an NACA 1-83-75 inlet
8.573 cm (3.375 in.) long followed by a 2.527-cm (0.995-in.) lonq, constant-radius
cylindrical section. The alternate inlet shape consisted of two intersecting circu-
lar arcs designed by the same criteria as the wing leading edge. The nacelle was
20.333 cm (8.005 in.) long with a 126.99-cm (49.997-in.) radius circular-arc
boattail.
Configurations.- Five configurations were tested. The following table summa-
















Instrumentation and Test Conditions
The model was tested at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 0.875 at angles of attack from
0 ° to 5° . Reynolds number based on the wing chord varied from around 1.2 million at
Mach 0.20 to around 3.5 million at Mach 0.875. The attitude of the model was deter-
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mined by using Kistler angle-of-attack measuring devices located in each of the boom-
tip fairings.
Static-pressure orifices were located on the wing upper and lower surfaces at
0.000, 0.191, 0.500, 1.500, and 3.000 nacelle diameters from the wing centerline. As
shownin figure 7, static-pressure orifices were also located on the nacelle exterior
surface at angular stations of 0.0 °, 22.5 ° , 50.0 ° , 90.0 ° , 135.0 ° , 180.0 ° , and 270.0 ° .
The swept pylon had two rows of orifices 0.200d N (2.286 cm (0.90 in.)) and 0.378d N
(4.318 cm (1.70 in.)) below the wing chord. (See fig. 4(b).) The unswept pylon also
had two rows of orifices. The upper row was 0.222d N (2.54 cm (1.00 in.)) below the
wing chord line. The lower row was 0.111d N (1.27 cm (0.50 in.)) above the nacelle
and approximately followed the nacelle contour. (See fig. 5(b).)
Several boundary-layer transition configurations were investigated. All five
configurations had the boundary-layer transition on the wing upper and lower surface
fixed by a 0.254-cm (0.l-in.) wide strip of No. 60 carborundum grit located 0.29c
(7.4 cm (2.9 in.)) from the leading edge. Transition on each pylon was fixed by a
0.254-cm (0.l-in.) wide strip of No. 70 carborundum grit located at 10 percent of the
local pylon streamwise chord from the pylon leading edge. Transition on the interior
and exterior surfaces of the nacelle inlet was fixed by a 0.254-cm (0.l-in.) wide
strip of No. 80 carborundum grit located 2.54 cm (1.00 in.) from the leading edge.
In addition, another location for fixing the boundary-layer transition was
investigated for the clean wing (configuration I) and for the swept pylon (configura-
tion 5). Transition on the wing was then fixed by a 0.254-cm (0.l-in.) wide strip of
No. 60 carborundum grit located 0.05c (1.27 cm (0.50 in.)) from the leading edge.
The pylon boundary-layer transition was then fixed by a 0.254-cm (0.l-in.) wide strip
of No. 60 carborundum grit located at 5 percent of the local streamwise pylon chord
from the leading edge. The location of the nacelle boundary-layer transition strip
was not changed. The grit sizing was made on the assumption that the tunnel total
temperature was 49°C (120°F) at Mach 0.2. Grit drag was not considered because the
model was not on a balance, and no measurement of drag was made.
For the same configurations, I and 5, additional data were obtained with natural
transition (that is, no fixed strips) for comparison with the fixed transition data.
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IAII configurations tested with transition strips
at 0.29c.
2Additional tests with transition strips at 0.05c.
3Additional tests with natural transition.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Experimental results from this investigation are presented in the following
figures:




Effects of boundary-layer transition-strip location;
configuration 1 .............................................................
Experimental pressure distributions on wing, pylon, and nacelle;
configuration 5 ............................................................ I0
Effects of Mach number on pressure distributions for swept pylon
and wing; configuration 5 .................................................. 11
Effects of angle of attack on pressure distributions for swept
pylon and wing; configuration 5 ............................................ 12
Effects of Mach number on pressure distributions for unswept pylon ........... 13
Effects of swept nacelle-pylon installation on wing pressure
distributions .............................................................. 14
The appendix contains an index to the tabulation of basic pressure data. The
data are tabulated in tables AI to A9. The reference origin is the wing leading edge
(that is, x/c = 0).
Numerical calculations and their comparison with the experimental results are

















































Evaluation of Strut Interference
Plots of the wing pressures for configuration I (fig. 8) indicate the uniformity
of the flow over the center section of the model. A spanwise variation of less than
1.5 percent in local Machnumberoccurred from the centerline to 1.500dN at Mach
numbersof 0.20 and 0.70. At Mach0.85, a 2-percent variation in local Machnumber
occurred spanwise to 1.500dN with a 7-percent variation by 3.000dN. The largest
spanwise variation in pressure occurred, as would be expected, at the high transonic
Machnumber. The flow over the wing upper surface is almost completely supersonic at
Mach0.85. Any irregularities in the strut fairings cause disturbances in the flow
field that are noticeable at transonic Machnumbers. The presence of the struts,
located 4.440dN from the wing centerline, and the finite nature of the wing con-
tribute to the disturbances in the flow over the wing.
Transition-Strip Investigation
The Reynolds numberat which a scaled wind-tunnel model is tested is important
when the model is being used to evaluate the aerodynamic characteristics of the full-
scale airplane. In particular, the boundary layer on a wind-tunnel model usually
develops faster than the full-scale equivalent, because of the lower Reynolds number
at which most wind tunnels operate. The boundary layer developing on the scaled
model tends to separate as a result of interaction between shock and boundary layer
at a lower Machnumberthan would occur at flight Reynolds numbers. This separation
alters the lift and drag characteristics of the model comparedwith the full-scale
airplane.
The knowledge of the characteristics of the boundary layer on the model is
important. The extent of laminar flow or turbulent flow greatly influences the
nature of the shock that occurs on a wing upper surface (ref. 10). The extent of
laminar flow occurring on a model depends upon such factors as the physical shape of
the model; the flow quality, in terms of turbulence, of the wind tunnel being used;
and the physical parameters of the flow (for example, total pressure, total tempera-
ture, and specific heat). The boundary-layer transition is typically fixed by some
artificial tripping method to eliminate this variability in the flow. Transition to
a turbulent boundary layer on the model can be delayed by shifting the location of
the transition strip rearward. This shift results in a thinner boundary layer.
Therefore, a better simulation of the full-scale boundary-layer thickness, and hence
a better simulation of the shock location and associated trailing-edge losses, is
achieved (ref. 10). As would be expected, a limitation in the applicability of this
technique requires that the boundary layer not transition naturally before the arti-
ficial trip is reached.
A preliminary series of tests was conducted to investigate the effects of
boundary-layer transition-strip location on the pressure data of this model. Transi-
tion strips were placed at 5 percent of wing chord (x/c = 0.05) and at 29 percent of
wing chord (x/c = 0.29) on configurations I and 5. Additional tests were made on the
same configurations using no artificial tripping mechanism (natural transition). A
representative sample of the effects of boundary-layer transition-strip location on
wing pressure is presented in figure 9. The data show that, at test conditions hav-
ing no shock waves on the wing, the variations of pressure coefficient with respect
to transition location were insignificant.
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The shock occurred in the most forward position whenplacement of the transition
strip was at the 0.05c location for higher Machnumbers. Tne shock occurred farth-
est aft for the model with natural transition for most conditions. The data at
M = 0.80 and _ = 2° show an exception to the above, where the shock wave, for the
natural transition configuration, was approximately 5 percent farther forward than
the shock for the 0.29c transition location. A change in the pressure gradients
around the wing, due to the increase in angle of attack, could cause the boundary
layer to thicken enough to displace the shock forward. Figure 9 shows no evidence of
transition occurring before x/c = 0.29. Therefore, for the investigation, transi-
tion was fixed at x/c = 0.29, the recommended location given in reference 10. It
was concluded that better correlation of full-scale effects would occur by placement
of the transition strip at x/c = 0.29.
Static-Pressure Trends
An example of the similarity in static pressure measured in the wing, pylon, and
nacelle junction region is shown in figure 10. The wing lower-surface row adjacent
to the pylon, the top row of pylon pressures, and the nacelle row adjacent to the
pylon are presented. Where the pressure measurements overlap, a similarity in the
trends exists. This similarity is convenient for determining trends and flow charac-
teristics on the pylon or nacelle, where bad data or no data exist, by using the wing
pressure data. There are two regions of discrepancies; the wing leading edge and the
nacelle trailing edge. The first pressure minimum, on the wing lower surface, is due
to the initial flow expansion about the leading edge. This expansion did not show on
the pylon pressure data either because the row of orifices was too far from the wing
lower surface at that longitudinal station, or because of the orifice spacing.
Therefore, the pressure minimum could not be resolved. The nacelle trailing-edge
discrepancy is likely caused by compression of the flow to match the exit pressure of
the internal-duct flow. The nacelle orifices in the exit area are less influenced by
the junction region and more influenced by local conditions on the boattail. The
pylon and wing had a longer longitudinal extent of similarity of pressure-coefficient
trends, so the applicability is rather limited. Nevertheless, the comparison is
useful in the interpretation of the data.
Effects of Mach Number on Pylon and Wing Pressures
The effects of Mach number on the swept pylon and wing lower-surface pressure
coefficients (configuration 5) are presented in figure 11. In this case, there were
insufficient pylon data to describe the behavior of the flow after the shock; there-
fore, as an indication of the character of the flow on the pylon, pressures along the
wing lower surface were included in the plot.
A gentle expansion and recompression can be seen on the pylon for Mach• 0.6
(fig. 11). The flow on the wing lower surface (station B; y/d N = 0.191) is probably
attached and experiences the typical recompression that is characteristic of the cusp
of a supercritical airfoil section.
The flow pressure gradients are more severe on the pylon for Mach 0.80. A
region of supersonic flow has formed on the pylon between x/c = 0.1 to x/c _ 0.30.
The shock on the pylon has possibly caused a mild flow separation. Some character of
the flow has changed, as evidenced by the lack of the typical recompression of the
flow in the wing lower-surface cusp region.
A similar case is seen in the data for Mach0.85. Although the levels have
shifted, the pylon flow has not changed much, in that the pressure gradients are
similar. As evidenced by the flat character of the pressure distribution for x/c
between 0.35 and 0.75 along wing station B, it is likely that the wing lower-surface
flow has separated as the result of shock-boundary-layer interaction. By associa-
tion, it is likely that the flow along the pylon has also separated past x/c = 0.35.
This is obviously a most undesirable situation in terms of drag and lift loss of the
configuration.
Effects of Angle of Attack on Pylon and Wing Pressures
The effects of angle of attack on the swept pylon and wing lower-surface pres-
sures at Mach 0.80 are presented in figure 12. Generally, as expected near the wing
bottom, the pressures become more positive. Therefore, the velocities are lower as
the angle of attack increases. For _ = I° or 2° , a good recompression trend can be
seen in the wing lower-surface pressures in the cusp region. The positive pressure
gradient on the pylon at x/c = 0.25 is strongest at a = 0°, which could have an
adverse influence, that is, a thickening effect, on the boundary layer in that
region. This thickening effect could account for the "flatter" recompression trend
on the wing lower-surface pressure coefficients for _ = 0 °.
Effects of Mach Number on Unswept Pylon Pressures
The effects of Mach number on the pressure distributions of the unswept pylon
are presented in figure 13. This flow appears to remain attached for Mach numbers of
0.70 and 0.80. However, shock-induced separation occurred for free-stream Mach num-
bers above 0.80. The wing and nacelle channel form a rather rapid diffuser and cause
a compression shock which contributes to the tendency of the flow to separate. This
separation, particularly at Mach 0.875, exists over part of the wing lower surface
and around part of the nacelle. These results show that this physical configuration
is undesirable, not only in terms of lift loss, but also in terms of drag due to the
separation.
Effects of Nacelle and Swept-Pylon Installation on Wing Pressures
The effects of the swept-pylon installation on the wing pressure distributions
are presented in figure 14 for Mach 0.80 at _ = I° . As expected, there was a sig-
nificant change in the lower-surface flow due to the presence of the pylon and
nacelle. The upper-surface pressure distribution changes were of a lesser magnitude.
The installation caused higher suction peaks on both wing surfaces due to the flow
turning around the pylon and wing leading edges. The upper-surface shock shifted
forward as a result of the altered pressure gradient on the wing. This forward move-
ment is considered shock relief caused by the flat nature of the upper-surface con-
tour. Therefore, separation due to shock--boundary-layer interaction becomes less
likely. The double-peak structure of the wing lower-surface pressures of the
installed-pylon configuration (fig. 14) is similar to those occurring in figure 10.
The first peak, as discussed previously, is caused by a mutual interference effect of
the pylon and wing. The second expansion arises from the convergent nature of the
nacelle and wing channel near the wing leading edge. The recompression trend of the
pressure distribution after the shock at x/c = 0.30 indicates that the flow
remained attached on the wing lower surface. No flow separation is evident on the
wing upper surface.
COMPARISONFNUMERICALANDEXPERIMENTALRESULTS
Description of Numerical Procedure
The numerical computations of the pressure coefficients were performed using the
Hessprogram (ref. 11), a current panel aerodynamic flow code. The basic Hess code
solves a linear equation describing potential flow. The flow is assumedto be invis-
cid, irrotational, and incompressible. Theseassumptions allow the flow to be
described by Laplace's equation. The linearization of the equation due to these
assumptions permits a superposition principle to describe the flow about the body.
The superposition of solutions for source singularities distributed upon the body
surface describes the influence on the free stream caused by that body.
In the Hess code, the exterior surface is described by an array of quadrilateral
panels conforming to the body contours. The strengths of the singularities, which
are located at the panel center points, are adjusted to insure potential flow and to
satisfy the specified boundary conditions at infinity and on the body. This flow and
body description formulation is convenient, in that complex geometries can be modeled
relatively easily. For the present calculations involving flow-through nacelles,
panels were distributed only on the external surface of the nacelles. Thus, the
computations were for nacelles with infinitesimally thin skins, with the internal
contours precisely matching the external contours. The Prandtl-Glauert compressi-
bility correction was used for nonzero free-stream Machnumbercalculations. No
corrections for viscous effects were in the program.
Accurate predictions of the flow character becomedifficult whencompressibility
or viscous effects are dominant factors. The linear potential-flow assumptions break
downwhere compressibility effects are strong and where strong viscous interactions
occur, such as with shock-induced boundary-layer separation. In these severe situa-
tions, linear potential-flow theory was inadequate to predict these effects.
The comparisons of theory with wind-tunnel data in the sections which follow are
in order of increasing Machnumber. The lowest speed, Mach0.20, is intended to have
no imbeddedsupersonic regions and to provide good comparison for an incompressible
calculation. Data at Mach0.60 were expected to provide very mild compressible flow
data to test the upper limit of the subsonic codes. Data were also obtained at
Mach0.80, where substantial regions of sonic flow and shocks occurred, to provide
verification of calculations of transonic flows.
Comparisonsat Mach0.20
Clean wing.- At Mach 0.20 for the clean wing with the conventional leading edge
(configuration I), the theory correctly predicted the trends of the data and was
generally in good agreement with the magnitude. Figure 15(a) shows that the theory
matched the upper-surface leading-edge pressure minimum in magnitude and position for
the centerline and was slightly low for the minimum at y/d N = 0.500 and 1.500. The
gradient of compression past x/c = 0.10 was not steep enough to match the pressure
level of the experiment, but the trend was matched. Theoretically, the trailing-edge
stagnation point pressurizes the aft upper surface and brings the calculation up in
pressure to the experimental data past x/c = 0.85. The lower-surface calculation
more closely matched the general level and gradients of the experiment. The theory
did not match the lower-surface, leading-edge minimum level or the position of the
trailing-edge-cusp recompression region. The leading-edge problem could be caused by
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an angle-of-attack mismatch, as the tunnel upflow of about 0.2 ° was not taken into
account.
The theory for the sameconfiguration at an angle of attack of 5° (fig. 15(b))
matched the upper-surface, leading-edge pressures and pressure gradient up to
x/c = 0.25, but again missed on pressure level between x/c = 0.25 and 0.85. The
predicted lower-surface pressures at y/d N = 0.500 were slightly off in level until
crossing over at x/c = 0.85. The comparison at y/d N = 1.500 was even worse, but
again crossed over the experiment in the aft region of the wing. An integration of
the pressure coefficients over the wing surface shows that the lift tends to be con-
sistently overpredicted. A factor leading to this result could be the lack of
boundary-layer corrections in the calculations.
Configuration 2 data are presented in figure 15(c) for Mach 0.20 and e = 0 °.
The nature of the leading-edge pressure minimum was considerably altered as a result
of the different geometry. The sharp leading edge was designed to keep the leading-
edge stagnation point at a fixed location for all conditions. As before, the general
trends of the pressure data were matched. However, the predicted peak magnitude and
position were off, as was the level for the whole upper surface. The lower-surface,
leading-edge pressure was again missed, and the cusp recompression region was over-
predicted. Also, the lift was again overpredicted.
Swept-pylon configuration.- Data on the wing, generated by installation of the
swept pylon and nacelle (configuration 5) at Mach 0.20 and e = 0 °, are presented in
figure 15(d). Results shown in figure 15(d) are similar to those with configura-
tion I. The leading-edge pressures on the centerline were matched, but the following
recompression was still not steep enough to match the pressure level for the rest of
the wing chord. The peaks were not matched in magnitude for the other two wing sta-
tions, and the pressure levels were underpredicted. The lower-surface levels were
too high over the whole chord, except for the last 5 to 10 percent. The trailing-
edge crossover was likely due to the previously mentioned stagnation-point calcula-
tion. The wing-pressure prediction with installed pylon was not as good as the
prediction for the clean-wing pressure predictions. This difference could result
from a more complex flow configuration caused by a mutual influence of bodies or from
increased viscous effects as a result of more unfavorable pressure gradients.
Figure 15(e) presents the pylon and nacelle pressures of configuration 5 at Mach
0.20 and at e = 0 °. The trends of the pylon pressures were well matched. The pres-
sure gradient and peak were off in the wing leading-edge area. The lower pylon row
showed the flow experiencing lower gradients, which the theory predicted, but still
missed the peak magnitude. The inlet leading-edge, low-pressure minima were not pre-
dicted by the theory. A probable cause could be that improper modeling of the inlet
flow occurs, since the computations were for a nacelle with a skin of zero thickness
and only the external contours were modeled. Improper placement of or an insuffi-
cient number of panels in the leading-edge region could further contribute to incor-
rect modeling of the physical shape. The trends of the pressure distributions aft of
this region are well matched and are only slightly high in pressure level. The pre-
dictions of the trailing-edge pressures are consistently high. This again was proba-
bly a result of the code forcing a flow stagnation condition on the last panel.
The results for the same configuration at _ = I ° are shown in figure 15(e).
The upper-surface, leading-edge pressure decrease was predicted well. The predicted
pressure level was still low for the remainder of the wing chord. The higher pre-
dicted pressure level along the first 50 percent of the lower surface, because of the
movement of the stagnation point, matches better at this angle of attack. Again, the
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pressure gradient in the wing leading edge was too low. The pylon top-row flow
expansion peak and the pylon lower-row pressures were predicted well by the theory.
The sameproblem with the nacelle occurs here as with the 0° case. Plots for config-
uration 5 at a = 5° are presented in figure 15(f). The decrease in upper-surface
pressures, caused by the increased angle of attack, was predicted by the code, and
the level of the changewas still too low. The lower-surface flow is generally fas-
ter in the leading-edge region of the swept-pylon configuration than in the clean-
wing configuration. For example, comparefigures 15(b) and 15(f). The flow on the
aft portion of the wing lower surface is actually slower than with the clean wing.
These trends were predicted, but the pressure level wasalways slightly high. A
considerable portion of the pylon was influenced by the wing leading-edge stagnation
region at the high angle of attack. Even this reduced flow velocity could not be
matched in the region of the wing leading edge. The inlet leading-edge pressure
levels were, as before, not matched. After x/c = -0.05, the comparison of theory
and experiment was very close. The prediction of trends and levels for the latter
75 percent of the nacelle was reliable for this case.
Unswept-pylon configuration.- The pressures for the unswept-pylon and nacelle
installation at Mach 0.20 and at _ = 0 ° are presented in figure 15(g). As pointed
out in the model description, the unswept-pylon and nacelle configuration had sharp
leading edges on the wing, pylon, and nacelle. An examination of the experimental
data shows that the lower-surface pressures are greatly decreased at y/d N = 0.500
because of the channeling effect of the junction of the wing, pylon, and nacelle.
Also, the pylon and nacelle influence on the wing lower-surface pressures rapidly
diminishes with increasing span and is greatly diminished even by the y/d N = 1.500
wing station. As can be seen by comparing figure 15(c) with figure 15(g), these
changes are predicted. The code predicts a large pressure drop at the leading edge
of the upper surface of the wing that is not in the data. Because of the thin
leading-edge shape, the drop is likely caused either by the proximity of the pylon
panel null points or by the wing panel points. The predicted lower-surface pressures
are still high in magnitude. The predicted lift would also be high. The predicted
minimum pressure peaks on both rows of the pylon were too high, and results similar
to those of the inlet leading-edge region occurred. The expansion-trend gradient
from x/c = 0 to x/c = 0.15 on the nacelle in the channel flow was predicted well.
The ability to predict pressure trends and levels for the nacelle flow was similar to
the results seen for the swept-pylon configuration (fig. 15(f)). The measured flow
around the unswept pylon had larger gradients in the first 20 percent of the section.
As can be seen by comparing the 22.5 ° angular stations in figures 15(d) and 15(g),
the generally higher velocities greatly influenced the nacelle flow. The interesting
note, though not totally unexpected, is that by the 180 ° angular station on the
nacelle, the effects of the wing and pylon flow were relatively small. This charac-
teristic of the flow about this configuration was well predicted by the theory.
The last comparison for this Mach number is for configuration 3 at _ = 5 °
(fig. 15(h)). The pressures along the y/d N = 0.500 wing station on the upper-
surface display an interesting flow phenomena not predicted by the theory. It is
likely that a laminar flow separation and subsequent reattachment occurs in the first
15 percent of the wing chord. The flow velocity levels came down in the junction
region of the nacelle, pylon, and wing lower surface. These effects were picked up
in the prediction, but the computed velocity was still low. A greatly increased
pressure minimum occurred for the inlet leading-edge, zero-degree, angular station
flow. This rather large gradient was not predicted, but the pressure trend down-
stream was soon recovered and was predicted by the code.
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Overall, the subsonic prediction of flow pressure trends was good. The levels
of predicted pressures on the wing were consistently low on the upper surface and
consistently high on the lower surface. Therefore, the calculation of lift would
always be high. Thepylon and nacelle pressure levels were consistently slightly
low, though occasionally the predictions matchedthe data quite well. The leading-
edge pressure spikes, whether on the wing or the inlet, were seldom matched in magni-
tude. The exception was the centerline row on the wing, which was consistently
matched in magnitude and position. The pressure magnitude problems could be due to a
Machnumbermismatch or a flow-angle mismatch. If lift matching or different Mach
numbercalculations were performed, better agreementwould be possible. In addition,
the present geometry causes the program to satisfy the trailing-edge Kutta condition
at the null point of the last wing panel at a given station. The enforcement of this
condition occurred before the physical trailing edge and was responsible for the
large pressure gradients on the aft 10 to 15percent of the airfoil section.
Repaneling the wing so that the final null point falls on the trailing edge of the
physical wing could remedy the trailing-edge calculation problem. This would place
the Kutta condition enforcement at the trailing edge.
Comparisons at Mach 0.60
Clean wing.- Data for configuration I, the clean wing, at Mach 0.60 and at
= 0 ° are presented in figure 16(a). The comparison of theory with experiment was
very similar to the lower subsonic case. The wing upper-surface pressures were all
slightly lower, as a result of the increased free-stream velocity, and retained the
same character of trend as the pressures at Mach 0.20 and at _ = 0 °. Again, the
trends were well predicted and the general level of the pressures was predicted.
However, the discrepancies between the predicted and experimental pressures were
greater than 0.20, particularly on the lower surface of the wing. These discrep-
ancies could be caused by an angle-of-attack mismatch or increasing viscous or com-
pressibility effects at the higher Mach number. A low-pressure "bulge" can be seen
developing on the lower surface from x/c = 0.05 to 0.20 at y/d N = 0.500. This
bulge developed into a region of sonic flow and formed a compression shock downstream
in the junction region at some higher free-stream Mach numbers (e.g., M = 0.80).
The bulge was not picked up by the theory.
The clean-wing data for Mach 0.60 at e = 3 ° are presented in figure 16(b).
Very high pressure minima at the leaaing edge can be seen for all the wing stations.
This large perturbation is caused by the blunt leading edge of the supercritical
airfoil section combined with the movement of the stagnation point towards the lower
surface. The theory did not predict such a low leading-edge pressure. Again, the
general trend of an increased leading-edge pressure minimum was predicted. The cal-
culations for the aft (x/c > 0.50) upper-surface pressures were too low for all the
wing stations. This, in addition to the lower-surface pressure calculations being
too high in pressure, would again cause the overestimation of lift prediction. A
feature of the supercritical airfoil is the highly cambered aft region. The wing-
surface curvature changes direction from concave-up to concave-down and forms the
cusp region in the last quarter of the lower-surface chord. The experimental data
reveal this reflex in geometry by a strong compression in the aft region of the wing
lower surface. This compression can be seen in particular in figure 16(b) for the
lower surface at y/d N = 0.500. The gentle expansion trend from x/c = 0.25
to 0.35 is abruptly reversed at x/c = 0.60. The existence of this pressure
trend reversal was predicted by the code. The matching of the level of the
experimental pressures in the cusp region was poor. A higher panel density in the
cusp region would more exactly define the geometry and would possibly result in a
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better prediction of the pressures. Increasing the numberof panels, though, could
cause an undueburden on the code in terms of computing time or computer space limi-
tations. Sometype of compromisebetween geometry, space, and time must be made.
Swept-forward pylon configuration.- The pressure data and comparisons for con-
figuration 5 at Mach 0.60 and at _ = 0 ° are presented in figure 16(c). The lower
pressures on the wing upper surface caused by the pylon-wing junction were predicted.
The spanwise variations in the minimum leading-edge pressures were also predicted.
The remainder (x/c > 0.15) of the wing upper-surface pressure calculations were low,
as seen previously. The slight forward movement of the centerline upper-surface
pressure minimum in the aft region of the chord from x/c = 0.80, for the clean wing,
to x/c = 0.75, for the installed swept-pylon configuration, was not discernible in
the theoretical calculation. However, the overall pressure trend in the aft region
of the wing upper surface was predicted. The detail of the change in pressures due
to the installation was wrong. The wing lower-surface, leading-edge, low-pressure
bulge for row y/d N = 0.500 was enhanced considerably by the pylon installation.
The theory predicted a trend of higher velocities in the region of x/c between 0.05
and 0.40, but the bulge characteristic did not even appear in the calculated pres-
sures. The cusp pressures were poorly matched, particularly in the starting location
of the higher compression rate. The theory predicted a compression in the cusp
region, x/c between 0.80 and 0.95, when the experimental data were displaying a
slight expansion. The compression prediction was also seen in the Mach 0.20 case
for the swept-pylon installation. Local decambering of the airfoil shape due to
boundary-layer growth could be a cause of this discrepancy.
The pylon and nacelle pressures are plotted in figure 16(c). The pylon upper-
row pressure predictions did not capture the nature of the experimental data in the
region of x/c between -0.20 and 0.10. The pressure peak at x/c = -0.05 and the
expansion at x/c = 0.20 were not predicted in magnitude. The pressures on the
pylon bottom row were predicted better, but still missed the magnitude of the expan-
sion at x/c = 0.20. There was again the problem of predicting the low-pressure
bulge. The channel of accelerated flow greatly influenced the pylon flow field, and
the problem was compounded by the acceleration of the flow about the pylon leading
edge. The degree of this interaction was more severe experimentally than was pre-
dicted by the code. The mismatch in predicted inlet leading-edge pressures with
experiment was no worse than for the Mach 0.20 case. The overall range of pressures
along the nacelle body increased. This increase indicated that stronger flow gradi-
ents were prevalent, particularly for the 22.5 ° angular station. A slight increase
in velocities occurred for the 90.0 ° and 180.0 ° nacelle stations. These changes,
however, were of a much smaller magnitude for the 22.5 ° station. This would indicate
that the interference due to the wing and pylon flows on the nacelle flow lessens
progressively around the nacelle to the bottom. This decreasing trend was expected
and was predicted.
The wing pressures for configuration 5 at _ = 3 ° are presented in fig-
ure 16(d). The predicted leading-edge pressures were much too high for all the wing
stations. All the predictions crossed the experimental data by x/c = 0.10 and
remained low in predicted level for the rest of the wing chord. The predicted wing
lower-surface comparison results were better than the comparison results in fig-
ure 16(c). The lower-surface acceleration shown previously for y/d N = 0.500, with
x/c between 0.05 and 0.20, was suppressed because of the movement of the leading-
edge stagnation point rearward along the lower surface. The predicted pressures were
still too high; therefore, the calculated flow velocity in that region was too slow.
The predicted pressure change in the cusp region for both wing stations,
y/d N = 0.500 and 1.500, was too far forward. The predicted pylon and nacelle pres-
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sures (fig. 16(d)) show a slightly better overall comparison than the _ = 0 ° data.
The same pressure peak and following expansion of the flow shown previously along the
pylon upper-row area are observed. The average velocity of the pylon flow is
reduced, compared with the 0 ° case, as a result of the influence of the stagnation
flow of the wing leading edge. The pressure peak location was still not predicted,
and the local pressure gradient at x/c = 0 was too low. This problem occurred, to
a lesser degree, for the Mach 0.20 comparisons. Therefore, it was not thought that
the mismatch of pylon pressures was caused by insufficient aerodynamic flow modeling.
It is likely that the numerical modeling of the body geometry does not properly
describe the physical configuration. The region of the junction of the pylon leading
edge and wing leading edge was a highly complex intersection. The discrete intervals
used in the geometry paneling might not be an accurate representation of the junction
region. The details of the flow due to the given physical model would then not be
predictable by the theoretical method. Comparisons of pressures on the inlet and
nacelle reveal, as shown previously, leading-edge and trailing-edge mismatches. The
changes in pressures on the nacelle caused by the change in angle of attack, for
x/c between -0.60 and 0, were predicted well. The levels of the predicted pressure
data were still generally high for the nacelle.
Unswept-pylon configuration.- Configuration 3 pressure data for Mach 0.60 are
presented in figure 16(e). There again was possible leading-edge separation in the
upper-surface, leading-edge pressures at y/d N = 0. The calculations for x/c
between 0 and 0.10 are off because of this possibility. The general decrease in
leading-edge pressure caused by the nacelle-pylon installation was predicted. The
increase in upper-surface pressures caused by the nacelle-pylon installation for
x/c between 0.70 and 0.90 was also predicted. The trend of the pressure changes in
the central region of the wing was good. The leading-edge pressure changes were
overpredicted, and the trailing-edge pressure changes were underpredicted. The pre-
diction of the low-pressure maximum was off. Again, the trend of pylon pressures was
predicted well, but was generally too high in level. The inlet leading-edge predic-
tions of pressures were particularly bad. This may have been caused by an increase
in wing, pylon, and nacelle interaction that was not predicted by the code. The
trailing-edge area of the pylon and nacelle row at 22.5 ° may have experienced a mild
flow separation. An already present adverse pressure gradient on the wing lower
surface was worsened by the installation of the pylon and nacelle. A boundary layer
tends to separate when developing in an adverse pressure-gradient field. Such an
adverse pressure field exists in the area between x/c = 0.50 and 1.00 in the junc-
tion region of the wing, pylon, and nacelle. The code cannot predict the effects of
boundary-layer growth or separation. Inspection of the comparison between the 22.5 ° ,
90.0 ° , and 180.0 ° angular stations on the nacelle shows the inability to predict
these viscous effects. The angular rows at 90.0 ° and 180.0 ° were predicted satis-
factorily in trend for the trailing-edge region. The predicted pressures along the
22.5 ° row on the nacelle deviated considerably from the experimental data after
x/c = 0.85. There were similar deviations in the predicted pressures in both the
upper and lower rows of the pylon comparison plots.
Comparison at Mach 0.80
Clean wing.- Data for configuration 1, the conventional leading-edge clean wing,
at Mach 0.80 and at _ = 0°, are presented in figure 17(a). At this Mach number,
even the character of the flow on the upper surface of the wing is very badly pre-
dicted by the theory. Except for the fact that both experiment and theory were
recompressing at the wing trailing edge, the agreement was poor. The sonic pressure
coefficient for Mach 0.80 is 0.435, so about 70 percent of the wing upper-surface
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flow was supersonic. The nature of the equations of motion modeling this flow is
muchdifferent than the linear potential-flow modeling of the present code. The
compressibility and irrotational flow assumptions were violated once supersonic flow
and shocks occurred in the flow.
Only about 20 percent of the wing lower-surface flow was supersonic. This
region, an enhancementof the low-pressure bulge mentioned previously, was not pre-
dicted for the wing stations y/dN = 0.500 and 1.500. The deviation between theory
and experiment for the lower-surface pressures at x/c between 0.65 and 0.85 was
similar to that between the pylon and nacelle in figure 16(e). It is likely that
viscous effects account for much of the discrepancy in the pressure gradients. The
disagreement in the levels of the pressure could be due to the Prandtl-Glauert com-
pressibility effects.
Swept-pylon configuration.- The pressures for configuration 5 are shown in fig-
ure 17(b) for Mach 0.80 at _ = 0 °. The theory did predict a slight decrease in the
pressure at the leading edge for y/d N = 0. The experimental pressure decreased
for x/c between 0.05 and 0.20 in all the wing upper-surface stations. An increase
in pressure had been predicted for the y/d N = 0.500 and 1.500 wing stations in the
same x/c region. Therefore, the theory predicts that the flow will slow down. In
reality, the flow velocity increases compared with the uninstalled case. The accel-
eration of the upper-surface flow as a result of the pylon installation likely feeds
farther out along the span of the wing than the code predicts.
The large supersonic bubble on the lower surface caused by the effect of the
pylon-wing junction, for x/c between 0.025 and 0.30, was not predicted at all.
Also, the theoretical prediction bears poor resemblance to experiment for
y/d N = 0.500 at x/c > 0.5. As mentioned previously, the boundary layer is sensi-
tive to its surrounding pressure field. Therefore, the poor resemblance could be the
result of very strong viscous effects caused by the pylon and wing interaction. The
flow across a shock experiences a large positive pressure gradient. As a result, the
boundary layer either separates from the surface or thickens drastically. The
resulting change in the boundary-layer profile has a decambering effect on most air-
foil sections and usually results in a decrease in the lift generated by the section.
As mentioned previously, these types of interactions are absent from the code
formulation.
The predictions of the pylon and inlet-nacelle flow presented in figure 17(b)
were better than those of the wing. The comparison of the general trend was good.
As expected, predictions of the extent of supersonic flow and peak local Mach number
were quite poor. An interesting point, though not unexpected, was the prediction of
the pressure along the 180.0 ° nacelle station. The theoretical agreement with exper-
iment was comparable to that for the Mach 0.60 case for the same nacelle station.
This agreement could be due to the absence of any local supersonic flow on that por-
tion of the nacelle. The influence due to the pylon and wing is greatly diminished
by the 180.0 ° row on the nacelle. Therefore, the flow interaction caused by the wing
and pylon is not present to cause the supersonic bubble.
Unswept-pylon configuration.- Poor agreement of the predicted pressures with
experiment occurred for most of configuration 3 at Mach 0.80 and at _ = 0 °. (See
fig. 17(c).) These results are not completely unexpected, especially considering the
previous comparison at this Mach number. About 70 percent of the wing upper-surface
flow was supersonic. This flow and the resulting compression shock were not pre-
dicted. The lower-surface shock at x/c _ 0.30 and at y/d N = 0.500 and the
resulting boundary-layer separation were not predicted. These same flow phenomena
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can be seen on both pylon rows and along the inlet-nacelle 22.5 ° row. These strong
interactions were not expected to be predicted. The wing lower-surface pressures
at y/d N = 1.500 do not display the same flat trend as the y/d N = 0.500 row after
x/c = 0.400. It is likely that the diminished effect of the nacelle at this span
station allowed the flow to remain attached and to experience the usual recompression
trend characteristic of supercritical airfoil sections.
The inlet-nacelle pressures for the 90.0 ° nacelle station were predicted reason-
ably well. One of the trouble spots was the inlet leading-edge mismatch discussed
previously. The mismatch in the pressures in the aft region of the nacelle was
likely due to the influence of the boundary-layer separation feeding around the
nacelle body. There was a small region of sonic flow on the inlet-nacelle bottom row
(180 ° at x/c = -0.10). A majority of the inlet-nacelle flow along that row was
subsonic. The theory comparison was, subsequently, close in trend prediction but
still high in pressure level.
Comparison of Installation Effects for Mach 0.60
The incremental pressure change (C ..... Cp,uninstalle d) on the wing duep_nsta±±ea
to _ne......presence or _ne swept-pylon instal±at±on is ShOWn in figure 18 for a Mach
number of 0.60. The lower-surface leading-edge pressure drop as a result of the
pylon installation was predicted. The magnitude and width, that is, extent over the
wing chord, of the drop were off. The overall trend of the increment was predicted,
except for the trailing-edge pressures past x/c = 0.60. The code did not predict
the negative increment in pressures in the trailing-edge region. An increase in
pressure was observed on the trailing-edge area of the upper surface, which can
greatly influence the location of any shock waves present. The code approximated the
trends, but did not adequately predict the pressure data near the leading and trail-
ing edges.
CONCLUSIONS
A wind-tunnel investigation was conducted to obtain subsonic and transonic pres-
sure data on wing, pylon, and nacelle configurations with supercritical wings. In
addition to obtaining the data, numerical predictions of static-pressure coefficients
on the model were made using a three-dimensional-panel aerodynamic code that solved
the linearized potential-flow equations. An analysis of the data and a comparison of
the data with the numerical solutions indicate the following results:
1. In the subsonic regime, the interactions between the wing, pylon, and nacelle
flow fields are weak and can be reasonably predicted by incompressible potential-flow
methods.
2. In the transonic regime, the interactions are strong and cannot be modeled by
elementary, that is, incompressible and inviscid, numerical theories. More advanced
theories and numerical techniques are required to adequately model compressibility
and rotational effects such as the presence of boundary-layer growth, shocks, and
separated flows.
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This report provides experimental data for the assessment and verification of
computational prediction techniques developed for wing, pylon, and nacelle studies.
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TABLE A1 .- AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT DATA FOR CONFIGURATION 1
AT X t = 0.29c
CONFIGURATION t MACM = .200 ALPFA = .05
_ING CP
UPPER $UWFACE tC_kk Sb_FACE
Y/D
























-.b87 -.05_ -,73_ -.bb7 ".b72
-._1P -.597 -,607
-.520 -._7e -.537 -.552 -.5a2
-.aSo -._7e -,_86
-.a3e 0.436 -.aal -._3b -.aa6
-.3gI -,3_b -.aOb
-.uol -.3gb -.391 -.3ql -.,06
-.334 -.$34 -.33a
-.339 -.325 -.327 -.327 ".330
-.33a -.3d3 -.321
-.330 -.321 -.323 -.330 -.327
-.330 -.3_5 -.330
-.33_ -.33_ -.3_3 -.334 ".33_
-.343 -.307 ".337
-.3el -.34Q -.3_W -.3_9 -.355
-.3o7 -.355 -.361
-.373 -.361 -.367 -.385 -.373
-.355 -.3a3 -.3_9
-.283 -.217 -.283 -.289 -.3n7
-.152
-.110 -.116
-.?o0 °.d12 -.235 -.253
-.235 -.tiq
-.22Q -._35 -.2a7 -.2a1
-,217 -.235




-.lgl -.177 -.169 ".IP_
-.18q -.le2










CONFI_U_AI]O_ 1 _ACM = .20_ _LFF_ * I.,5
¢IJ_G CP
u_Pt_ $UWFACE LC_EM _L_F_CE
Y/O






















-.Mg_ -.Mqq -.qOg -.87_ -.BQ_
-.7_9 -.7_q -,77g
-.bT_ -.5_, -.bS_ -.6_q -.68q
-.5,9 -.5o4 -.55_
-.51_ -.50_ -.51_ -.50q -.%2q
-._54 -.4_g -.Q4W
-.3_7 -.]88 -.395
-,3_o -.377 -.37q -.3_4 -.3Pc
-.373 -.368 -.368
-.3_ -.3o1 -.3_a -.3e8 -.3_8
-.3_1 -.355 -.3hi
-.357 -.3_q -.]_ 0.355 °.3_
"._72 -._o6 I,3bb
-.3_Q -._78 -.378 -._78 °.37e
-.3_g -._18 -.372
-.39% -.378 -.3_q -.3qb -.3_
-.3_6 -.35a -.3_0



















































TABLE AI .- Continued
CONFIGUNATION I _ACM = ,200 ALFPA = 2.0_
_ING CP
HPPEN 5UEFACE LG_£, _bRFACE










































-1.081 -1.121 -1.056 -I.n76
-.91b -.gal
-.b55 -.755 -.835 -.8_
-.O55 -.ha0
-.575 -.590 -.585 -.58()
-.52n -.530
-.500 -.515 -.Uq5 ".515
-.u37 -.a_
-.u2_ -._20 -._20 -._2_
-.40b -.a00














-.38a -.391 -.375 -.38_
-.3_o -.3go
-.396 -.396 -.390 -.39e
-.39b -.3qb
-.3_ -.39_ -.,1_ -._o_
-.360 -.366



















CONFIGURAIIGN I wACM = .200 AL_P_ = 3.05
_ING CP
U_PER SURFACE Lf_t_ _U_F_CE
Y/U
























-1.329 -1.37q -1.37_ -1.3_9 -I.329
!-1.033 -1.027 -.977
-.@97 -.73b -.887 -.q12 -._97
-.72b -.73_ -.7e7
".bOb -.bbb ",bT| -.b_6 ".6_
".580 -.5_b -.590
".Sbb -.551 -.55b -.55_ -.571
-._80 -._5 -._5
-._b7 -._60 -._b5 -._5M -._b9
-._27 -._25 -._7 -._31 -._P
-._Ib -._Ib -.41b
-._07 -._07 -._07 -.,11 -._11
-.u03 -._03 -._03
-._15 -._0g -._15 -._0g -,_0q
-._0_ -.a03 -.u03
-._97 -.3_1 -.3qi ..u15 -._0_
-.3bl -.3hi -.3el
-._83 -.277 -.277 -.2_3 -._nl
-.139
.212 .21@ .P_O .Ie2
.117 .I_3
.Oe3 .Oe_ .0_I .057
.0]o -.0(12




-.071 -.O_e -.0oi -.07_
-.080 -.078












CONFIGURATICN ! _ACM = .2_0 ALFF_ = _,05
_InG CP
UFPEW SURFACE LC_Eh _bRFAC£
Y/D























-I.$q7 -1,31b -1.321 -1.28b -1,662
-I,21b -1,166 -1.181
-I.020 -.840 -l.01b -l.05b -l.OSe
-.815 -.8_0 -.8_5
-.7a5 -.7a5 =.7a5 -.735 -.7a5
-.b55 -.b_5 -.bbO
-.b20 -.610 -.015 -.bOO -.b3_
-.528 -.5_7 -.533
-.508 -.aqq -.502 -.502 -.Sna
-._8_ -.a73 -.a75
-._7 -.U53 -._55 -.aS1 ".a6_
-.,_1 -.a31 -.q3S -.a2_ -.aa()
-.a3_ -._26 -.a_O
-.a3S -.a26 -,a32 -.a_e -.a3_
-,a20 -,_20 -.a20
-,_08 -,qO8 -,a1_ -.a20 -,a20
-,378 -,3bo °.3_6
-.289 -.289 -,283 -.283 -._0o
-.13q
.525 .555
.330 .31P .312 .2q_
.211 .205
.152 .15i .lea .13a
.087 .U_q




-.0_ -.02_ -.021 -.038
-.051 -.u_3










CUNFIGURAIICN I _ACM * ,d_O AL_F_ • 5,05
_ING CP
UPP6W 8UNFACE LC_£_ _b&FaCk
Y/U
























-1.5a9 -1.56a -l.a7q -l._a -l.aa_
-i.3u3 -1.3a3 -1.363
-l.le_ -.935 -1.16_ -l.le_ -1.187
-,qSO -._35 -.q35
-.83a -.81a -.839 -._1_ =.81q
-.71q -.72a -.7_q
-,b78 -._e8 -.e73 -.bee -.e83
-,578 -.S80 -.582
-,55_ -.bua -,Sa_ -.555 -.562
-.517 ",517 -,517
-._q7 -._q5 -,_q5 -,500 -,5n2
-.a77 -,a73 -.a75
-._Sq -.a57 -.aba -._55 -._b6
-.a52 -.aub -.a52
-.a52 -.aa6 -.a_6 -.aae -.a52
-.aab -,q)a -.a3a
-.alb -.ulO -.a16 -.a3a -.a28
-,37a -,$b8 -,380
-.28_ -.278 0,_78 -._8_ 0.3_@
-,1_0
.b71 .bUT
.aa5 .a33 .a21 .aO)
.308 .308
._30 .t3e .230 .230
.1_3 .153




.Oil ,013 .01_ -.OOa
-,OOq -.Oil












TABLE AI .- Continued
CONFIGu_AIICN | _ACM = ,3CC ALPMA = .08
_ING CP
UPPEG SURFACE LC_LR @LNFACE
YID























-.6q6 -.bSq -.72_ -.082
-.615 -.b34 -.b27
-,56a -.a88 -,557 -.553
-.uTq -.aBn -._81
-.Q62 -.h61 -.aaa -._55
-.alt -.395 -,uua
°,qog -,38b -.391 -.38a
-.3a7 -.358 -.351
-.3"_ -.3al -.3a9 -.3Ua
-.337 -._35 -.338
-.3_0 -.333 -.335 -.3u3
-.3a3 -.3a1 -.3aa
-.3q8 -.350 -.35a -.338
-.355 -._55 -,355
-,_77 -._66 -.369 -.369
-,383 ".377 -.380
-.38_ -.383 -,38_ -.a07
-.37_ ",3_3 -,36b













-.21a -.2_i -._u5 -.250
-.Pa7 -.253
-.PP% -.2_5 -.272 -.267
-._5 -.25o




-.1q1 -.1_8 -,lqO -.lq7
-.lq3 -.lql










CONFIGUWAIICN 1 _ACM = ._01 ALFF_ = .07
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_EH 5UfiFACE
Y/D
























",6qg -.71_ -,72q -,6qO -.725
".b5_ -,03_ -.b_O
-,57_ -.502 -,588 -,Sql -._gq
-.aS_ -,502 -.50a
°.a77 -,a56 -,a07 -.a02 -.aS_
-._18 -,aIO -,_22
-,a25 -._11 -,3q5 -.aO5 -.qoe
-.387 -.365 °,3o7
-.3o5 =.353 -.35q -.3ee -.360
0,35g -.352 -,3ag
-,360 ".351 -,353 -,359 ".35q
-.3bl -,352 -.360
".362 -.363 -.36b =,35e -.369
-,375 -.372 -.372
-.399 -._8 -.3q1 -.3qO ".3q_
-.aO_ -.3_8 -,398
-,_la -.aOi -,a07 ..a30 -.alg
-,3gl -.378 -.386
-.31u -.3o7 -.310 =.32U -,3a6
-,1_5
-.1_ -,1e3
-.23o -,t80 ",2q7 ".2gQ
-.273 -.2_3
-.2FO -,d_8 -,2_1 -.3Ou
-.268 -._81




-.218 -,20_ -.20_ -,_18
-.217 -,dO6

















UPPER 5UNF ACf- L C_ it..k SURFACE
























-,2P8 -,3_2 -,313 -,337
-,30a -.309
-,320 -.305 -,320 -.337
-,302 -.319




-.22e °._7 -.235 -.2do
-.22_ -.22_











-.726 -,702 -,7dq -.702 ".72q
-,o62 -.bb3 -.b68
-.589 -.515 -,Sq3 -.bOl -.605
-.,9a -,515 -,510
-.a88 -.a85 -.aSS -._09 "._60
-,a32 -.a32 -,_21
-,_._ -..21 -..3a -..17 -..3P
-.381 -.380 -,3gO
-,38! -.3bg -.38a -.380 -.37q
-.371 -.377 -,371
-.373 -._75 -.3e5 -.373 -.368
-,37d -.372 -.37_
-.378 -.3_U -.3_3 -,372 -,381
-,393 -.387 -,3q3
-.a17 -._11 -,dO7 -,aOb -.aq7
-,a23 -.a22 =,_1o
-.a29 -.a2o -.a2. -._.7 -.d32
-,.oa -.39u -.aol
-.321 -.312 -.315 -._73 -.35e
-,tel
CONFIGUkAIION I gACM = .Sqq ALPP_ = .oe
_ING CP
U_PER SURFACE LCVEk SURFACE


























-.168 -.;b5 -,769 -,736 ".7aq
-.721 -,711 -.707
-,_ad -.5_7 -.637 -.b23 -._at
-.5al -.537 -.5d8
-.52b -,517 -.521 ..a98 -.u_7
-.dO7 -.aS1 -._U9
-,dSl -,.65 -,a_u -.ad7 -._75
-._05 -.alb -._05
o._Og -,lab -.all -.aOW -._7
-.aO$ -,aOO -,395
-,qo7 -,3qq -.aoo -,aOS -.3q2
-,aO_ -._Oo -,_08
-,alO -.UlI -.a15 -,dO0 -.an7
o,a18 o.415 -,al_
-.a55 -.d51 -,aa8
-.a_2 -.a53 -.aSh -.a77 -..b_
-.a29 -,q16 -.a25
-.329 -.31_ -.32_ -.33_ -.363
-,150
-.?.1 -.d37
-.356 -.370 -,375 -,aO5
-,360 -.390
-.360 -.3CO -,37a -.]Tq
-,3a8 -.367
0.3_0 -.303 -.32q -._3d
-._77 -,_lO -,357
-,261 -,_58
-.255 =._e2 -.270 -.275
-.255 -.2e,












TABLE A| .- Continued
_ONFIGURATION 1 MACM a ,Sg_ ALPMA = |,Oe
_ING CP
UPPER SUNFACE LO_E_ SURFACE
























-1.02_ -1,02b -1.053 -1,015 -].037
-.915 °.903 -.89b
-,787 -.b51 -,776 -.829 -.7q5
-,b_5 -,6SI -.bSl
-.b@q -.bl_ -.bl_ -.595 -,5P3
-.55_ -.Sqg -.5q2
-.555 -.539 -.5,5 -.52_ -.5_
-.qb7 -._R0 -._78
-,4e3 -,451 -._eb -._5g ".qSb
-._53 0._8 -._50
",qQ6 "._0 =.QQQ
".a_5 ".Q42 -.qS0 -._3_ -.a_3
-.Q?2 -._02 -.abb -.Q58 -.abt
-.q75 -.qh7 -.abb
",_Tb "._bl -,abQ -.qgo ".Q7U
-,q37 -.qlg -.u31
-.327 -.31b ",32@ -.33_ ".356
".1_
-.002 .OOe
-.|37 -.1b8 -,tg3 ",Z02
-.225 o.22b
-.233 -.227 ".22b -.Zbl
-.228 -.25t




-,21b -,2_ ",_t8 -.22]
-.220 -o_.
°.22q °.228 -,231 -.261
-.|go -.2o2 -.2_,
.002 ,OIC





CUNF|GURATICN l MACM = .bOO ALPHA = 2.0E
sING CP
UPPER SURFACE LL_Ek SURFACE
Y/U
























-l.q2g -I.qSb -1,_7_ -l.ql3 -l._bO
-I.058 -.g87 -1.010
-,q35 -.77_ -.g13 -.q3_ =.qt_
".775 -.?7h °,7bQ
-.725 -.bg3 -.703 -.70_ -.b_O
-.b27 -.bib -.b23
-.b2q -._9_ -.b08 -.605 ".b2_
-.530 -.530 -.529
-.520 -.500 -.502 -.SI_ ".505
-.a99 -,ag7 -.QS|
"._91 -,U7O "._bq -.q85 "°qT@
-,_85 -,_bb -,_b7
-._7_ -._b3 -,_7_ -._53 -.a69
-,_73 -._7! -._bO
-._o -._85 -._73 -._7_ °._80
-.qgo -._77 -._70
-._85 -._b2 -,_Tu -._93 -,QM_
-.u3b -,_II -.q25
o.321 =._o_ -.3o9 -.32o ".353
-,135
.1b7 ,183
,Oia .OlE -,020 ".05e
-.07q -.080
-.122 -.111 -.lil -.1_7
-,151 -.1_3




-.170 -.lb_ -,18_ -.188
-.17q -,17b












TABLE AI .- Continued
CI*_FI_URAIICN ! MACM = .tO_ AL_PA = 3._0
_ING CP
UPPEW SURFACE LC_EH %b_F_CE
Y/O
























-2,030 -2.080 -2,057 -2.051 -l.q_!
*1,322 -1.19b -1.323
-|.025 -._R -.q76 -l.01q -.g_q
-.SSb -.%8A -.B79
-._21 -.787 -.798 -.77q ".757
-,71_ -.b88 -.7_5
-,bq_ -,b_o -,b73 -.65] -.671
-.58_ -.5q1 -.5_0
-.5_ -.5_() -.55_ -.555 -.55_
-.5a7 -.5_3 -.522
-.532 -.521 -.506 -.517 -.51a
-.516 -.50_ -,_q3
-.502 -.502 -._g0 -._87 -.a_
-._g5 -._g0 -.Q79
-.51_ -.501 -.Qe5 *.a87 -._gO
-.500 -._8 -._71
-._ -._8 -._55 -.,_l -.,77
-._2_ -.,13 -._01
-.2_? -.293 -.287 -.300 -.3_5
-.12_
.33a ,]Se
,lel ,Ia3 .13_ ,11]
,057 .0_8
,Ocl ,005 -.00_ -.o16
-.0_2 -.05_




-.133 -.11_ -.12b ".13_










U_PEW SURFACE LL_£k SbRFACE
Y/U
























-.80_ -._03 -.811 =.7_B -.763
*,735 -,7_b *.727
-.b_2 -,586 -.e_t -,eS_ -.b73
-.562 -.5_ -.50b
-.559 -.5q5 -.523 -.51_ -.50_
-,_R -._78 -._58
-.51_ -.qq9 -._71 -._59 -._92
-._30 -._3 -.u3o
-.q31 -._23 -.U32 -0_23 -.uO0
-.q2_ -._21 -._20
-.q2_ -._3 -._23
-._33 -._l -._37 -,_09 -.an5
-.qSO -._b_ -,_67 -,_UO =.u3q
=._83 -._72 -,ub9
*._8_ -._71 -,_78 -._B_ -,_71
-._3 -,_8 -,_37
-._28 -.3_o -.323 -.323 -.3S.
=.135
*.2U2 -.2¢2
-.375 -.379 -._5 -._aS
-.380 -._17
-.3_5 ..a_e -.,3_ -.a56
-.371 -._I_




-.2_3 -._e2 -.280 ".323
-.2_2 -.2e2












TABLE A1 .- Continued
COhFIGURAIICN 1 MACM = .700 ALRPJ = .OP
_I_JG CP
IJPPE_ $UWFACE LC_Lk SbRFACE
Y/D
























-.MOb °.821 -.827 -.765 -.P32
-,775 -.772 -,Tql
".6g3 -._1_ -.eq7 -.702 ".70_
-.590 -.bl_ -.b13
-,58b -.b79 -.583 0.5b5 ".55"
-.511 -,508 -.51b
-.538 -.51b -,52B -._9_ -.5_5
-.aqq -,_q2 -.a52
-._._ -._39 -.a37
-._50 -.q37 -._39 -.u.q -.,37
-,q67 -.qb_ -._b5
-.503 -._%7 -.qgt -._P7 -.48!
°.SOW -,_9_ -,qq7
-.511 -._90 -.50_ -.532 -.50e
-.31_ -.313 -.3_0 -.330 -.355
-,lIB
-.265 -.272
-,3q8 °,"2q -,_15 -,_P
-._39 -._50
-.U_6 0."_5 "._53 0._97
-._35 -.,_2




-.3_3 -.32_ -.331 -.32e
-,312 -.325








CONFIGLI_ATION ! MACM : .750 ALFP_ : .oe
_I_G CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_L_ SURFACE
Y/D
























-.79Q -.7_1 -.7q7 -.75_ -.78_
-.R27 -.812 -.822
-.77_ -.hbq -.800 -,TbO -.7q8
".6_0 -.O_q -.be|
-._31 -._a7 -.e2S -._07 -.Sqe
-.555 -.562 -.5_
-._Ob -.$87 -.blO -.5.0 -.5_2
-._77 -._77 -._75
°,q7_ -._7b -._70
-._7q -._71 -._73 -._7g -.._2
-,q83 -._76 -._78
-.q_7 -._q2 -._92 -.U7B -..70
-.507 -.503 -.50_
-.5_5 -.53_ -.532 -.520 -.510
-.5_b -.53b -.533
-.53a -.51q -.52b -.555 ".53"
-,_Sl -,q38 -,_b
-.287 -.282 -.28b -.298 ".325
-.082
-._3S -.3_7
-._75 -._e -.uq7 -.521
-.520 -.532
-.530 -.5_2 -.558 -.557
-.510 -.5_0




-.372 -.3e_ -.]e3 -,37_
-.359 -.359












TABLE AI .- Continued
CONFIGURATION 1 MACh = ,@01 ALPFA $ .0e
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_EE _uEFJCE
Y/O
























-.bUq °.o_3 -.b87 -.b2_ ".665
-.729 -.722 -.72e
-.72n -.73o -,72u -.757 -.77u
-.712 -.730 -,721
-.753 -.73b -.738 °.7_5 -.767
-,731 -,721 -,725
-.Too -.7UU -.725 -.700 °._18
-.bq7 -.bb9 -.bSO
-,b8g -,b91 -.67b o.b63 ",675
-.b18 -,59g -.518
-.a57 -,Uag -.U47 -,aUg -.a07
°.qS0 -,U_0 -.qUg
-._7b -.481 -._U -.,7U -.a6_
-.507 -.513 -.527
-.58q -.580 -.58q -.571 -.SU_
-.e2_ -.6_8 -.013
-,578 -.563 -.575 -.013 -.60_
-.3q5 -.3_a -.]q8
-.215 -.210 -.219 -.23_ -.270
-.036
°.3_7 -.52b
-.ugO °.518 -.552 -.561
-.5b8 °.b05
-.btU -.OUl ".682 -.66U
-.6q5 °.038
°.652 -.077 -.6bU -.700
-.SOg -._ql
-._62 -.a_d -.7_q
-.U62 -._5_ -.UOF -.U18
-.U]U °.a37
-.aot -.,10 -.al1 -.a3q
-.3U8 -.358
°.20u -.2_2 -.25o





COkFIGUNATICN 1 M&C_ = .7q_ ALFPA = 1.0q
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_tk SURFACE
Y/D
























-.822 -.82_ -.830 -.775 -.825
-.808 -.85u -.881
-.877 -.88b -.882 -.877 -.007
-.801 -.8_b -.881
-.907 -._92 -.90_ -.882 -.92a
-.8q2 -.87R -.877
-.89_ -.gO_ -.8q7 -.8bq -.q_
-.8U7 -.SUO -.SbO
-.860 -.dal -.8_2 -.837 -.907
-.838 -.8_1 -.828
-.851 -.8a3 -._b -.8_8 -.qO_
-.85q -._55 -.857
-.862 -.800 -._75 -.85q -.5uC
-.855 -._51 -.7q7
°.o2d -.573 -.60_ -.507 °.u_t
°.uOU -._95 -.aOt
-.57d -._67 -.371 -.a2o -.5o0
-._12 -._I0 -.320
-.180 -.I_2 -,18g -,_02 -,272
-.038
-.lUO -.lag
°.308 -.338 0.381 -._Se
°.aO0 -.Ui2
-.a_] -._3_ -.a56 -.Ue6
-.a61 -,aSO




-.383 -.3e3 -.uO0 ".3qe
-.37_ -.376











TABLE AI .- Continued
CONFIGURAIION ! MACM • ,7qq ALPMA I 2,10
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_R SURFAC_
































































-.182 -.187 -.214 ".233
-.258 -,2be
-.308 -.30e -.307 -.327
-.33b -.35q




-.33! -.33G -,350 ".35_
-.338 -.]]8









CUNFI@URAII_N 1 _ACF = .Sa_ ALPHA = .oe
_ING CR
uPPE_ SURFACE LC_LM _bQFACE
























-,a_8 -._Sb -.531 -._73 ".521
-,581 -.573 -.571
-.57_ -.59B -.58_ -.b08 -.617
-.585 -.6_A -,001
-.b38 -.b22 -.b28 -,031 -,b_8
-.b29 -.b19 ".02_
".051 -.b_ -,6_ -,b17 ",bqP
-.hi5 "._02 -.015
-.63_ -.bl_ -._15 o,bl_ -.6q_
-.b27 -.621 -,62_
-.0_3 -.b35 -.o3b -.b_! -.b65
-.b59 -.b55 -.o5_
-,b77 -.o72 -.oe8 -.673 -._
-.eBB -.bSb -.b91
-.759 -.1_5 -.75b -.7,0 -.6bb
-.70b -,751 -,731
-.2bb -.2be -.25q -.2b_ -._50
-,130 -.129 -.I_7
-,_53 -,053 -,0_7 -,oa9 -.132
.002
-.a39 -,ale -,U77 ",a70
-.53q -.5"0
-.558 -.5q3 -.el0 -.5q7
-,be5 -.o17




-.72_ -,713 ".733 -.7_fi
-.767 -.703
-._21 -,_16 -._35 -._n
-.25_ -.__1 -._b_
-.2EO -.E15








TABLE AI .- Concluded
LONFIGtJ_ATTC I_ I _AC_ = .euq ALP_ = 1,06
_]NG CP
UPPER SURFAC_ L£_£h _U_FAC£
YID
























-.598 -.67_ -.613 -.57g ".61_
-.061 -.648 -.o75
-,674 -.o94 -,670 -,bMb ",70Q
-,be3 -.Oq4 -.684
-.728 -.711 -.71d -.723 -.735
-.71h -.710 -.71a
-.727 -.73q -,735 -,7[4 -.77q
0.701 -.o87 -.711
-.71q -.?05 -.70_ -.701 ".76_
-.71i -.705 -.702
0,73o -.721 -.725 -.728 -.BOb
-,745 -.734 -.7Q3
-.7_ -.751 -.770 -.7_8 -.75]
-.7_7 -.7oq -.767
-.R37 -._22 -.%32 -,7q7 -.767
-.$91 ".3q_ -.q08
-,217 -.216 -.21_ -.21_ -.270
-.150 -.146 -.145
-,I0_ -,I0] -.09g -.0_9 -.080
-.071
-.178 -.163
-.3_q -.3C3 -.39g ".3q_
-.a35 -.46_
-._eq o.510 -.5_2 -.50_
-.5_2 -.635














CUhFIGoH_IION 1 MACh = ._Ta _LFP_ = .Oe
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ SURFACE
¥/b
O,I) o.igl 0,500 1.500 3.000 O.lql 0.500 1,500 3.000
x/C
.025 -.]Oq -.395 -.38g
.050 -.q_ -.41q 0.472 -._03 -.abl
.075 -.Sl4 -.50_ -.513
,I00 -.525 -.54q -.521 ..5,4 -.560
.150 -.5_ -.5a9 0.5_3
.200 -.587 0.571 -.575 0.57_ -.58g
.250 -.57_ -.57_ -.571
.300 -.e05 -.60] -.e00 -.569 0.65_
.350 -.566 -.556 o.581
.uo0 -.589 0.577 0.57_ 0.568 -0653
.450 0.58_ -.58_ -.58_
.500 -.605 -.597 -.bOb -.Sqg ".63U
.550 -.62_ 0.620 -.625
,bOO -,6a_ -.b_O -.bUg -.b]6 -.63e
,_50 -.655 -.b_q -.658
.700 -.72_ -.712 -.724 -.705 -.bq_
,750 ".768 -.765 0,7h5
,_oo -.312 0.305 -.302 -.295 -.6u5
.850 -.18_ -.181 -.185
.900 -.057 -,151 o.157 -.Iba -.lqb
.9bO -.lql
-.2u2 o.@ag
-.390 -._03 -.U27 -.U20
-.u_O o,Qq4
-.513 -.5_5 -.55g ".5_3
-.616 -.673




-.b_O -,677 -,ego -.og]
-.725 -.725












TABLE A2.- AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT DATA FOR CONFIGURATION I
AT x t = 0.05c.
CONFIGLJWATTC,w | _ACM = .201 ALPFA = .0}
_ING CP
UPPF& SURFACE LC_k_ _U_FACE
Y/D
























-.673 -.703 -.727 -.bP8 ".727
-.Sq_ -.56_ -.59_
".53, -.u55 -.53_ -.53_ "._3_
-._50 -._bfi -.470
-.a3S -.,3o -._,5 -._25 -.a25
-.3o5 -.a00 -._0o
-.37b -.371 -.3eb -.37e -.381
-.3_3 -.328 -.330
-,33a -.325 -,328 -.33a -.33_
-.328 -.31q -.323
-.330 -.319 -.317 -.323 -.323
-,321 -.317 -.323
-.321 -.31a -.328 -.321 -.328
-.339 -.333 -,33Q
-.351 -.3U5 -.351 -.351 -.351
°.362 -.351 -,351
-.362 -.351 -.35e -.37_ -.3_8
-.3a5 -.327 -.339
-._68 -.25_ -.262 -.27a -.?Be
-.132
-.132 -,13_
-._27 -.3_1 -.292 -.78_
-.2aa -.25b
-.25n °.233 -.250 -.2%n
-.738 -.dS©




-.lq_ -.le_ -.t87 -._Cq
-.lqa -.1P_










C[)NF|GUhAIICN 1 _ACM = .202 ALPF_ = l.O5
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ SbEFALE
y/'D























-.8qa -.go3 -.8q3 -.qi3 -.ca?
-,730 -.750 -,710
-.bSl -.567 -.6_1 -.681 -._71
-.552 -.567 -.562
-.51_ -.503 -.51_ -.518 o._9e
-.ab3 -.aba -.ab8
-,a2q -.a3a -,a_q -,a3_ -.a_q
-.377 -.379 -.383
-.372 -.36a -.3ha -.3e. -.377
-.359 -.359 -.353
-.353 -.353 -.3a8 -.353 -.355
-.3a8 -.351 -.351
-.3a_ -.3a8 -.351 -.3a_ -.353
-.355 -.35o -,367
-.373 -.373 -.367 -.367 -.367
-.367 -.373 -.367
-.367 -.307 -.367 -.385 ".37q
-.3_ -,33B -,3_a
-.77_ -.261 -.267 -,273 -.2_5
-.132
.0_1 .Oe5
-.055 -.1_0 -.102 ".13_
-.11a -.11_





".155 -.157 -.la7 ".tb_
-.152 o.155













CONFXGURAIICN 1 MAC_ = ,20Z ALPhb = 2.05
_XNG CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ER SURFACE
Y/D























-l,Ob_ -1,113 -1.118 -I.I]8 °1.113
-.892 -.867 -.867
-,79_ -,6bO -,7_3 -,_03 -,7g_
-.b60 -.bb0 -.660
-.b01 -,58b -.586 -,586 -,57e
-,552 -.527 -.527
°,_82 -._73 °,_87 -,_q2 -,_92
-,_05 -,3q_ -,3q8
-.3q8 -.392 -.381 -.3q_ ".3q_
-.392 °.378 °.383
-,383 0,372 -,383 -.376 °,$87
-.38_ -.37_ -.378
-.39b -.38_ -.38Q -.38_ °.390
°.38_ -,378 -,378 -,396 -.390
-.35$ -.3_3 -.3_3
-.273 -._73 -.2e7 0.273 -.2_e
-,132
.25a .2eO
,I08 .USe .009 ,02l
-.003 -.003
-.032 -.U32 -.032 -.02e
-.073 -.085




-,111 °,113 -.113 -,130
-.118 -.125











UPPER SURFACE LC_£_ _uRF_C£
Y/D
























-1.20_ -1.2e0 -t.2qq -1.a02 "1.33_
-.q12 -.7_5 -,897 -.qO_ -.qo7
-.730 -.7,5 -.7_0
-.b57 °,be2 -._e7 -.e52 ".e_2
-.573 -.5_8 -,583
-.aTq -._77 -,_qo
-.ub_ -.q55 -.068 -._59 -.U_
-.a2_ -._2_ -.4_2 -.431 -.,31
-.41_ -._18 =,_09
-._03 -,a05 -._07 -,UOI -.u12
-.aOb °.aOb -.aO6
-.a18 -.aob °.u18 -,al_ -._12
°._0b -.q06 -._q_
-._9_ -,3q_ -,uoo -,_12 -.aO_
-.365 -.35q -.35q
-._$ -.277 -._7_ -.28S -.?_5
-.137
.=15 ."O3
.22q .lee .177 .teo
,tO8 .113
.05_ .055 .073 .038
.00q °.vl_




-.079 °.C7Z -.070 -.Oq_
-.0_ -.oe_












CONFIGURATION 1 MAC_ = ,201 ALPkA = _.Oe
_ING CP
UPPER SUNFACE LC_EE $_RFACE
Y/D
























-1.a22 -1.u03 -1,363 -1.308 -I.ag7
-1.228 -1.203 -l.19g
-1.03_ -.850 -1.019 -1.059 -1.07_
-.830 -.850 -.850
-.7a1 -.7a1 -.7a6 -.7q1 o.7a1
-.bSb -.b56 -.656
-,591 -.hOt -.591 -.591 -.60e
-.532 -.5_3 -.532
-.512 -.agQ -.501 -.507 -.5n5
-.a85 -.a77 -.a79
-.4bl -._57 -._57 -.4el o._bl
"._ -._I -._b
-.a30 -._30 -._33 -._2b -.a37
-._99 -._29 -.a29
-.aut -,a35 -.a15 -,_2q -,a35
-.q29 -.a17 -,a17
-.qO6 -."Oh -.,00 -."23 -.011
-.3bq -.358 -.370
-.2A7 -.275 -.275 -.281 -.2q3
-.133
,5a5 .53q
.3e3 ._e3 ._¢3 ,30a
.233 ,_04
.151 .151 .1a5 .157
.OPO .Oh8




-,031 -.02q -,02b ".051
-.051 -.051










£ONFIGIJW_IICN 1 _ACb = .201 _LFbi : 5.0E
¢IhG CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ER _b_F_CE
Y/D
























-l.bOa -1.b89 -1.58¢ -1.55_ -l.6au
i-to3_5 -t.355 -1.370
-1.17fi -.qel -1.161 -1.200 -1._o5
-._Sb =,_bl -.g51
-.R37 -.832 -.827 -.821 -.837
-.727 -.727 -.722
-.ob_ -.b57 -.b6_ -.b57 -.bT_
-.571 -.512 -.585
-.552 -.5q1 -.550 -.5_ -.Sal
-.515 -.517 -.515
-.aq3 -.a93 -.aEa -.aql -.agl
-.a7_ -.a68 -._66
-.a55 -.aS1 -.a57 ..a,_ -._60
-.aa_ -.aa8 -.aSa
-.aSa -.aa8 ..aa_ ..a,2 .._5 a
-.a2a -.a3_ -._30
-.a12 -.al_ -._1_ .._2a -.a30
-.370 -.35_ -.305
-.275 -._6_ -.275 -.275 -.2q3
o.127
.eS_ ._58
.aaO .387 .393 .a05
.31n .d93
.23a .228 .23a .2_8
.157 .13q
.lOa .133 .110 .n_8
.08a .Oeb
.03_ .OIO
.006 .00_ .00_ -.009
-.00_ -.01_












CO_FIGU_AIIGN ! _ACM = .300 ALPFA = .0_
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE I.C_EM _uRFACE
Y/U
























-,b7B -,713 -.6_7 -,bTa ",73_
-.bOO -.b07 -.58b
-.53_ -._6a -.52_ -.5,_ -.52P
-,_61 °,_6a -._71
-,_57 -._3_ -._ql -._31 -.UEU
-._11 -.,01 -.3qa
-,378 -.381 0,381 Oo371 -,37e
-,3u9 -.3a6 -.3_7
-.3a7 -.3uo -.3_3 -.337 -.3_1
-.335 0.335 -.335
-.33u -.333 =.$33 -.$3! -.33t
-._33 -.33_ -,$3_
-,33_ -.33e -.337 -.3E8 -.3a_
-.3u3 -.3_b -,3_6
-.365 -.3eO -,360 -.357 -.36E
-.3_8 -.3eE -,3eo
-.371 -.3e5 -.365 -,38. -.37e
-.3u_ -.3_3 -.3_3
-,277 -.277 -,E6b -.E77 -,2qq
-.131
-.173 -.13.
-.E3q -,Equ -.2_B -.30_
e,26b o._bb
-.Ee_ 0,212 -,250 -,2@e
-.ESO -._7_




-.bOO -.2CE -.208 ",216
-.1q7 -.1_










CONFIGURAIICN 1 _ACF : ._00 AL_F= = .08
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_EM 5bwFACE

























-.b7_ -.7?3 -,73_ -.07! -.78q
-.505 -.bE5 -.or5
-.569 -._80 =.Sq0 -.5b5 =.57_
-,aql -,U80 -._ql
-,_08 -,ut5 -,_0_
-.38E -.395 -.393 -.3e! -._01
-.3bE -.3uB -,3_Z
-.35q 0.3u3 -.35E -.350 -,35e
-.3_ -.3u_ -.350
-.35n -.3a_ -.3.q ..3aO -.3_7
-.35t -.3,8 -.3,8
-,3_8 -.3_ -,357 -.$_5 -.358
-.3e3 0.350 -.3_3
-.38_ -,373 -,3_1 -.373 0.3_1
-.38_ o.381 -,37q
-.38q -.382 -.389 -._05 -.395
-.305 -.353 -.363
-,28_ -.780 -,E80 -.EGO ".31!
-.136
-.t_ -.17G
-.235 -.337 -.3_q -.298
-.b7E -._q5
-.2q2 -.Eee -.275 -.2q5
-,be? -.E87




-.213 -.EE3 -.2E2 "._3E
-.E08 -.2EO













CONFIGURAIICN ! _ACM : .uqq ALFFA : .I0
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LCvk_ _u_FACE
Y/O
























-.710 -.75h -.753 -.679 -.7_q
-.638 -.b3U -,62S
-.S7q -,SOS -,571 °,587 -,58q
°.SOU °,SOS -,502
-._B6 -.a7_ -._77 -.a72 "._Se
-.a33 0.430 -.a28
-oaOa -._07 -.u03 -._oa -.uo7
-,373 -.368 -,380
-.37a °.303 -.373 ..366 °.375
-.36a -.359 -.367
-.36a -.362 -.36o -.36S -.3Sq
-,3_5 -.361 -.3_a
0.306 -.36a -.371 -.357 ".36q
-.37S -,373 -,380
-._02 -,388 -,3q3 -,386 -.39_
-.U03 -.398 -,39_
-.,05 -.396 -.,01 -.,20 -.012
°.378 -,303 -,3e_
-.20o -.281 -.282 -.2q3 -.31e
-.127
-.20_ -.lq3
-.2q2 -._1_ -.3go -.3_7
-.306 -.3i0
-.306 -.330 -.321 -.33a
-.2q7 -._i6




-.23e -.2_I -.2a_ -.257
-.231 -.237





































-.73_ -.7q7 -.825 -.bq5 -.R73
-.b6_ -.b73 -,6PO
-.bOb -.528 -.600 -.b20 ".sqq
-.523 -.5i8 -,525
-.523 -.SOS -.513 -.a95 -.a89
-.aO6 -,U52 -.a58
-.a32 -.a3O -.a35 ..a_8 -.a37
-.399 -.3q7 0.002
-.399 -.387 -,3_7 -._00 -.3_q
-.389 -.388 -.383
-.3_o -.38a -.3_2 -.3_0 -.387
-.388 -.387 -.3q_
-.393 -._87 -.aOa -,37q -.3_8
-._Ol -.399 °._q7
-.a2¢ -.al@ -.u17 ..a15 -.a17
-.a30 -._23 -._2a
-.a30 -._20 -._2q ..u_9 -.u3u
-.$q2 -.378 -.3_0
-.2_2 -.281 -.283 -._q5 -.316
-.10_
LCCth _bRFACE
O.lql 0.500 1.500 3.000
-.260 -.t0_
-.356 -.aSE -.a76 -.aaq
-.37a -.37g
-.37_ -,377 0.386 -.al_
-.3a7 -.$eq




-,2e1 -._Tq -._91 -._8_
-._72 -._7_













CONFIGURATION 1 MACh = .CO! ALPFA = ).10
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_Ek _URFACE
Y/D
























-1.0,2 -l.ObO -1.Oqg -.qe9 "l.21q
-,_87 -,8Ub -0850
-.778 0.6_2 -.15_ -.@Oh -.7q6
-.b5_ -.0_2 -,6_0
-,615 -,597 -,bOq -,CO2 ",SFq
-.5_b -.531 -.553
-.509 -,503 -.507 -,51S -.50q
-._b8 -,_55 -,_55
-.a,b -._35 -._27
-._39 -._22 -.a2a -.u31 -,a32




-._q5 -.2lq -,_83 -,2gg -.330
-.lid
-.033 .02_
-.17_ -,272 -,2hi -,230
-,2_2 -,225
-.23_ -.2ae -.238 -.2bq
-,2_] -.2e5
-,229 -.21e -._38 -.25q
-,208 ..le2
-,2_b -._18
-._2_ -._e -.2u2 -.2u2
-,227 -,229











UPPER SURFACE LC_EM _GRFACE
Y/D























-1.]29 -1.]57 -1.383 -1.385 -I.535
-i.0b_ -1,08_ -1,06_
-,92_ -.782 -.q28 -._52 -.q3e
-.7_2 -.7_2 -.78b
-.72_ -.7o_ -.hg9 -.67_ -.66e
-,b]7 -.0_8 -,b2q
-.5_0 -.582 -,580 -.572 -.571
-.521 -,523 -.528
-,50q -._9_ -.506 -.502 -._9_
-._83 -.u83 -,_85
-.u71 -,_72 -,aT_ -._77 -._69
-,abl -.a55 -,_b_ -..51 -,.60
",_57 -.U55 -,_58
-._77 -._b5 -.a71 -._58 -._7
-.,52 -._7 -._51 -.u75 -.uel
-,a0_ -.392 -,399
-.29U -._8_ -.ae3 -.30o -.31b
-,11_
.lq_ .lq7
.0_, -.Ore -.llO -.Oh3
-.07q -.O_I
-.11_ -.127 ".131 ".t_t
-.13_ -.leq




-,leO -.l/q -.1P7 -.210
-.l_ -.185













CONFIGURATION 1 MAC_ : .bOl ALFFa = 3.0e
_[NG CP
UPPER SURFACE LCmEM EuRFACE
Y/D
























-1.951 -2.035 -2.002 -2.071 -2.16"
-1.277 -1.226 -1.2u3
-1.07_ -.887 -i,ObQ -1,10_ -1.100
-.888 -.887 -.903
-,802 -.7_b -.7WQ -,77b -,76q
°,71q -,70_ -.700
-.6_b -.038 -.6a0 -.b4| -._
-.57q -.57q -,578
-.55q -.5,8 -.55o -.553 -.5,_
-.53o -.52_ -.527
-.513 -.508 -.50, -.5t3 -.5o3
-._98 -.493 °._95
-.,85 -,u_b -._92 -.,81 -.uS_
-._Tb -._78 -,_79
-._ql -.u_l -,_82 -..Tq -.._2
-.q7b -.q72 -.,70
-.ubn -._50 -._Sb -._7b -._be
-._02 -.38b -.3_7
°.2_5 -,275 -.278 -,291 -.313
-.115
.335 .351
.175 .063 .075 .12Q
.0"" .0"8
-.001 -.OOe -.007 ".006
-.053 -.075




-.13Q -.136 -.l_a -.153
-.1_7 -.1"8









CONFIGURAIICN 1 _CP = .6_ AL_FA = ,0_
_ING CP
UPPER 8UkFACE LchE_ _u_FACE
Y/O
























-.778 -.8q8 -._27 -.732 -.93P
-.b89 -._96 -.6Q1
-.b25 -.563 -.b22 -.0Q5 -.hi0
-.555 -.503 -.5"_
-.5a5 -.533 -.525 -.507 °.503
-._79 -._2 -._78
-.uu7 -._Sb -.,5_ -._5 -.,51
-._15 -.q06 -._28
-._15 -._01 -.U21 -._08 -.a07
-.dO2 -._07 -,UOg
-.a_2 -._06 -..07 ..uO7 -.a02
-._00 o._00 -._Cb
-.a0g -._0g -._10 -._gR -._}_
".QI5 -..12 -._22
-.u_2 -.u3, -.u3q -._7 -.,3"
°._uo -.._2 -._37
-..37 -.43. -._3, -._b3 -..._
-.395 -.3_7 -.388
-.283 -.277 -._73 -.288 -.308
-.093
-.2e2 -.250
-.3_e -.5"1 -.53_ -.505
-,_15 -._2b
-..]3 -..12 -...0 °."23
-.37_ -._0.




-.30o -.305 -.31. -.31!
-.2_0 -,300













CO_FIGhPAT]_ I _ACM = .Eq_ ALPFA = .0_
_I_G CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_Ek EuRFAC£
YIU
























-,_3o -.qo2 -.g52 -.7e9 -t.nte
-.705 -.116 -.71_
-._qb -.5q2 -.6_5 -._75 -._ae
-.56_ -.5Q2 -.577
-.560 -.553 -.55q -.532 -.5_2
-.501 -.5()2 -.500
°._3_ -.,2_ -.u35 -.,2q -.a2_
-.u2! -.',21 -.u25
-.u23 -._17 -._23 -._2 -._11
-.q2_ -.417 -.u_2
-._27 -._22 -._2Q -._1, -.,23
-.q35 -._33 -.435
-._b2 -._Sn -._5_ -._3 -._5!
-.a60 -.q52 -._0
-.a53 -.u3q -.a_3 -.a67 -.ab2
-.3Qb -._0 -.385
-.2_0 -._57 -,251 -._b8 -.28Q
-.068
-,32b -.2e7
-.ace -.e_t -.5_ -,55q
-.aqh -.a85
°."57 -._Ta -."85 -._g7
-._2_ -._7q
-.uO0 -.377 -.3g, -."15
-.35l -.35_ -.3_q
-.3_ -.3u3
-.3_5 -,337 -.3a_ -.3_
-.332 °.3_5
-.32_ -.31e -.32b -.355
-.221 -.2_7 -.230
.00% .02_










UPPER SURFACE Lc_EW SURFACE
0.0 0,191 0,500 1.500 3.0nO 0.1_t 0,500 1.500 3.000
X/C
-.597 -.b56 -._33
-.96o -.986 0.975 -.P33 -I.17a
",I16 -,72_ °.766
-.b73 -.019 -.e]8 -.7_ -.7n5
-.Sg_ -.olq -.5_5
-.o1_ -,5_ -.5_9 -.579 -.573
-.5a5 -.53g -.53_
-.50_ -.qq5 -._ -.505 -.5n9
-._5_ -,USl -..57 -..50 -.ual
-.u_ -.a_q -.a_l =.a39 -._27
-._53 -.,51 -._59 =._33 -,_3_
-._Q_ -.Q58 -.a57
-.aBl -,U76 -.Q7" -.,e6 -.,7_
0,_77 -.u75 -.qb9
=._SR -._50 -.q51 -.aT_ -.a73
-.3_0 -.3_7 -.3bq
-,_31 -.221 -.215 -._33 -.255
-.036
-,355 °._e3
°.5?5 -.e01 -.738 -.70a
-.Saa -.550
°.57b -.b35 -.570 -.elO
-.5_P -.558
-._e_ -._55 -._70 -.505
-._02 °._OC
..a07 -."17 -._bO
-.aO( _ -._0 -._16 -.qO7
-.3P1 -.37_

































LuEF|Gu_AIICN t _ACP = .COl ALPP_ = .07
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE tE_EM Eb_FACE























-.805 -._08 -.lgO *.bq6 "1.011
-.832 -._03 -.830
-,66a -.bag -.679 -.715 -.727
-,o59 -,6a9 -,bSQ
-.681 -.605 -.668 °.687 ",665
-.681 -.O6t -.6ag
",608 -._70 -,eZa -.bbq -.732
-.0@a -.o52 -.653
-.5a7 -.539 -.559 -.538 -.a22
-,abo -.a53 -.a50
-,a6o -.as] -._50 -,aS7 -,a3I
-.abq -._ea -.a72
".aSl -._7g -.aP9 °.a06 ".a55
-,095 -.09_ -,09_
-.530 -,517 -.518 -.511 -,aqa
-.50o -.age -.ag5
-._a2 -,_30 -,_35 -,_e3 -,_65
°.328 -.315 -.320
-.165 -,158 -.153 -.171 -.t_3
-.001
-,328 -.2e2
-.65e -.qi5 -.Ba7 -.703
-.575 -.5e3
-.6C5 °°sqq -,078 -,577
-°6qe -,6aQ




°._pg -.a_ -.,Sg -.ag@
-,050 -,aUg










CONFIGUhAIICN 1 _ACP = ,800 _LFP_ = 1.09
_ING CP
UPPEw SURFACE LC_E_ _b_FACE
Y/D
























-._ba -.8o_ °,801 -,755 -1.050
-.g20 -.SqO -.¢a_
-.920 -.q02 -,923 -.q27 -.gag
o. Sq_ ",g02 -,878
-,Sgg °,86q -,890 °,899 ",885
-,875 -.8_F -.8aa
-.855 -.839 -.856 -,8/2 -._
-.82_ -.837 -,837
-.8_ -.82g -.832 -.829 -.89a
-._22 -.81g -.82a
-.830 -.837 -.82a ..e3a -.781
-.8d8 -.8a3 -.Sa_
-.6a7 -.76q -.7a7 -.615 -,3q8
-.alO -.a25 -,_16
-,_Ol °.396 °,3qq -.389 -,a16
-,3ga -.372 -.371
-.373 -,_2 -.353 0,_0_ -0a26
-,28_ -.a69 -.272
-,151 -.laO °.137 -,le3 -.lab
-.012
-.1_5 -.125
-.3q2 -.Se@ -.5aq -.50q
-,a26 -.alq
-.a7_ -.aS] -,a66 -,_88
-.a81 -.507




0.a18 o,ale -.a3_ -._35
-,398 °._g6













CONFIGURATICN ] MACP = .79q ALPHA ¢ 2.09
• ING CP
UPPEfi SUkFAC£ LC_E_ $_RFACE
Y/D
























-.875 -.S8! -.815 -.8ql -1.0,8
-.972 -.q70 -.gB_
-1.020 -1.00_ -l.02e -.987 -1.02b
-1,002 -l.OOq -.990
ol.000 -1.017 -1.015 -.997 °.¢9q
-.98q -.977 -.qqO
-,9_7 -._62 -.965 -,9_1 -,Qgq
-.q38 -.93q -.939
-.903 -.q_l -.95e -._Q -1.003
-._a7 -._51 0.q52 -.q5a -l.Onq
-.957 -.QbO -.qe2
-.¢e_ -.%b -.981 -.qee -.8_0
-.Iq7 -.782 -.788
-.a7_ -.qbb -._bl -._23 -.a02
-.3_ -._3q -.337
-.27_ -.2_8 -._e8 -.287 -.337
-.200 ".lq7 o.196
-.13t o.12b -.120 °.12_ -.165
-0059
-.001 .01b
-.201 -.370 -.338 °.291
-.279 -._60
-.31q -.301 -.313 -.3a7
-.3_ =.37C




-.380 -.355 -.377 -.378
-.372 -.355









CONFIGUW_TIO_ I VACM a .suq ALPF_ s ,I0
_I_G CP
UPPER SURFACE LEVEE SURFACE
Y/O
























-.6u5 -.655 -.539 -.552 -._39
-.b82 -.65_ -.b91
-.572 -.573 -.577 -.59q -.ba_
-.570 -.573 -.5e7
-.e05 -.bs/ -.587 -.e21 -.592
-.oI_ -.5_g -.5_0
-.e15 -.510 -.bO_ -.bob =.bSe
".Sgq -,bll -.bOB
-.b22 -.olq -.e25 -.015 -.bq5
-.blb -.525 -.b2g
-.b_q -.o3q -.63b -.,35 -,657
-.bO5 -.OSb -.bUg
I.b81 -.o77 -.682 -.b75 -.658
".589 -.Ogq ".bg5
".70q -.152 "._b_ -.7_9 ".Sa|
-._gl -.510 -._g3
-.d3d -.22o -.217 -.2.2 -.353
-.125 -.127 -.125
-.061 -.067 -,Oe5 -.055 -.1_"
-.031
-.2a6 -.l&e
-.582 -.TEE -.715 -.55_
-.b53 -.70C
-.570 -.e_G -._,2 -.e35
-.629 -.57_




-.715 -.7_5 -.13, -.717
-.75_ -.Te_













CONFIGURAIICN 1 MACM = ,850 ALPPA = 1.07
^ING CP
























0,0 0.191 0,500 1.500 3.000
-.Oq3 -.593 -,6a_ -.590 -.871
-,Tuq -,702 -,753
-.737 -,7o6 -,7_b -,7_0 -,77e
-.700 -.70e -,b_6
-.731 -,702 -.729 -.720 -.72e
-,71_ -.Oqb -,095
".ll! -.69_ -,703 -.715 -.7aP
-,700 -.702 °,598
".71q ".712 ",703 -,70_ ".77_
",717 -,70q -,71_
-.731 -.721 -.72b -.738 -.802
-.7_ ",755 -.7_7
-.75_ -.753 -,700 -,7_5 -.75_
",7be -,758 ",703
-,bO_ -.5q1 -.565 -.558 -._@7
-,273 ",_72 ".267
°o177 -,115 °.1?0 -,190 "._2e
",120 ",t19 ",115
",077 ".0_2 °°078 -,070 ",0_3
-.053
0.191 0.500 1.500 3,000
-.1b2 °.125
-.537 -,7a1 -.b87 °.53_
-,gO5 -,qlb
-,ae5 °,_72 -.531 ",q67
-.56q °.5_7




-,b_b -,o5_ -,b75 -,582
-.708 -,bee










CUNFIGu_AIION 1 MACP = ,87e ALPFA : .10
_ING CP
uPPER SURFACE LC_Ek _U_FACE
























-,58_ -.582 -,577 -.509 -,771
-.bi_ -.5q_ -.028
-.5_o -,522 -,538 -.5a_ -.591
-.522 -.5_ ",521
".551 ".5_7 -,5_0 -.555 ".55"
-.560 -,5_7 -.53_
-.555 -,553 -,55_ -.5e5 -,o0_
-.55_ -.56_ -.558
-,58q -,5o5 -,587 -,58o -.6ai
-,SP_ -.580 -,598
-.bo5 -,oo0 -,b0_ -.Sga -.o55
-._2a -,_2_ -,b13
-,o_ -.0_7 -,Ca5 -.6]_ -.60_
",558 °,Obl -,ebb
°.7_ -.lib -.725 -,715 -.o90
-.701 -.153 -.76_
-.3_o -,307 -,359 °.3_0 -,575
-.202 -,201 -.229
-.17_ -.177 -,1_2 -.l_q -.222
-,177
-,lq6 -.1_9
-,63! -.7_) -.b73 -,5_b
-,603 -,6_0
-.5_0 -.5le -,o0_ -,588
°.577 -.535
-.51_ -.5_7 -.5e2 ".Sqe
-,SgO -.5_2
".bl] -._1_ -._a8
",_6g -,e_l ".6@6 ",b_7
-,717 -./_7
-,778 -.777 -.785 -.82a
-.a31 -._0 -,a_q
-.37_ -.3lt








TABLE A3.- AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT DATA FOR CONFIGURATION I
WITH NATURAL TRANSITION
CONF]GUNAIICN I M_C_ = ,lqE ALPP_ = .05
_ING CP
UPPE_ SUXFAEE LEBEN _UNFACE
¥/D
























".722 -,727 -,7_8 -,727 ".773
-.b30 -.0o1 -.Oeo
-.57a -,50a -.58a -.5_0 -.605
-.,83 -.508 -.5o3
-.abd -,q_2 -.u_7 -.ab7 -.b25
-,_11 -,=2b -.=2l
-,38b -.3qO -.391 -._11 ".a16
-.35_ -.35u -.3e5
-.35_ -.3_ -.35a -.35_ -.359
-.3_7 -.3a1 -.3a5
-._u% -.3_5 -03u1 -.3a7 -.3a5
-.3a5 0.3a7 -.3_7
-.3uS -.350 -.372 -.3u5 -.35_
-.3bO -.300 -.300
-.38_ -,378 -.372 -.372 -,3_a
-.389 -.3bq -.$8_
-.390 -.390 -.300 -.a15 ".a02
-.378 -.36o -,378
-.ill -,305 -.305 -.317 -,3_2
-,lqU
-,06_ ..oee
-.t23 ..l_a -.too -,202
-.19o ..do8
..208 -.do_ -.22_ -._0
-.202 -.21a




-.17b -.ill -,tb_ ",186
-,171 -.t?e










CONFIGo_ATICN 1 MACH = ,Iqq _L_ka = 1,0e
_lhG CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_Ek EU_F_CE
V/O
























-.922 -,91e -.91o -.911 -.911
-.795 -.7_9 -.795
-.709 -.577 -°093 -.719 ".71"
-.577 ".577 -.577
-,5_1 -,51b -.aPO -.S_[ -.709
-._70 -,alO -.a85
-.a35 -._aO -._5 -.a19 -._35
-.395 -.3o0 -.395
-.393 -._77 -._8_ -.38b -.393
-.380 -.375 -.375
-.375 °.300 -.3eB -.371 -.377
-,371 -.357 -.3ha
-.37t -.3ha -.30b -.3b_ ".373
".370 -.37n -.37b
-,q01 -.3_8 -.388 ..$9_ -.39_
-.aO[ -.388 -.388
-.a07 -.388 -,39q -._13 -.aOl
-.38_ -,310 -.370
-.310 -.298 -.30a -.310 -.328
-,17|
.Oea .118
-.05e -.Oie -.USe -,056
-.098 -.10_
-.110 -.1_6 -.rio ".la!
-.1_1 -.153




-.11o -.1]8 -.1_1 -.1_3
-.138 -.1.3












£UNFIGU_ATICN 1 MACP = ,lg_ _LPk_ = _,0e
_ING CP
UPPER SUkFAC£ LC_£h _b_FACE
Y/D
























-I.131 -1.157 -1.121 -1.101 -I.Ile
-.9_8 -.q5_ -.9_
°.Bib -.bb_ -.780 -.857 ".872
-.67_ -.bb_ -.be_
-.e28 -.5q8 -.557 -.598 -.781
-.5_7 -.5_2 -.5_7
-.SOb -.506 -.501 -.501 ".517
-._ul -._48 -._50
-.,3_ -._27 -._27 -.,32 -._32
"._10 -._18 -.41_
-._09 -._05 -._05 -._I_ -.u0_
-.u03 -._91 -.39_
-._07 -.39_ -.39_ -.38q -.a00
".3Q5 ".3g5 -.3_9
-.U13 -.,07 -.u07 -._01 -.QQ7
"._13 -._07 -._01
-._oI -._q5 -,UOl -.4IQ -._13
-.385 -.371 -.377
-.3o_ -.29k -.30_ -.3ha -.322
-,105
.257 .2_1
.101 .083 .083 .071
.OE2 .010
-.008 -.00k -.01_ -.0_
-.o_o -.oe2




-.0ge -.OgE -.0qk ".11]
-.101 -.108








CUNFIGUHATION 1 P6C_ = .lg_ ALPP_ = 3.06
_ING CP
UPPEfi SUHF_CE LC_EE _UfiF_CE
YID
























-1._11 -1._11 -1.all -1._87 -1.360
-I.020 -I.0_0 oI.0_5
o.928 -.701 -.gO8 -.q18 ".933
-.760 -.7_1 -.760
".6g_ -.6k_ -.6_3 -.66_ -.872
-.61] -.b0] -.013
-.562 -.557 -.562 -.557 ".56_
-._95 -,_88 -,_99
-._75 -.#_3 -._70 -._70 -._70
-._a8 -._52 -._u8
-.aSq -.u3g -,_3n -._3_ -._3
-.u25 -._23 -._21
-._lb -._I_ -._1_ -.aO5 -._23
-._07 -._07 -._07
-._Ig °,_07 -._01
-._07 -,_07 -._01 -._25 -._13
-.371 -.3bS -.371
-._9R -._86 -.2Be -.292 ".310
-.1_7
.a13 ._31
.233 .23_ .215 .18S
.125 .137
.Oeq .Ok9 .083 .OS_
.028 .0_2




-.OSk -.056 -.058 ".076
-.068 -.068






































UPPER SURFACE LC_ER _URFACE
0.0 O.lgt 0.500 1.500 3.000 0.1ql 0.500 1.500 3.000
.563 ,5¢9
.3"1 .335 .323 .30S
.227 .2_I
.lqt .It7 .lel .155
.0_5 .oe3




-.02e -.o_e -.o2b -.oa6
-.0"1 -.03q










-1.375 -1.370 -1.3_5 -1.2q_ -!.71e
.-1.213 -1.197 -1.192
,-I.O55 -.862 -1.0aO -1.0qI -1.091
-.857 -.Bb2 -.862
-.77b -.755 -.715 -.7u5 -.96_
-.b79 -._ -.b7_
-.b0_ -.b13 *.b13 -.bOB -.ore
-.5,2 -.538 -.5_
-.$20 -.50a -.511 -.511 ".520
-._7o -._b3 -.UbB -._68 -._75
-.U52 -.a_8 -._Sq
-.a37 -._31 -.a37
-._a_ -._37 -._ -.,37 -._31
-.a37 -.a31 -._5
-._19 -.u13 -._13 -.u37 -._1_
-.$B3 -._77 -.377
-.2_ -.28e -.292 -.298 -.310
o.153
CONFIGURATION I

























UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ SuRFaCE








.OOe .OOq .00_ -.OOb
-.Olb -.Ol,











-l.5ql -1.591 -1.520 -1._7. -1.510
-1.377 -1.372 -1.377
-I.IB_ -.q55 -1.17_ -I._20 -1.20,
-.qaO -.955 -.905
-.833 =.8_3 -.B02 -.B33 -1.0a7
-.7,1 -.731 -.73e
-.670 -.670 -.6e5 -.670 -.ee5
-.588 -.583 -.58B
-.5el -.55b -.55b o.559 -.561
-.52b -.51b -.5_0
-.502 -._96 -.._B -.5n2 -.502
-._7B -._78 -..75
"._62 ".Ub2 "._6b -.,bO "."66
=.,So -._5_ -._5b
-.,02 =.,50 -._50 -..50 -.a56
-.q_a -.,38 -._3B
-..2n -.,1_ -.432 -..38 -.a32
-.38. -.371 -.377





CQNFIGURAIICN ! MAC_ • .600 ALPPJ • .10
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ER SURFACE
Y/O
























-o81b o._58 ".822 -.781 -.808
-.732 -.7a6 -,750
".ha7 ".585 ".667 -.669 ".67_
-.5a7 -.585 -.573
-.5_7 -,539 -.a70 -.510 ".507
-._77 -._82 -,_73
-._5_ -._52 -.a52 -._5_ -._3
-._20 -._10 -._aO
-._23 -o_l_ -.U30 -._23 o._18
-.ai_ -._15 -,_lb
-._12 -._20 -._12 °._19 -.a11
-.q12 -.u19 °.425
-._19 -.a27 0.,33 -.41_ -.u27
-.a32 -,a31 -.038
-._65 -._55 -._59 -.a52 -.aSe
°._o9 -.alo -.409
-.a73 -.u72 °.=78 -.500 -.a8a
-.3_2 -.3_ -.3a5 -.3bO °.38_
".171
-.209 -.d20
-.313 o.367 ".332 -.389
-.339 -.353
-.356 -.3_7 -.3a8 -.377
-.3_2 -.350




-.2e6 -.2eC -.286 -.287
-.257 -._5_










£O_FIGUkATION 1 _ACM =.eoo _LFPA = l.Oq
_ING CP

























0.0 0.191 O.SO0 1.500 3.000 0.101 0.5g0 1.500 3.000
°1.351 -1.305 -1.315
-1.081 -l.Oe_ -1.07_ -1.06_ -1.097
-.gaa -._10 -.9_6
°.812 -.051 -.800 -.80_ -,909
-.608 -.651 -.bOa
-.6_0 ".018 -.568 °.h30 ".6_
-.572 °.5a9 -.565
-.522 -.51e -.538 -.b_3 -.538
-.a88 °.479 -.u71
-.a81 -.a57 -.aba ..a73 -.aba
-.,b7 -._7 -._ab
-._b5 -._37 -.a_a -.a58 -._5_
-.a59 °.a3a -.aS0
-.a58 -.a38 -.a6o -.aa3 -.a6_
-.abe -.a5, -.a51
-.a9, -.ae7 -.aTa -.a73 -.aqi
°._gb -.a6B -,U77
-._98 -._05 -._E7 -.512 -.51E
-._59 -._27 -.a53
-.35_ -.$31 -.3_7 -.3el -._01
-.17a
.008 .o22
-.151 °.130 -.15b -.20a
-.199 -.dO2
-.225 -.213 -.209 -.233
-.231 -._2




-.221 -.223 -.232 -.233
-.2_1 -.221












CUNFIGUHATICN 1 MA£_ : ._00 _L_F_ : _.10
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_, Eb_FACE

























-1.547 -1.577 -1.551 -1.5P9 -I._81
-I.0,7 -I.015 -1.030
-.Q_o -._I0 -.924 -.g78 -.qt_
-.77_ -._I0 -.801
-.7qO -.722 -,b73 -,708 -.70M
-.bS0 -.6_ -.6_2
".593 -.b05 -.590 -.5q5 ".5q5
-.5U3 -.535 -.552
-.532 -.515 -.525 -.530 ".515
-.51o -.5o8 -.50b
-.q98 -.a91 -._7 -._g7 -._q
-._Sg -._8a -.agO
-.aSq -.a83 -._93 -,_7a -._8@
-.a85 -.a83 -.a87
-.512 -.a_7 -.503 -.ago -._Q7
",503 -,ag_ -,aga
-._97 -..ca -.502 -,51a -.502
-.aS_ -.a_5 -.a_9
-.3_1 -.327 -.332 -,3_b -.373
-.156
.225 .2_0
.()4() .O_ -.o08 -.o_3
-.O,n -.u52
-.07_ -.0_0 -.Ogg -.I0.
-,1_8 -,1_7




-.175 °,lt_ -.1_o ".187
-,187 -.175









CUNFIGUNAr|CN l _ACM : .CO1 ALFkA * ].I0
_ING CP
UPPE_ SUNFAC£ LC_tk _UWFACE
Y/D

























-I.OE8 -.89_ -.967 -1.017 -.978
-.88_ -._g6 -.875
0.827 -.8u9 -.7_6 -.781 -.7_3
-.7_7 -,719 -,711
-.eel -.eez -.6q8 -.eS0 "._e_
-.59e -.59a -.605
-.57_ -.5e7 -.573 -.55a -.Sa_
-.551 -.Sa_ -.Sab
-.53_ -.529 -.5_7 -.515 -.513
-.518 -.513 -.50_
-.507 -.507 -.500 -.u86 -.a9_
-.507 -.501 -.502
".523 -.51] -,507 -._90 -._99
-.505 -.500 -._gO
"oa_ -._79 "._75 -._95 -.,q0
-._35 -._2 °._20
-.317 -.307 -.]Oh -.318 -.3U5
-.1_7
.35_ .3el
,172 .15e .13_ .I01
.06q ,0_0
-.005 .00_ .009 -.00_
°.Oea -.Oel




-.130 -,ll_ -,152 -.151
-.I_2 -.132













CQNFIGUWA_ICN t _AC_ : ,Tqq ALgF_ : ,0_
_ING CP
UPPEP 8UHFACE LC_LM _LRFACE
YIU
























-.672 -,oSl -.700 -.050 ".70!
-.7a7 -.74o -.7_5
-.751 -.757 -.7_4 -.765 -,_hO
-.7_7 -.757 -.15o
-.783 -.7oE -.7uq -.773 -.780
-.7on -.?5b -.752
-.7a5 -.7_3 -.731 =.7a3 -.702
-.700 -.730 -.712
-,725 -.7P5 -,72_ -.71b °.725
-,70] -,715 -,715
-,oq5 -.b_4 ",08_ -,026 °.3q_
-.593 -.033 -.6_o
-.b02 -.505 -,_57 -,u2t -._30
-,_81 -.Qlq -._bO
-,5_b -.501 -,52_ =,5_7 -.5_
-.619 -.621 -,58_
-.723 -.70U -.120 -.7_b =.70q
-.a7, -.qBO -,SlO
-.223 -.2U5 -,2_a -.27b -.Sue
-.03_
-,307 -.2q8
-.470 -.aql -.521 -.55q
-.557 -.57t
-.60a -._oe =.051 =.bah
-,_57 -.bq7
-,570 -,oI_ -.b3b -,c90
-,_8_ -.471
-._33 -,_15 =,elO
-,Q28 -,QIq ",_35 -,a2P
-.3_b -,_OU









CONFIGURATION 1 wACM = ,Tqq ALFFA = 1.10
_ING CP
UPPEW SURFACE LL_EE SbEFACE
























-,851 -,8aa -,8QB 0.81_ -.R38
-,88b -,_bb -,891
-,8_8 -,_02 -,gO0 -,898 -.028
-,8qb -,902 -,893
-.qo5 -.915 -,Sge -.91_ -,¢31
-.qoq -.897 -.SgO
-.88_ Oo901 -.SRQ °egO2 o,9_1
-.868 -.88b -,87b
-.88g -.880 -,881 -,_EI -,_3b
-.868 -.873 -.Bb7
-,877 -.877 -.87a -.880 "._26
-,Rq_ -,88b -°SgO
-,SqO -,897 -,905 -.883 °.85q
-,89q -,_g7 -,sqb
°.978 -,q51 -,q62 -.g2_ -._6
-,901 -.g2@ -.g77
-.ug_ -.Sqe -,Sa7 -,_77 -.570
-._81 -._08 -.339
=,201 -.186 -,_08 =.21_ -._22
-,070
-,13a -.11]
-.28e -.dqt =,32b ",361
-.3be -,37e
-,aO0 -.a_l -.3qe -,aa5
-,all -,q]s




-.357 -.3c1 -.375 -.38b
-.3_0 -,352













CONFIGURATION 1 MACP = .Tgq ALPPJ a 2.10
_ING CP
UPPER SUkFACE LC_Ek _uRFACE
Y/D
























-.966 -.98] -.998 -.geg ".97q
-l.Olq ol.005 -1.019
-1.029 -.qq9 -1.011 -1.007 "1.038
o.qgq -,gqq -l.OOa
-1.012 -1.005 -.gqI -1.013 -1.033
-.999 -.995 -.990
-.qSb -.990 -.983 -.998 "I.02O
-.051 °.972 -.969
-,q75 -.965 -,qSa -.970 -I,010
-.959 -.957 -.qS_
-,gbU -.qbO -.959 -°_59 oi.007
-.967 -.q6q -.97_
-.973 -.q76 -.983 -.9e5 -.qgb
-.959 -.958 -.96_
*,620 -.ql7 oi.026 -.qq0 -.937
-.aOa -.a73 -._25
-,37,_ -.378 -.4b5 -._35 -.u56
-.3_3 -.37a -.309
-.35o -,3e8 -.?el -.2co -.329
-.tO6
.028 .030
-.1_3 -.t57 -.In3 ".217
-.224 -.d3q
-.270 -.deq -.287 -.297
-.305 -.333




-.326 -.320 -.337 -.]_q
-.331 -.332














UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ EtEFACE
0.0 0.141 0.500 1.500 3.000 0.1_1 0.500 1.500 3.000
-.281 -.d_2
-.a38 -.a_a -.q80 -.abe
-.53_ -.539
-.SeO -.5_e -.003 -.585
-.bOB -.016




".72t -.7t! ".152 ".71_
-.7eO -.7e2










.025 -.qd3 -._79 -.a5o
.050 -.aqb -.Qq2 0.537 -.aqd -.530
.075 -.S7O -.5_0 -.580
,IO0 -,59b -.598 0.548 -.615 -,_a!
,150 -.602 -.bg8 -.blO
._00 -.b,5 -._7 -.Sqg -.039 -.ha7
.250 -._3R -.b_q -.01=
°3_0 °.527 -,big ".623 -.6_0 ".687
.350 -._17 -.b18 -.b30
.aoo -.eao -.030 0.030 -.e35 -.713
._50 -.031 -.e3e -.b,o
.500 -.b53 -.b51 -.bSq -.658 -._73
°550 0.67_ -.6_ -.669
.0(,0 -._88 -.077 =.OqO o._78 ".66b
.050 -.702 -.h98 -.70_
.706 -.773 -.757 -.77_ o.750 ".71_
°750 -.193 -._lq ".811
,_00 -.3oa -.3_6 -.53_ -.371 "._q7
.850 -.20_ -.dOt -.2a3





CUNFIGUNATION I MACM = ,_ ALFFA = I,I0
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_LM SURFACE
Y/D
























-,bll ",587 -,b05 -.585 =.b07
-,bga -°711 -.681 °°bq5 ".73!
-,bqO -.711 -,bqO
-.72e -.7E7 -.70_ -.73_ -.75_
",TE_ ",731 -.713
-.723 -.737 -,725 -.73_ -.7_7
".708 o.7E7 -.72B
-.732 -.730 -.72_ -.738 =,7q)
-.730 -.7E_ -.73!
-.7_5 -.737 -.7qa -.7_8 -._20
".7b2 -,751 -,TbO
-.77a -.7e9 -.78a -.TbO -.77g
-,781 -.7I_ -,78_
-.85_ -.838 -,850 -.Big =.812
-,bah °.797 -,88b
-.3EO -.329 =.a7B -.3aa -.801
-.Eln -,27b -,312
-._57 -,E7_ -.E70 .._77 -.Eel
-.2_7
-.lbb -.lie
-.33_ -.}de -.3_ ".3g_
-._25 -._3q
-.a?2 -.eq] -o528 -._97
-,Sbb -,51e
-.580 -.5q5 -.557 -.573
-.555 -.51u
-.5_5 -.5_& -,607
".61b -.b35 ",Oh7 "._50
-.eT! -,b73












TABLE A4.- AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT DATA FOR CONFIGURATION 2
AT x t = 0.29c
CONFIGU_ATICN 2 _ACM = .lgq ALPFA = .0e
_I,WG CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_th $_RFACE
Y/U























-.31Z -.302 -.3o7 -.EM2 -.3n2
=.dHd -.dS_ -.d89
-.b$b -.536 -.oZl -.b3b -.b2e
-.ell -.b_ -,b_b
-.d_d -._?9 -,d7q -°50d -.50_
-,_13 -.d0%
-._8_ -.373 ".35_ -,_13 0._1]
-.3d7 -._50 -._50
-.3d5 -._3d -.3dl -.3aI -.3d5
-.33u -.338 -.329
-.33d -.33E -.329 -.332 -.33e
-.3E7 -.329
-.33u -.33d -.338 -,33E -.3d1
-,345 -._39 -.33q
-.363 -.33q -.351 -.357
-,3e3 -,351 °.351
-.3bq -.357 -.3_3 °.3@2 -._bq
-.351 -.339 -.3d5
-.279 -,297 -.E73 -._7q
-.1_b
.dSq
,172 ,l"e .I_E ,lip
°.056 -,03_




-,El7 -,21C ",215 ".255
-.IPO -.185
-.I_0 -.1_ -.190 ",193
-,lqO -.I_8




.ted ,leo ,lee ,155
.?Sd ._Sa




LONFIGU_AIIC_ 2 "ACF = .200 _LFF_ = 1.0e
_ING CP
UBPEk SURFACE LC_ER SLRFACE
























-.W7o -.d35 =.ddO -.UTO -.dSO
-.oU6 =.O31 ".b_!
-,701 -.lEe -.726
-.56_ -.Sb6 -.551 -.See -.57|
-.d96 -.d81
-.d55 -.dd0 -.dle -._7_ -.d_5
=.dOS -._ld -.dOS
-.38_ -.3_7 -.389 -,389 -.3_
-,371 -.37_ -.371
-.367 -.3o3 =.3e5 -.3e7 -.37e
-._5_ -.358
".358 -.35B -.3b} -.35d -.371
-.3e7 -.$e7 -.3e7
-.$85 -._73 -.37_ -.3_5
-.37_ -.37_ -,373
-.37_ -.373 -.37g -.391 -.385
-.355 -.3d_ °.355
-._77 -._77 -.277 -.E83
=.ld5
.5e2
.2q5 .E53 .@_I ,235
.U63 .057




-.1e7 -.led -.l_E -.205
-,lda -.1_7
-.ISd =.1_7 =.15_ -.157
-.15_ -.157




,175 .175 ,175 .lb3
.Ee3 .Ee_







CUNFIGUPATICN 2 _ACh = .20Q ALPF_ = 2.07
_16G CP
UPPE_ SURFACE L C_E_ EL_F_CE
























-.622 -.557 -.587 -.Sq7 -.5q7
-.7o_ -.753 -._03
-.895 -.d2_ -.893 -.8_8 -.93,
-._03 -.82_ -,8_3
-.6_2 -.o_2 -.632 -.e_7 -._72
-.557 -.5_7
-.511 -._qb -.52t -.52b -.52e
-.q_5 -.457 -._5_
-.430 -.q30 -.430 -._al -._1
-._tn -.412 -._12
-.3qq -.3g_ -._01 -._05 -.UOI
-._85 -.399
-.38_ -.3_3 -.388 -.3_3 -._90
-.37q -.391 -.3gl
-.397 -.3q1 -.391 -.3q7
-.3qt -.385 -.385
-.385 -.$73 -.385 -._15 -._97
-.3_q -.3_3 -.3_3
-,271 -,905 -,271 -.277
-.}3a
.070
.3qO .373 .3el .3a9
.IbS .leS




-.tO5 -.113 -.105 -.15P
-.095 -.lOS
-.11t -.103 -.117 ".130
-.120 -.120




.IP3 .I_E .I_5 .17_
.2tq ._7_






























uPPEfi SURFACE LC_E_ _FACE
0.0 0.191 0.500 1.500 3.000 O.lql 0.500 1.500 3.000
.768
.502 .uSa ._bb .ao6
.253 .270




-.050 -.05_ -.008 -.10_
-.05h -.061
-.075 -.07_ -.078 -.oq0
-.0_0 -.Oe_




.lqq .EO2 .lq_ .187
.2e3 ._83





-.b80 -.bus -.e55 -.b80 -.bg5
-.80o -.856 -.87!
-I.001 -.q2b =.gSe -.g86 -.gee
-,Sgl -.g2b -.q_l
-.71q -.720 -.700 -.725 -.720
-.b15 -.010
°.555 -.550 -.SOS =.5_S -.575
-,qg5 -oag7 -.S0_
=._75 -._02 -._73 ..ub8 -.q77
-.a_Q "._2 -.aQb
-.a2q -.Q2Q -.a_l °.a33 -,a_5
-.a13 -.at?
-.dO" -.,Oh -._11 ..aO_ -.a13
-,_02 -._02 -,a02
-.Q0_ -.Q08 ..Q02 -.a1_
-,_gb -._gb -,3gb
-.3gO -.38_ -.3qo ..uO_ -.3g0
°.3_8 -.3_8 -.3U8





CONFIGURATICN 2 MACM • .200 ALPFA z _,07
_ING CP
UPPER 8UNFACE LC_£W SURFACE
Y/O
























-.875 -.880 -.9_5 -._la ".855
-.920 -.q00 -,9_0
-1.075 -l.Ole -1.0e6 -l.0_e -1.116
-.980 -l.Olb -1.011
-.799 -.l_ -.779 ..80_ -.Tq_
-.581 -.ebb
-.b23 -.598 0.e23 -.b33 -.e33
-.5_ -.5_9 -.553
-.517 -,511 -.513 -.513 ".517
-._8_ -._80 -._75
-._30 -.,_e -._30 -._2u -._35
-.,22 °._28 -._Ib
-._2_ -._16 -._le °,_22
-.41o -._04 -,398
-.392 -.385 -.392 -.398 -._0_
-.265 -.250 -.25_ -.2be
-.13_
.e20
.570 .5_b .552 .552
.373 .3_7




-.01_ -,OO_ -.01_ -.062
-.Olb -.01_
-.Oil -.035 -.O_b °.05_
-.051 -.058




.210 ._05 .bOB .tg"
.289 .2_2




CUNFI@uRAIION 2 MACM = .30_ ALPF_ • .Oe
_|NG CP
LIPPER SURFACE LC_EM _b_FACE
Y/U
























-.350 -.28_ -,290 -.300 -.2_0
-._O3 -.505 -.5_8
-.655 -.o2g -.6_2 -.e23 -.b_!
-._13 -.b29 -.b39
-.U75 -._91 -._9 -.a_b -.507
-._19 -._22
-.3CO -._Sg -.3b0
-.35_ -._50 -.35_ -._e, -.357
-.3,s -._9 -.33b -.3_8 ".3_e
-.3_0 -.339
"._3_ ".3_3 -.351 -.335 "._SP
-.359 -.357 -.35_
-.3_1 -.368 -.373 -.37_
-.381 -.37b -.]7_
-.39o -.379 -.38, -.u03 0.3q8
-.365 -._5_ -.362
-.29_ -.2_5 -._88 -.3o_
-.lSb
.u2_
.15, .15. .12b .Oee
-.0_7 -.Oe5
-.2_0 -._3e -.2_I -.266
-._70
-.222 -.21e
-.I¢0 -._15 -.221 -.27_
-.lq2 -.lqC
-.200 -.1_ -.E08 -.EO_
-.lq7 -.192




.I_ .leP .I_ .157
.258 ._e0







CONFIGURATION 2 MACM z ,_01 ALFPA s oOq
_lhG CP
UPPEfi SURFAC_ LC_Ek SURFACE
Y/D
























-.3bO -,270 o,298 -._93 ".27_
-,507 -,52q -,518
-.bSU -,b52 -.670 -.6e5 ".657
°.639 -.b52 -,b85
-,518 -,513 -,509 -,5]0 -.52_
-.a_l -,_n8 -,aa8 -,aS0 -.aI5
-,$80 -,_82 -,372
-,376 -.36a -°370 -.376 -,36P
-,366 -.358 -,359
-,3oa -.3Sa -,359 -.367 -,359
-.3b! -.3_?
-.36_ -.3bE -.370 -,359 -.371
-.373 -,37_ -,375
-,]qq -.3_8 -.38_ -.3q_
-,_01 -.3_2 -,3g_
-,aO7 -,39_ -,aOl -._20 -.a13
-,3_1 -.368 -,3_0
-.30, -.292 -.302 -.308
-,15b
,aa3
.156 ,135 ,130 ,08_
-,089 -.Oq]




-.201 -.bE_ -.231 -.307
-,217 -,bib
-.220 -.21_ -,225 -.233
-,_16 -.hi7




.le8 .l_q .16a ,157
,26_ ,beO




COhFIGURAIIC_ b _ACP • ,SOO ALPF_ s .oe
_I_wG CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_LH Sb_FACE
¥1U
























-,_ln -,Eel -,2be -.2e7 ",257
-,509 -,_qq -,513
-,711 -.705 -,6gl -.bql -,_7P
-,b58 -,705 -,700
-,522 -,531 -,528 -,5b/ ",55e
-,ab_ -._6b
-._9_ -,aO0 -.]99
-,$90 -.375 -,3_5 -.391 -,391
-,37M -,375 -,37_
-,37q -,372 -.377 -.3_b ".37q
°.370 -,37q
-,375 -,_76 -.3B7 -.370 -.3_
-.388 -.582 -.39_
-,_1_ -,all ..aOu -,all
-,_I_ -,a12 -,a12
-,a22 -._1o -.a21 -,aal -,a27
-,397 -.3e1 -.3q_
-.308 -,_qq -.308 -.318
-,15_
.as5
.la% .lle .11q .o_2
..118 -.lOb




-.23e -._7 -.232 -.281
-.238 -._39
-.23_ -,e_l -,2aq -.2_q
-.23q -,23_




.172 .17_ .leg .lel
,26_ .d70







LU{wFIGURAIIGN 2 MACM = ,_01 ALPkA = ,Oq
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ SbWFACE
Y/D
























-.27q -.23a ".21b -.233 "°235
-.50b -.b16 -.500
-.761 -.le! -,729 *.749 -,735
-,7_2 -,701 -,778
-,566 -.571 ".562 -.585 ".Co7
-._5 -°,87
-._8d -.aea -.516 -.511 -._2
-._19 -.u03 -._le -._|3 -._10
-,aOb -.aod -._o3
-,_I0 -.aOd -.ao3 -.aob -._02
-.uo_ -,_00
-.a08 -.a08 -.aid -.aoa -.a17
-.q17 -.a15 -.a20
-._a_ -._a0 -.a35 -.aa3
-.aSh -._q3 -._a9 -._78 -.a07
*._22 -,uu5 -.ul7
-.319 -.30e -.31U -.331
-,1_9
.aa7
.153 ,I17 .l_e .075
-.135 -.Ii3




-.2Pl -._q5 -.2o3 -.333
-.2PO -.d_l
-.981 *./PO -.218 -.285
-.270 -._12




.177 .ll_ .173 ,let
.2e2 .2ca
































-.a83 -._nl -.ao3 -.a36 -.a17
-.bq2 -.081 -,70¢
-.995 -.9_ -.91_ 0.9_3 -.q09
-.900 -.9_ -.937
-.5_0 -.575
-.5e9 -.638 -.582 **Sg0 -.50_
-._Sa -._q0 -._q0
-.a77 -._70 -.a_7 -,a75 -._75
-._50 -.a58 -._50
-.a35 -.q38
-.aa3 -.a_5 -.a_5 ..a38 *.aa_
-.aab -.aa_ -.aa5
-.a71 -.a60 -.aO1 -.a6e
-.a7o -.aet -.a56
-.a65 -.aS1 -.a57 -._80 *.a7_
-.at3 -.aO7 -.alq
-._17 -.30a -._12 -.32b
",137
LC_Ek S_FaCE
O.lql O.SUC 1.500 3.000
.5_1
.287 .d58 .da5 .231
.008 ,013




-.2CQ *,2t7 -.1q3 -.301
-._22 -._16
-,22a -,ti3 -.235 -,_37
-.22_ -._31




.lq2 .lql .188 .175
.2Ca ,_3







CONFIGURAIION 2 _ACM = .eric ALPHA = 2.1C
_ING CR
UPPER SURFACE LC_M _b_FACE
Y/U























-.052 -.bgl -.b0_ -.eIS ".5q7
-._9q -.q_l -.q02
-I.1_7 -1.0q_ -1.1e2 -I.13_ -1.152
-1.052 -1.098 -1.101
-.?88 -,793 -.780 -._OE "._Oq
-,b7_ -.eb_
-.b4q -.62_ -.eSq -.6b_ -._a0
-.54_ -.553 -.560
-.52q -,527 -.531 -.527 -._23
-.50_ -.SUB -.501
-,_8_ -,aTg
-._70 -._72 -,_77 -._68 "._73
-.u72 -,_75 -._73
-._89 -.u83 -.q75 -._82
-._2 -._79 °._73
-.469 -._e3 -.403 =._85 -._1
-,q18 -._11 -._10
-,307 -.300 -.30a -.316
-.I_3
.708
._07 .317 .]e8 .]qO
.1]P .156




-.1_ -,lEO -,13_ ".2_6
-.161 -,157
-.1PO -.17_ -.17% ".1_7
-.179 -.IEq




.20_ .EO_ ._o1 ,lql
,2_7 .2q9
.356 .35_ .33o .3a_
._gS -.o15 .,25 ._te
,_lb .398




UPPER SUkFACE LC_Efi SurFACE
o,o o,191 0°500 1,5oo 3,oo0 O.lql 0,50c 1,500 3.000
x/C
-,eSE -.853 -,723
-.787 -.70q -.72_ -.7qq -.7be
-1,083 -1.oSb -I.obq
-1,3_o 01,232 -1.3e_ ol.357 -1.3_3
-1.19e -1.2_2 -1,2_
-.885 -.892 -.883 -,qol -.91E
-,751 -.751
-.b99 -,092 -,725 -.725 -.712
-.003 -.009 -.bO9
-,$81 -.56q -.57_ -.577 ".57_
-.5_q -.5_ -.5_7
-,527 -.5_2 -,527 -.530 ".521
-.508 -.510
-._80 -._B5 -._90
-.50_ -._q9 -,aSq -.a_]
-._7o -,_e3 -._e3 -,a85 -._78
-._1o ..ao2 -.ulO
-,2qa -.28e -,gq2 -,3o0
-.12Q
.7_
,517 ,qE6 ,_77 .a65
,_5_ ,763




-,075 -,107 -.0/8 -,187
-.lOq -.lOB
-.13_ -,l_q -,1_0 -,150
-.1,1 -,l_b




.215 ._17 .212 ,20a
.308 .312




























CONFIGURAIION 2 MACM = ,eS! ALFFA = ,Oe
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE Lc_E_ SURFACE
Y/D
























-.25_ -,IBq -,le7 -,IWW ",17g
-,q85 -,50q -,_8b
-,780 -.81g -,758 -,758 -.737
-,80_ -,_19 -,819
-,592 -.593 -,598 -,023 -,b_o
-.505 -.502
-.505 -._Sx -.539 -.542 -.505
-._36 -.435 -.u_!
-.u_8 -.,lb -,q35 -.428 -._30
-._23 -.4lq -,a2l
-,_25 -.415 -._20 -,42l -,a17
-.423 °._23
-,427 =,427 -,u]O -,_18 -,_2g
-,qTO -._59 -,aS_ -,_bO
-._72 -,_b! -,_b2
-.47_ -.UO! -.Ub5 -._q7 -.u_3
-._32 -.410 -.u25
-,317 -.305 -.312 -.32_
-.12u
,_7
,129 ,!l_ ,Ogb ,Oh2
-,!b! °,14e




-.310 -.323 -.303 -,]70
-.30q -.31i
-.30_ -.30e -,31_ -.313
-.2qb -,2qe




,ITq ,lie ,173 ,lb_
.25_ .25_
.30b ,307 .30_ .300
.350 ,350
,38_ o]qe .376
CUNFIGU_ATIC_ 2 MACM = ,701 ALPPA = ,0_
_ING CP
UPPE& SURFACE LC_L& E_RFAC£
Y/U
























-,17_ -.Ill -,13! -,122 ",122
-,7B! -1.008 -,757 -,73q -,713
-.gO5 -l.00_ -,q57
-,5_2 -,005 -,68_ -,bS! -,b_!
-,510 -.510
-.5_b -.St_ -.57q -.58U -._35
-,457 -.ub2 -._5
-._5o -._7 -oaS_ -.u55 -.aae
-,q42 -.a_2 -,_0
-._4b -._u2 -,_3q -,_53 -,_33
-.4bo °.45_ -.4b0
-.492 -.482 -.,7_ °.a77
-,_@q -,_?q -,ue_ °,5|4 -.aW7
-,u3_ -,ulQ -,_31
-,299 -,_ql -°2_7 =._12
-,I00
._56
.]q3 .1_3 .08a ,077
-,158 -,teO




-.35_ -._e7 -.345 -.ua2
-.350 -.3_¢
°.33_ -,_3_ -.348 -,3_e
-.325 -._30
-,317 -,3EE -,323 -,357
-.310 -.3C8
.OOh .Olu
.I7U ,iTU .170 ,15_
.P_2 ,24U







CUNFIGu_ATICN 2 MACM = ,75_ ALPHA = ,OE
wING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ER SURFACE
¥1D
























-.089 -,OU6 -,033 -,OU3 ",037
-.337 0.3a7 -,355
-.eee *l.OUa -,e39 -,e3S -.61e
-I,01o -1.0uu -Io015
-,98b -I,0U9 -I.01U -,962 ".9hi
-.55a -.52b
-,_9_ *.u78 -,523 -.571 -,a6_
-,aUl -.qU8 -,_U7
°.uS_ -,_a5 -.u57 -,u58 -.uu5
-.uSa -,uS8 -,U52
°,U61 -.U_0 -.U59 -.aeU -,_U2
-.UbO -,Ub8
-,U_a -.Ubq -.UBa -,Ub3 *,US_
°,U80 -._80 -,U83
-.51_ -,5o8 -,SqJ2 °,qqO
-.516 -,51U -,510
-.S01 -.u89 -,500 -,522 °,50_
-,a19 -,uu7 -,_22
*.265 -,_5_ -,2e3 -,272
-,063
,aug
,151 ,123 ,087 ,071
°.16_ °,1_9




-.ale -.u28 -,420 -.Slu
-,UO_ -.a06
".3_I -.389 -,_08 -,U05
-,373 -,380




.157 ,15_ ,153 ,127
,21U ,219




CLJNFIGURATIGN 2 MACM : ,800 ALPFa : .07
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE L_EN _uRFACE
Y/D
























.OIQ ,n_7 ,077 .052 .067
-.52_ -,_85 -,503 -.507 -.U78
-.871 -,8_5 -,M77
-,921 -.gU0 -.93_ -.928 =,qu2
-.900 -.890
-.915 *.885 -,898 °.883 -,907
-,80_ -.MOS -,796
-.813 -.795 -,803 -.791 =._3
-.78U -.775 -.760
-,7So -.Tuo -.71_ *,7_8 -,513
-.$U0 -,U20
-,uoe -.59_ -,uoo -.3%7 =,375
-.Utq -.Ul_ -,U19
",Ulb -,U88 -,USO ",UT_
-.511 -,523 -,5_3
-.50b -.u_6 -,52_ -,535 ".5_
°.3_ -._81 -,396
-,919 -,_13 -,_E_ -,2]_
*,03b
._bb
,IT] .151 .I15 .I16
-.llb -,I09




-.6E_ -.83e -.815 ".85_
-,650 -.o_u
-.362 *,3_e =.358 ".565
-.3=3 -.3e]




.177 ,175 ,169 ,l_g
.230 ._l







CONFIGuk_TION 2 _AEM : .POI ALPF_ z l.|O
_ING CP
UPPER SUWFACE LL_Eh _uRFACE
Y/D























-.07) -,013 -,U11 -.033 ",02q
-,30P -,_0% -.310
-,Sqq -,9_b -.Sbb -.57b -,55_
-,gd_ -,gSb *,9_g
-),ooP -I,010 -I,01_ -I.00_ -1.n23
-,q_ -,q70
-,g7_ -,932 *.g57 -.qeO -,qqg
-,890 -,900 -,907
-.Sql -,80_ -,8_o -._7 -.q03
*.B83 *,_ -.88b
*,_8_ °,8_Q °.8g1 *._77 °.gQ5
°,889 *._91
-,8Q9 -._05 -.905 =.87_ -,_55
o.895 -,q01 -.Rg2
°,b52 °,695 °.5_3 -,dO5
-,_q2 -.387 °,387
-.]l_ -,309 °.3ld -.3d3 -,_25
-,235 -,_25 -.2_3
-,112 -.I_Q *.119 -.lSJ
-.032
.552
.?e3 ._u2 ,208 .207
-,o37 -,021




-.3P? -,3_ *,375 ".55_
-.3qb -,3_1
-._12 -,d03 -.d21 -._07
*.3gb -.3_




.170 ,It? .I_d .IE_
.?18 .EEl




Ct)NFIGUWATICN 2 _AC_ ¢ .7gq ALPPA = 2.11
_[NG CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_Efi _bRFACE
Y/D
























-.13g -.Ogb -.OgO °.117 -,It _
-,]b8 -.37) -.381
-._b3 -!,OEl -,627 -,hal -,61_
-I.002 *1.021 -.997
-l.Ob_ -!,071 -1.063 -l.Obq -1,0_8
-I.031 *I,002
-1,00_ -,g83 -l.OE7 -1.008 -l,nE5
-.g38 -,qSq -.977
-,qsq -.qO2 -.gTl -.qb? -.qSq
",q5_ -,qSb -.9ea
°,967 -,who -,g7] -,q_3 °,gg0
°,g7_ °,97d
-.q_ -,983 -._88 -.god -l.on8
-,968 °.Qsq °.@bd
-,bld ".550 -.SQQ **SIR
-.38n -,37d -.367
-.d9_ -,293 -.2qO -.300 ",327
-,E28 -,22_ ".22_
°.175 -,178 ",183 -,165
°,!_3
,b_7
.35U .3EO .E@g .2g?
,0Q8 ,U©5




-.37g -,38E -.3bE ".53_
-.373 -._)o
-.387 ..3eo -,3qO -.3_8
-.3_d -.$8b




.15q .le3 .let .ldO
.211 .220







CUNFIGL}R_T]O_q 2 MACM = ,PS_ ALPP_ = ,Oe
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ _FACE
Y/U
























.l_a .177 ,1_3 .158 .lbq
-.098 -.100 -.107
-.3_7 -.723 -.35a -.355 -.3a3
",711 -,7d3 -,7U7
-,769 -,773 -,772 -o76! ",782
-.755 -.7al
-.77b -,7_8 -.75_ -.7_3 -,7bq
-.b_q -,098 -,091
-,701 -.b86 -.bSu -.e_7 -.713
",6_6 -,687 -,08S
-.68Q -._87 -.6qa -.bgq -.7,3
-.701 -,70b
-.71a -.?la -.lid -.708 -.7_0
-,723 -.715 -,713
-.7qO -,787 -,758 -.7_q
-,Sqb -,hlq -,001
-,2Sa -.dad -,dbo -,2_0 -,3de
-.142 -.l_a -.lab
-,08o -.OgO -.lOd -.085
-.071
.aqb
.230 .207 .175 .152
-.0_7 -.o31




-,758 -.ice -,77a -,808
-.753 -.770
-.7P0 -,7_e ",777 ",757
-,_1o -.8Q2




-._el -.dq5 -.28! -.28_
-,2_5 -.dq3




CUNFIGURalICN 2 _ACM = ,_50 ALFP_ = l,Oe
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_E& _u_FACE
YID
























.Oh! .106 .111 .102 olO3
-.!bO -.lbl -.lel
-.aa7 -.181 -.al_ -.dO8 -.3q5
-.711 -,781 °,Teb
-.8_t -.8_2 -,837 -.821 -.8a7
-,_22 -.815
-,_aO -._11 -.818 -.817 ".837
-,7_0 -,703 -,Tbl
-.7oo -,757 -,757 ..7aq -,767
-.750 -,752 -,7_Q
".758 -,Tb0 -,75_ -.7CO -.7_7
-,705 -,771
-.77b -,77_ -.78_ -.77u -.Tq_
-.783 -.78b -.785
-,735 -.77a -.623 -.720
-,2q7 -.dqu -.300
-.181 -.1_3 -.188 -.1_ -.2_6
-.123 -.12U -.135
-.082 -.08a -.09a -.Oq7
-.073
.558
.282 .dSq .231 .23_
.001 .Oil




-.700 -.7_a -.712 -,73a
-,b_7 -,7_B
-.72_ -.Td, -.728 -.713
-.750 -.75e




-,22g -.de2 -.283 -,287
-.225 -.278







LUNF|GUHAI]CN 2 MACF = .P75 ALPHA = .10
_ING CP
L'PPE_ SURFACE LC_ SU&F_CE
Y/U
























,171 ,_IO ,212 o19_ ,195
-,05b -,oSq -,Ob_
-.33b -.,5_ -.30_ -.31_ -.2qi
-.650 -.b58 -.6_7
-.711 -,715 ",llq -,701 ",7P1
".6_8 -.b_7
-.l_O -.,q_ -.73_ -.eS_ =.70_
-,b3S -.b_4 -.b_l
-.b51 -.h_1 -.b41 -.b_O -.671
-.bu5 -.b37 -._q3
-.bS_ -.ha5 -.o53 -.b57 -.6qe
-,bbO -,bbO
-._7M -._73 -._7q -.b7l -.?n5
-,b87 -.o81 -,_78
-075u 0.7U5 0,735 -.7_q
-.78H -,7_1 -,7e3
-.39% -._el -.3_5 -.3_8 -._lq
-._o -.E35 -.EE3
-.E07 =.EO3 -.EOO -.EO_
-.188
._30
.E56 .Ea5 .E01 .E0_
=.01_ -.OOl




-.70_ -,717 -,73_ -.7_0
-.70_ -,71_
-.7Eq =.7E5 -.130 -.716
-.7bE -.lSH




-._3_ -._3_ -,_ -,u]e






TABLE A5.- AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT DATA FOR CONFIGURATION 3
AT x t = 0.29C
CUNFIGU_ArlCN 3 _AC_ = .203 aLP_ = .07
UPPEk SURFACE LC_L_ SL_FACE
Y/U

























-.alo -._41 -o373 -.2_0 -.2q5
-.his -.b25 -,Sbb
-.75o -.683 -.e_7 -.b2S -.e25
-.6_ -.b83 -.e83
-,518 -.518 -.508 -,agq -.ag_
-,_bn -.U_l -,_31
-.u3b -.421 -.U_I -._2_ -._65
-.36_ -._7q -._8
-.353 -.359 -.35! -.33_ -.3_o
°.355 -.355 -.33,
-.3aa -.336 -.327 -.338 -.33_
-.338 -._3u -.3d5
-.33o -.332 -.33_ -.327 -.3ao
-.32n -.33_ -.332
-.38a -.3_9 -.3q3 -.355 -.361
-,3u_ -.33_ -.3a_
-._52 °.33d -.3_3 -.3_ -.37_
-.297 -.2q7 -.315
-.211 -.21o -.2_5 °.des °._3a
-.113
.61b
.283 .12_ .106 .123
-.072 -.107
-.3qO -.3_3 -.280 -.27_
-.Sq0
-.713 -.,e5 -.3_0 -.2q7
-,55a -._0q
-.50_ -,.38 -.392 -.280
-,aSa -.3E5
-.a28 -.3@3 -.duo -.21e
-.aoa -.31e




-.oql .US. .Id5 .1,_
-.oPb .151













".d37 -.30g ".3U(_ -.325
-.1_2 ".1_1 °._b -.2o_ ".32!
.00, -.lOo -.20/ -.?33 -.3a_
.¢)7b -._ -.Ib8 -.19_ -.20P
.n0q -.175 -.I_





-._57 -.155 ".11_ -.lOS
-.26_ -.135 -.Oq7 -.Inn
-.Iq3 -.Q77
-.106 -.0_8 -.0o8 -.057 -.06_
-.010 -.017 -.0_ -.()3d
._)7n .038 .01_ .nO7 -._00
.I07 .0_7 .0_1 .Oa5
.135 .12_ .lu_ .OgP .0_





















































TABLE A5 .- Continued
CuNFIGURA1]_N 3 PACP = .Igq 4LPFJ = l.Oe
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_Eh SBRFACE
Y/D
























-.52M -.533 -.51e -.,22 -.a52
-.b_9 -.flu -.699
-._25 -.780 -.815 -.750 -.750
-.lO_ -.780 -.l_O
-.5_3 -._o_ -.599 -,5_3 -.5_3
-.508 °.508 -.513
-._77 -._83 -.ag3 -._98 -.503
-._OQ -.,oh -._13
-.397 -._P4 -.3g_ -,382 -.3Ql
-.377 -.3_0 -.373
-.36_ -.36n -.3eO -.3e_ -.373
-.3_5 -._8 -.355
-.35! -.3u6 -,351 -,353 -.3b_
-.35o -.35o -,3e2
-.362 -._2 -.3_2 -.37Q -.37 a
-.35(_ -._ -.35b
-.33_ -.33e -.35e -,3_e -.3q_
-.2g_ -.2ge -,31_
-.2n8 -._12 -.2q_ -.2gu -._6_
-.llh
.090
.3@0 ._Ug .201 .@25
.03_ -.01_
-.2@_ -.@3t -.19_ ".13a
-._QO
".e3_ -.3eO -._ee -.2_0
-._77 -.3_3
-._2 -.377 -._35 -.2_2
-._o0 -.333
-.377 -.33e -.lq7 -.177
-.3_0 -.333




-.O_b .ulG .13g .157
.018 .III



























-.257 -.2e5 -.27_ -.?el -.2_7
-.o93 -.l@q -.Ig3 -.2_5 -.2_I -.257 -.2_1
,Oab .01_ -,0_| -.2_7 -.Ig3 -.301
.227 .I01 -.u_ -.133 -.157 -.173
.O,g -.133 -.I_I -.I_l




-.32q -.2u5 =.I_ -.I_3
-,220 -.I_7 -._q5 -.OP1
-,_27 -.llb -.n83 -._TM
-.167 -,CSb
-.08_ -,07q -.053 -.0_6 -.0_
-.o(_1 -.00_ -.Olb -.023
.07_ .0_5 ,OZ2 .013 .oon
.lPb .002 .O7O .0_,
































CU_FIGURAFIC_ } _ACP = .|g@ ALPFA = 2.06
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_EM Sb_FACE
Y/_
























".73n ".573 ".blg ".573 ".S,8
-.770 -.7_5 -.8_0
-.881 -.835 -,_21 -.801 -._ee
-.775 -.g35 -.85b
-._ -.6aQ -.6_9 -.b3U ".63a
-.55B -.5a8 -.5_8
-,513 -.518 -.518 -,528 ".553
-._55 -.458 -._51
-._35 "._2_ -.a2_ -._2q -.a2 q
-._06 -._02 -.aOa
-._I -.38a -.3q3 -.3q5 -._q7
-.377 -.375 -.382
-.306 -.3ha -.375 -.375 ".3_q
-.302 -.3o2 -._Ta
-.3e8 -.362 -.37a -.386 -.398
-.356 -.356 -.302
-.332 -.332 -.362 -.392 -.392
-.29o -.2nO -.31a
-.lq_ -.2oh -.236 -.272 -.362
-.I0_
.75b
.uS_ .3e2 .332 .332
.135 .Oq_
-.15_ -.L]. -.oe_ -.o38
-.356
-.52a -.302 -.182 -.152
-._00 -._eO
-.375 -._le ".271 ".188
-.3,3 -.2_1
-.3qO -.2q_ ".15t -.1a2
-.3_8 -._q8




-.Olq .085 .152 .lOq
.060 .18a






SIAIIG_ 0 2d.5 5O qO 13% 180 iTC _0_ _Os



























".313 -.201 -.205 -.lU5
-.la5 -.197 -.221 -.201 =.1_5 -.213
.0_ -.073 -._Oq -.lb5 -.257
.120 -.01_ -.lOS -.12Q -.137
.101 -.105 -.113 -.105




-._3 -.213 -.118 -.ll_
-.197 -.113 ".0_1 -.06e
-,20_ -,095 -.06_ -.066
-.lae -.o_e
-.nT_ -.065 ..O_a -.o3u -.03e -.o_e
-.000 -.005 -.005 -.01_
.0_1 .Oa9 .031 .n18 .01_
.1_8 .lOl .077 .051































TABLE A5 .- Continued
CUNFIGURATIC N 3 PACh = ,|q_ AL_FA : 3.05
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_tM _6_FACE
























-I.tq5 -.83a -.eeo -.b75 -.685
-.8_P -,sa7 -.q08
-,953 -.q_R .t.oaa -.9_8 -I.o0]
-.8U7 -.q_M -.9_8
-.695 -,73b -,72b -.lib 0.7_
-.625 -.o35 -.b20
-.570 -.57a -.57q -.Sq_ -.b20
-.ago -._gq -.501
-.aTa -._70 -.UT_ -.ab7 -.u70
-.uu_ -._38 -.a_3
-.42_J -._lb -.a20 -.u2q -.a3_
-.a03 -._03 -.U07
-.38q -.389 -.39b -.39_ -.an5
-.3_1 -.3_1 -.3_7
-.381 -.381 -.3Q3 -.3q3 -._05
-.363 -._e3 -.Sel
-.339 -.333 -.363 -.3q3 -.393
-,_90 -._qO -.315
-.lqa -._00 -.230 -.2eb -.327
-.Oq_
.817
.5_ .qJ, .auo .a23
._13 .lqO
-.ouu -.03P .052 .Oak
-.uul -.2_0 -.lib °.08_
-.3"1 -.81q
-.31b -._?_ -.dO? -.lqO
-.?_ -.239
-.29! -._q -.120 -.IO_
-.2_0 -._52











STAII_K 0 22,5 5o qO 135 IM0 _76 RC_ R0_


























-.q05 -.221 -,let -.05B
-.laq -.201 -.201 -,lUq -.125
.o]_ -.002 -.18q -.157 -._5
.lUU .oln -.08_ -.105 -.105
.l_U -.070 -.085





-.153 -,0_8 -.oe2 -.051
-.17_ -.07b -.051 -.0St
-,1_1 -,03_
-.05P -.032 =.0_0 -.023 -.OP6
.Ola .otq .ooa -.0o_
.07_ .Obl .038 .025 .O_t
,133 .113 ,081 ,Obq


























CUNFIGU&AIICN 3 MACM = ,lqq ALPHA = _,Oe
_ING CP
L,
UPPER SURFACE LC_£_ _URFACE
Y/D
























-l.bt2 -1.502 -.q97 -.825 ".795
-1,178 "l,O_2 ".q31
-1.027 -.987 -l.Oq8 -I.Og3 -1.08]
-.901 -.987 -1,027
-.770 -.790 -.805 -.785 ".7_0
-,b79 -,07_ -,_7_
-.bIQ -.02" -.63U -.6_q -.66Q
".53_ -.53b 0.538
-,509 -,498 -.502 -,502 -.511
-.a7b -._73 -._b9
-.a4_ -._4a -.aq7 -.aSM -._55
-._06 -,_1! -,415 -,a15 "._2q
-._92 -._98 -.3q8
-,38b -.392 -.398 -._0_ -.a22
-.368 -.36R -.37_
-.338 -.332 -,350 -,392 -.3Qe
-.28q -.28a -.31_
-,lqq -.188 °.22_ -,2bo -,320
-,Oq8
.863
.619 ,5_q o511 ._23
.Oa6 .U82 ,124 .141
-.152
-.356 -.152 -.050 -.01_
-.26q -.155
-.25q -.212 -.170 -.086
-.234 -.189
-.2aq -.2lq -.088 ".0b8
-,261 -._2




,055 ,1_0 ,171 ,186
.13_ ,_13



























-._Sq -._07 -.213 -._73 .03a
-.177 -.153 -.2n1 -.1_5 -.oq7 -.Oh! -.173
.097 ,053 -.Oa2 -.173 -.113 -.|qq
.270 .%75 .O_S -.057 -.0o5 -.0_5
.1qi -,046 -,05a -,O_e




-.190 -.132 -.Oh2 -._5_
-.13o -.0e5 =.oa6 -.p_q
-.155 -.05R -.o37 -,nut
-,l_a -.OP_
-.o4a -.030 -,011 -,Ola -,011
.022 .027 .016 .ooa
.077 .072 .0_7 .03o ,029
,14_ ,12d ,086 .071






























CONFIGUNATION _ MACM , .lqq ALPNA m 5.0t
_ING CP
uPPER SURFACE LC_EM SURFACE
Y/D
























-2.0_2 -2.o72 -l._@S -1,_3 -I.3O7
-1.S_u -I.388 -l.06b
-I.181 -I.025 -1.10b -I.13b °I.1_e
-.qS5 -1.025 -l.Oqo
=,81q -._3_ -,8sq -,85_ -.87_
-.728 -.733 -.7_3
-,6_3 -._8 -._7_ -.bq3 -.71P
-.580 -.577 -.SSa
-,Su6 -.537 -,539 -.5_e -.553
-.Sou -.Sou -.SOU
-._75 -._75 -._77 -._8e -.uq]
-.u5o -._Ub -._53
-._2_ =.q3& -._33 -.Uul -.a53
=._0U -._10 -._22
-._q8 -.3q8 -.alO ..u22 -.u3u
-.368 -.37_ -.3q2
-.3au -.338 -.35b -.308 -.a0,
-,28u -._qO -.$o2
-.lqq -,188 -.212 -,25u -.308
-,oq8
.Sq?
,665 ,tO0 .60b .588
.379 .367
.135 ,leS ,21q ._19
-,o68
-,272 ..o?_ ,o16 .o_0
-.IBq -.ole
-.lq_ -.15_ -.105 -,o]8
-.18u -.lq2
-.1q9 -,1_2 -,0_6 -.026
-.209 -.1_2




,072 ,13_ .188 .203
.151 ,2]0




























-,535 -,7u_ -,193 ,0#_ .lUa
-,a2u -,3bO -,209 -,16 q -.OAF -._()e °,153
.081 ,057 -,030 -.1_I -.o_9 -.10!
.2Ml .lq5 .Ob9 -.058 -.Oa6 -.038
,_?2 -.OP_ -.0_0 -.C18




-,1U1 -.095 -.037 -._38
-,095 -,039 -.030 -.02_
",IP_ -.03u ",018 -._9
-.083 -.011
-,(_28 -.005 -.000 -.no_ -.00_
,031 .OU3 .029 .nle
,o8_ .083 ,058 .OU3 .o31
.1a6 .IP8 .097 ._71































CO_FIGU_ATICN 3 _ACP = .303 ALPk_ " .0&
_ING CP
bPPE_ SURFACE LC_E_ ELPFACE
Y/Q
























-.385 -.Q37 -.37o -.30d -.22P
-.o04 -.bd2 -.577
-.7_8 -.o8q -.71a -.oSb -.62e
-.620 -.bSg -._87
-.505 -.525 -.51_ -.aq_ -.Slu
-.aSl -.a55 -._b
-.a3o -.a_2 -.437 -._o8 -._53
-._72 -._72 -.307
-.36_ -.35U -.357 -.351 ".35_
-.351 -.5a7 -.3Q9
-.3_? -.3Ul -.boo ..3o0 -.303
-.335 -.337 -.539
-.3_2 -.3_b -.3aa -.334 -.3_g
-._35 -.338 -.3_b
-.35a -.351 -.3sa -.368 -.376
-.351 -.346 -._5a
-._a_ -.338 -.3bo -.3qa -.3q_
-._o3 -.3OO -.333
-.215 -.223 -.d55 -.295 -.alg
-.121
,b19
.2_g .125 .075 .OQn
-.080 -.1_2
-.3qa -.3_e -.325 -.2An
-.577
-.727 -.d_e -.34_ -.317
-.5e2 -.q12
-.535 -."5_ -.312 ".3_
-.aT_ -,.1"
-.,,6 -.,05 -.2ca -.2_P
-.at7 -.3_7




o. OOg .055 .127 .ta_
-.02_ .151




























-.lbO -.217 -.315 -.3_3 -.326
-.059 -.110 -.199 -.280 -.313 -.331 -.i7e
.03q .UOg -.09b -.280 -.?fib -.353
.217 .07e -,075 -.17e ".205 -.215
.005 -.180 -.176 -,18_




-._07 -.31a -.187 -.17q
-.275 -.17o -.1_1 -.I02
-.27_ -.1_8 -.]CU -.09_
-.200 -.077
-.107 -.Og_ -.077 -.062 -.060
-.008 -.025 -.037 -,035
.o_q .o3a .oo8 .oo2 -.oo0
.1o2 .0SO .ObO .Oa6































CUNFIGURAIION 3 vACM : .3g_ ALFF_ = .U9
_Ir.G CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_Lh Eb_FACE
Y/D






















-.388 -.U33 -,377 -,2e7 -.25a
-.618 -.b3q -.5q2
-,770 -.126 -,?31 -,oe_ -,_3_
-,out -.726 -.730




-.358 "._53 ".355 -.36n ".35_
".355 -.352 -.35_
-,352 -.350 -,359 -.355 -.36_
-.35o -.35_ -.301
-.37_ -.30q -._13 -.379 -._p_
-.308 0.3e3 -.371
-,3bo -,355 -.37_ -,_15 -._10
-.319 -.319 -,347
-.glq -.228 -.2eb -.30_ -._Ol
-.12t
.b2q
.2qP .1,0 .Oob .OtO
-.Oe_ -.lie
-._18 -.31q -.3qO -._25
-.6_1
-,723 -,510 -.]6e -,337
-.579 -.SCe -.32_ ".2_3
-.a7q -.u]e -.290 -.250




-,Oql ,OQ_ .127 .1_5
-.03q .I_I





STATION o _2,5 50 _o 135 I_0 _70 kC_ R0_




















-.1_9 -.227 -.319 -._9_ -.31_
-.05q -.lib -._0_ -.300 -.32P -.3_2
.o_o .011 -.ogq -.2ql -.pb_ -.371
.223 .vSq -.07_ -.187 -.21? -.22_





-,299 -,190 -.131 Oo11@
-,29_ -.Ib3 -.116 -.II_
-.210 -._
-,112 -,I0_ -,o8_ -,072 -.0/n
-.007 -.02_ -.038 -.ha2 -.C13
.()bq .031 .ooq -.nO0 -._07
.1,1 ,0_5 ,Obl .0_5
































CUNFIGURATICN 3 MACk = ,500 ALPHA = ,Oq
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_£_ SURFACE
Y/D












































-.a2u -.5e2 -.27a -.22P
-.b28 -.610
-.767 -,7b7 -,690 -._a2
-.707 -.7a_
-.500 -.559 -.5u1 -.5a6
-.a05 -.a77
-._78 -.a_q -.515 -.517
.6a7
.311 .15c .OaT .o60
-.ose -.153
-._aa -._35 -.3_7 -.375
-.oqE
-.752 -.552 -._1o -.3e7
-.b7b -._Tt
-.635 -.555 -.3b2 -.315
-.557 ..ae_
-.518 -._e_ -.329 -.27a
-._73 -.,_2




-.oq_ .035 .126 ,1_5





-.387 -.379 -.385 -.37F
-,372 -.3e2
-.300 -.363 -.37n ".372
-.355 -.363
0.355 -.371 -.3el ".385
-.369 -.363
-.373 -.379 -.393 -.ate
-,37O -,370
-.35b -.383 -._31 -.a37
-.312 -.352




8T_110% 0 22°5 50 90 I]5 I_0 _7C PCP _0_





















-.la8 -.2o3 -.309 -.a28 -.329
-.05a -.tOe -.195 -.300 -.350 -.36e
.051 .02q -.089 -._95 -.2_ -.39_







.023 o.20? -.9o3 -.dO5




-.a75 -.361 -._3_ -._la
-.316 -.218 -.1a5 -.131
-._13 -.18_ -.127 -.lP5
-.222 -.007
-o115 -.10_ -,09_ -.079 -.078 -.0Be
-.(103 -.029 -.Oab -.O_g
.077 .035 ._05 -.n0a -.0n_J
.105 .088 .Obu .n_q
























CONFIGUNATION 3 MACh = .599 ALPP_ = .05
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LG_E_ SURFACE
Y/U
























-,377 -,_27 -,3bl -,210 -.1Be
-.65Q -.673 -.b3b
-.883 -.827 -.807 -.7d9 ".b77
-,ld9 -,82; -,871
-,58d -.bit -,609 -,587 -,5_2
-,515 -.52d -.515
-.510 -.5Ua -.529 -.Sd_ -.562
-,_30 -._32 -.d29
-.928 -.a12 -.a21 -._22 -,alb
-,dO5 -.aO_ ",_12
-,3gO -.395 -.alO -,a|_ ".q05
-,308 -.39_ -,all
-,38/ -.392 -,dis -,do8 "._13
-,39_ -.391 -,_08
-._I0 -.aod -.a25 -.a3_ -.d37
-,3gq -,uo_ -,Q25
-.3_b -.5_9 -.d23 -,dOg -.a_3
-,_2_ -.%3a -.$00
-,201 -._19 -,_71 -.321 -.3a_
-,09_
.b99
.368 .Ib_ .0_8 .033
-.02_ -.155
-.dip -.d,7 "._22 ".a17
-,803
-.835 -._U_ -.Uhd -,_13
-.735 -.575
-,692 -,_o_ -._02 -.3o3
-.593 -,5e9
-.5_9 -.5a3 -,3/0 -.31_
-,ag_ -.505




-.110 .033 ,12_ ,1a5
-.071 .I08



























-.150 -.19d -.300 -.a36 -.3a2
-,03_ -.OOa -.196 -.323 -.367 -.38e -.lie
,U77 .nat -,09n -,31o -,30e -._19
,2MO .137 -.Ood -.207 -.23_ -.2_2
.051 -,229 -.2_9 -.e22




-.51a -.a28 -.219 -._6_
-,370 -.250 -.1b7 -.;q3
-.3_d -.211 -,la_ -.I_
-.lla -.127 -.101 -.095 -.oeq
-.OOb -.Odl -.Oa? -,OeO
,OlO ,025 ,010 -.olo -.012
.O_b .Og5 ,070 .Oa2






























CUNF1GU_AIICN 3 VACP = .b0C ALPF_ = 1.10
UPPEE _URFACE LC_E& _FaCE
























-.539 -.550 -.527 -._t8 -.37_
-.7o7 -.8u3 -.81b
-I.o38 -t.Ouq -I.031 -.gI5 -,_03
-.891 -1.009 -I,O00
-.60_ -.730 -.712 -.672 -.661
-.hOt -.Sgh -.5q1
-.592 -.bob -.58R -,@0u -.621
-.495 -._98 -,508
-.q_2 -._6g -.483 -.415 -._b_
-.aol -._53 -._50
-._ -.a37 -.,ql ..aa9 -.4aS
-._2_ -._25 -,_35 -._3o -._3_
-._18 -,_22 -,u2@
-.u35 -._7 -.a]o -,ga@ °,ass
-,307 -._q_ ",Q2I -.=73 -._0l
-,330 -._33 -.373
-,197 -.210 -.26_ -.313 -,313
-.002
.760
._SO ,27E .lqq .1@g
.08! -,02b
-.203 -.311 -.20_ -.277
-.04?
-.726 -._32 ".388 ".3_0
-.e3_ -._70
-.6_e ..5o7 -.331 -.3It
-.506 -._!
-,518 -.07_ -.32b -.27e
-,a7g ..aeu
-.qao -._3_ -,322 -,2qS
-.210 -.27_ -.2uO
-.117 -.IQ_
-.oe7 .Oct .lib ,ISI
-.030 .t_e
































RC_o 22.5 SO @0 t35 )H0 E7C
CP x/c CP
-._92 .e_3 .0125 .6_5
-.2Rq -.262 -.3e1 -._70
-.121 -.20o -.285 -.293 -.322
.0_8 -.0bR -.2a5 -.253 -.37_
.lbl -,019 -.lbO -,lq) -.2_2





-.33_ -.212 -,I_ -.l_q
-.33t -.17b -.l_q -.12S
-._18 -.097
-.110 °,105 -.07q -.OPO -,o7_
-.oi0 -,023 -.031 -.007
.o7g .0_3 ,Olq -.005 -.o0a
.I_0 .t00 ,075 .009






























CONFIGuRATICN3 NACk= .CO0 ALFPA : _.Oe
_ING CO
UPPE_ 8uMFACE LL_Ek S_FACE
Y/U
























-,78_ -.02_ -.be7 -.b05 -.5_e
-,qO_ -,q57 -,q_B
-t.lq_ Oio131 -I,25Q -1.131 -l,lne
°I,031 -I,131 °I,1]_
-,7qg -._17 -,Tg_ .,7g_ -,777
-,b_O -,hi3 -,669
-,bSO -,o6_ -,66_ -._g3 -.701
-,555 -,552 -,557
-.530 -,513 -,527 -,523 -,515
-,50n -,_gq -,_g3
-,_a_ -._a2 -.qa8 -,_2 -._Tq
-._2_ -._25 -,_35
-,_qo -.3qO -._20 -._lq -._7_
-,319 -,3_1 -,3b_
-.18a -.lq_ -.2_1 -,310 -.30_
,89_
.523 ,_75 .322 ,330
,16q .Oeo
-,515
°,031 -,_3_ -,_75 -.252





-.Oe_ .UTi ,151 ,170
,0C3 ,le3





STAI|CN 0 22.5 50 _0 135 180 _7_ RO_ _0_


























-,33e -,22_ -,2_5 -,210
-,13e -,211 -,25_ -,_aO -.2ae -,_7
.o57 -,0_8 -.252 -,_1 -,3_M
.1Be ,u15 -.125 -.lb3 °.18_
,15e -.127 -,15_ -,127




-,_21 -,32a -,197 -,187
-,2_3 °,18_ -,12_ o,log
-,30e -,t_n -,I08 -,to_
-.lq7 -,OMO
-,100 -.091 -,072 -,0_5 -,065 -,07_
-,0o_ -,012 -,023 -,035
,072 ,05u ,027 .nO7 .00_
,13q ,115 ,083 ,057





























CONFIGU_AIION 3 M&CH = .59g ALFFA = 3.10
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_Ek _RFACE
Y/D
























=1._15 -,9_ -.772 -.la3 -.7ao
-1.101 ol.072 -1.132
Olo324 =1._7o =1._27 ol.372 -1.363
-1.1o6 -1.274 -1.278
-.892 -.898 -,901 -.007 -,890
-.7Oa -.7a_ -,749
-,719 -.728 -.72_ -.759 -,77_
-.bOR -.613 -.615
-,57_ -.567 ",5Oh -.57a -.572
-.542 -.535 -,53o
-.517 -.512 -,512 -.517 ".521
°,095 -._qa -._95
-.a7q °,_75 -°aS1 -._81 -,_gb
-._57 -.a58 -.ae3
-._29 -.a3q °,_37
-.3_9 -.391 -.a15 -,_70 ",_7b
-.308 -.311 -.$53
-,178 -,182 -,213 -,293 -,305
°,081
.875
.Sqb ._7, .o3_ .a_t
.271 .202
-.068 -.Oel -°019 .001
-.3_7
-.5al -.33o -.1_2 -,le2
-._Sa °.305
-.ae2 -.3ee 00211 -.1b8
-,_lb °._53
-.aOl -,3¢_ -.230 -.172
-.391 -.3¢3




°.o_ ,0_3 ,170 ,1_6
.02b .ISO

























0 22.5 50 90 t35 1 _o _7C
[ :°
-1.177 -.9ba l.Oal
-.582 -.538 -.20b °.195 -.112
-.12t -.153 -.208 -.2da -.101 -.179 -.21_
.1ol .o67 -.033 0.712 -.1#1 -._Te
.32_ .209 .053 -.08b -.126 -.laO
.109 -.0_2 -.|15 -.GEC





















-.360 -.271 -.tOO -.150
-.2u9 -,153 -.nq7 -.eP#
-.2_ -.129 -.0Be -.Oh8
-.179 -.Co,
-.o_3 0.067 -.057 -.o_q -.051 -.ose
.009 .OOb -.OOO °.020
.079 .Obb .0_7 .020 .01_
.153 .127 .Oql .06_






















CUNFIGURATION 3 _ACM : .651 ALPHA : .Oq
_ING CP
UPPEk SURFACE LC_R SURFACE
Y/O
























-.35_ -.3go -.327 -.17Q -.lu7
-.bSa -.b7O -.o28
-.gSg -.g22 -.M98 -.73a o.711
-.83q -.q22 -.gll
-.bl_ -.850 -.6E7 -.b25 -,_Oe
-.53_ -.52q -,525
-,5S0 -,5hg -,553 -.5g_ ",_Og
-,45o -._bb o._bO
-._o_ -.,33 -.u_2 o._32 -._21
-.aaa -.a23 -._19
-.o19 -.o13 -._21 -.o2_ -._i_
-,alo -.a12 -.alo
-.o10 -.a13 -.oil -.Oll -._23
-.a12 -._12 -.a17
-._28 -..22 -.4]_ -._38 -,_l
-.41_ -._lq -,Q2H
-.aOl -.3Q8 -._IQ -.q?o -._71
-._a -.335 -.3_q
-.leg -.206 -.25_ -.311 -.3_8
-.078
.725
.395 ,1gO .053 .03P
.022 -.13b
-.377 -,_57 -,u72 -,_5P
-._11
-}.038 ..7e7 -.52o -._52
-.807 -.o23
-.7_2 -.i23 -._o9 °._17
-.b33 -.542
-,577 -.55! -._E_ °,350
-.511 -.511




-.136 .007 ,I19 .IQI
-.Oq_ .oe%



























-.1()" -.17. -.2q£_ -.a"d -..12
-.02u -.o7_ -.180 -.318 -.3_U -.u21 -.313
.Oql .o_o -,07_ -.312 -.32_ -._e
._ol .1_2 -.Oal -.20/ -.257 -._7;
.o77 -.23b -._38 -.d3_




-.s55 -._69 -.3oq -.3oi





°.12q -.128 °.lib -.lO_
-.u20 -.Oat} -.OSg -.Oh5
.1_53 .0_9 -.001 -.01, -.0_1
.rig2 .085 .OeO .C_7

































CUNF|GU_ATICN _ MACP = ,700 ALFFA = .10
_lhG CP
UWPER StJNFAC£ LC_Ek _b_FACF
Y/D
























-,315 -._1 -.270 -,150 -.1_3
-.02_ -.63_ °.Slq
-,_35 -1,2_0 -.879 -.7_0 -.723
-l,Plg -l,2qo -1,228
-,o_ -.6_0 -.o21 -.e54 -,sSe
-.5_9 -.530 -.529
-.51_ °.58A -.57_ -.629 -.6@o
-o_7_ -°_7a -.47g
-,_47 -._35 -._35
-,u36 -._27 -,u35 -.aql -.a2_
-,q26 -,_3n -,_32
-._27 -,428 -,u32 -,_30 -.u33
-.q2e -._25 -._32
-._5 -._3u -._5 -.u55 -._63
-,_31 -,_2% -,q3q
-.QOu -._97 -.42_ -._@9 "._3
-.310 -._1_ -,3o0





-I,357 -I,I0_ -,_U2 -.51e
-l.Ul] -._23
-.6_5 -.00_
-.51q -.551 -.,8_ -.387
-,all -,_e




-.l_U -.032 .I07 .131
-.15o ,oi5






$TATI_N 0 t2,5 50 gO 135 l_O _TG WC_ RO_




















°.07(. -,127 -._qo -.a,P -.UBI
.00e -.UUO -.15e -.31q -.3qe -.,d_
,128 .oqq -.o_q -.311 -.33_ -,a58















-._qq -.301 -.211 -.lSq
-._q3 -.2_7 -,187 -.17q
-.2_ -,1_
-,15_ ",1q3 -,127 -,llb -,117
-.053 -.058 -.070 -.07_
,025 °011 -oO11 -.021 °°027
.0d7 .075 .053 .03a




























CL.NFIGUWA11C% 3 _ACP = .75fl alPP_ = .0_
_I_G CP
UPPEk S_J_FAC£ LC_£_ Sb&F_CE
YID
























-.dS_ -._Ta -.2U9 -.069 -.02_
-.52o -.%a_ -.50#
-.82M -1.1_3 -.I_3 -.eTl -.6_q
-1.129 -1.1_3 -1.1a5
-1.15S -1.2¢_u -1.1qq -1.oq5 -1.o13
-1.131 -1.116 -I.0g3
-.7ni -.o21 -.580 -._09 -.b23
-._a_ -.a3q -.a3_ -.qSO -.a57
-,aaq -.aq7 -,d_|
-.a59 -..53 -..5_ -._73 -.a_
_.q09 ".q_6 -._69
-._Tq -.uS_ -._8_ -.a77 -.a_3
-.qs_ -.501 -.aql
-.627 -._33 -.5d5 -.521 -.aqq
-.52W -.53o -.532
-.52u -.b20 -.530 -.5_, -.515
-._51 -.qo% -.a5_
-.3o_ -._1_ -.32. -.2q5 -.273
-.135
.7q7




-.e75 -._&_ -.5_q -.550
-.SPa -._(i
-.527 -.,eO -.502 -.a35
-.aSl -.3&2











SlalJlh 0 _.S 50 q0 135 18u _76 P_g _0_





















.021 -.o51 -.2_ -.380 -.aa_
.o%7 -.oo_ -.111 -.283 -.37g -._al -.i77
.17_ 01_ .00q -.28_ 0.33_ -.ubq
.200 -.21_ -.25_ -.il_




-._73 -.u3a -.335 -.33E
-.361 -.2gg -.220 -._0_
-._12 -.2a5 -.lqe -.lqo
-.?5n -.153
-.191 -.162 -.13b -.127 -.12q
-.12q 0.100 -.08o -._87
-.o7_ -.0_q -.03a -.n3_ 0.0_3
-.03_ -.olg ._18 .(,17






























CONFIGURATION 3 MACM = ,800 ALPPA = ,07
_ING CP
UPPER SUNFACE LC_EE SURFACE
Y/D
























-,130 -.1_4 -.Oq8 ,011 .050
-._05 0._17 -.377
-.688 -1.02_ -.b20 -,531 -.qq3
-,q7b -1,02_ -.g82
-I.018 -I.0_I -I.05_ -,9e3 -.9_6
-1,03_ -1,020 -1,000
-I.031 -I,O25 -I,001 -,gg_ -.qq_
-.gu2 -.950 -.938
-.qql -.q25 -,g17 -,871 *.861
-,gOb *._q7 -,895
-,870 -,872 -,8q5 -,850 -,Sel
-,875 -,881 -,885
-,870 -,877 -,870 -,853 *,aT_
-,821 *,813 -,809
",b25 -,56e -,720 -.a79 ".a_i
-,a74 -,ab9 -,ab9
-.ab7 -,a57 -.ala -.a_O *.S2q
-.a2u -,a35 -,aSa
-.31U -.328 -.359 -.263 -.738
-,_lq
,836
.56q ,358 ,1hi ,12q
.25_ .Uqa
-,Oba -.185 -.3a5 -.$57
-.016
-,52a -.85_ ".852 -.897
-,3_0 -.o30
-,3q2 -.5_e -.72e -.827
-.39u -,3cO
-,36e -.315 -._82 -.572
-.35a -,boo




-,260 ",_ .On] ,o96
-.237 -,226


















































,ld5 ,058 -.200 ",2q_ -.390
,123 ,066 *,037 -,23a -.355 -._2u -,_31
.2a2 ,20g .061 -.2a5 -,323 -._8_
._5a ,323 .105 *.132 -,_3P -.281
.2o5 -,181 -,25_ -,17q




-.3_1 -,381 -.3_5 -,3_
-.332 -,27_ -.230 -.217
-.28t -,235 -,2hi -._o_
-,267 -.}bY
-,2a1 -.2_1 *.150 -,13u -.115
-,181 -,206 -.116 -.oq_
-.125 -,158 *.o7a -,05o -,0_o
*.11_ -.133 -.oao ,002














































0.0 O.lql 0.500 1.500 3.000
-.aol .osb .13e
-.181 -.;la -.leo -.Ob2 -.022
-.,a2 -.a68 -.a3g
-.728 -l.Olb -,b73 -,bOO -.551
-1.02_ o1.01b -I.0_2
-1.075 o1.123 -I.115 -I.02B -I.022
-l.Og/ -l.08b -l.Ob2
-l.nQ_ -l.Og2 -I.077 -I.05_ -l,nbb
-I.01_ -1.o_e -l.Olh
-l.OlS -.9gq -.qgg -.g57 -.q_)
-.485 -.ggo -.q82
-.qo7 -.gbo -.q81 -.97u -.g57
-.qbs -,gbo -.g7_
".gb2 -.gbb -.g79 -.g73 ".gSe
-.TSM -.792 -.875
-o511 -.,e0 -.532 -.ee2 -._IP
0.3,8 -.3,1 -°365
-,2bg -,27. -,297 -.33q -,_QI
-.Ig_ -.200 -.211
-.I,) -.1_5 -.16_ -.l_b -.i_P
-.I12
LC_ER SURFACE
0,191 O,SO0 1,500 3,000
.Be!
,5qq .405 .E32 ,lqS
.286 .1_0
-.033 -.l_a -.277 -,297
-.519
-,703 -,81_ -,7bb -,_28
-.5_8 -.75a
-.516 -.b_, -.el2 -.610
-.521 -,_39
-._52 -.3qo -.5o5 -._52
-._29 -.359




-.P70 -.2t5 .077 .On7
-.2_b -._31






SIAIILK 0 22.5 50 gu 135 1_o _7_ _0_ RO_






















._8o .0_1 -.Obq -.225 -._lO -.370 -.(le
.,51 °325 .116 -.I0_ -.?u9 -.25!
,291 ..lUM -,231 -.I,I
-.079 -.12_ -._19 -._2e -.220
-.003 -.3do -._I
-.735 -.b.O -,I_
....a -.,2b -.357 -.3,E
-.35a -.31_ -o2a7 -.21,
-._17 -.25o -._?{. -.205
-.2Pb -.lh_
-.2,0 -.Ig_ -.l,g -.1_3 -.137
-.1_1 -.l_e -.loq -.lnl
-.121 -.I05 -.Ood -.OSU -.051
-.080 -.07_ -.011 .00_


























LU_FIGURATIe_ } WACM = .CO0 AL_PA = 2,0_
_ING CP
[JPPER SURFACE LC_R _fFAC_
Y/U
























-.259 -.25. -.22_ -.122 -,087
-.473 -.516 -.age
-.7eO -1.115 -.72_ -.eSu -.602
-l.Oo_ -I.I15 -I.08Q
-I.12o -1.172 -1.105 °Io078 -1.06e
-1.152 -1.139 -1.1ta
-t.lab -I.147 -I,130 -1.122 oi.111
-1.0o2 -1.0?1 -1.057
-I.071 -I.055 -I.0_3 -I.021 -I.025
-l.O_b -1.0_b -I.051
oI.,}30 -1.n21 -Io047 -I.047 -1.0aO
-.7_7 -.Sn_ -.q45
-.518 -._q2 -.5b$ -1.00q o1.0_b
-,aOo -.3q8 -.u09
-.35% -.35fl -.3e_ -._22 -.aSq
-.29_ -.297 -.295
-.24, -.2q8 -.2u5 -.28t -.317
-.207 -.211 -.tqq
-.183 -.183 -.160 -.153 -.17!
-.tal
.625 .450 .288 .26q
.31a .183
-.003 -.103 -.227 o.236
-.53q
-.q_7 °,7¢6 -.e78 -.712
-I.177 -.7ql
-l.lqh -I.003 -.eo_ -.59_
.._5n -l.UC9
-.e2_ *.87_ -._q7 -._67
-.512 -.59_




-.293 -.250 .03a .072
-.235 -.192






STATION 0 22,5 50 90 135 180 c7c _0_ RO^




















-.lOg -.laa =.19_ -.2_3 -.216
.oa5 -.0o5 -.095 -._17 -.27, -.312 -.21u
.218 .18_ ,055 -.213 ".26_ -._le
.a_8 .327 .125 o.0,9 -.192 -.229
.2q3 -.123 -.211 -.lie




-.905 -.806 -,5a5 -..3_
-._85 -.a63 -.306 -.237
-.3_ -.313 -.?co -.22_
-.306 -.187
-.231 =.1¢3 -.188 -.17o -.157
-.1_6 -.122 -,137 -,t27
-,U77 -,05_ -.079 -o072 -.Oba
-.013 .003 -.009 .OOu































CONFIGURATIC_ 3 _ACh = ._q AL.FF_ = .0e
_ING CP
LtRPE_ SURFACE LC_kk _u_FACE
Y/D























-.02. -,052 .017 .115 .153
-.27M -.2_b -.23g
-.5_5 -.Sb! -._7S -.3gl -.352
-.eel -.g00 -.8g4 -._05 -._0b
=._ -.870 -._
=._79 -.873 -.sbo -.8_ -._73
-._0_ -.8?O -.808
o.80_ -.7g2 ".7g_ -.7_$ ".731
-.7_U -.777 -.78_
-.lo_ -.7e8 -.7_2 -.7e_ ".7_
-.777 -,_7_ -.77_
-.7_2 -.7_7 -.78_ -,78_ -.77_
-.l_q -.783 -.77M
-._n5 -.8_g -.H31 -.823 -._o_
-,bet -.el2 -.821
-.38q -._01 -._77 -._Eq -.352
-.307 -.303 -.3_2
-._MQ -.290 -,31t -.27_ -.171
-.310
.Be2
.617 ,_o6 .El6 .l_I
.3IS .let
.005 -,lOb ".EbO ".27Q
-.515
-.5_ -.l_I -.7_8 ".7_|
-._00 -,Tb_
-.5lq -.lae -.blo -.7q_
-,a39 -,S3b
-.3_5 -.Ule -.7_q -.7_5
-.3P7 -.3e_




-.352 -.331 -.2]q -.2_7
-.358 -.330

























._51 ,182 -.13E ".20_ -._0b
.211 .159 .0Qq -.1?$ ".300 -.e.0 -.175
.3o_ .27q .t)u -.197 -,301 -.512
.Sl_ .387 .17) -.U_E ".Pl_ -,263
.333 -.133 -.E._ -.131




-._55 -.5_ -.bO_ -.ceC
-.SOE -.Sl_ -,_13 -._
-._37 -.395 "._51 -.513
-,3_ -.310
-.3_3 -._0 -._7 -.guo -.E3e
-.JOB -.3ql -,E37 -.200
-.iS, -.3el -.EEl -.1b3 -.153
-.31_ -,3Eu -.E07 -.lOl
































CONFIGURATION 3 MACM - ,8_q ALPI-_ : l,|0
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ER SURFACE
t
Y/O
























-.Oh2 -.09! -.Ofll .063 .lOi
-,31_ -.330 -.300
-,581 -,8g7 -.519 -._5 "._02
-,856 -,897 -.868
-,910 -,9_8 -,9_5 o.8_2 ",E52
-,932 -,917 -,901
-,931 -,927 -,919 -,g05 0,0_
-.858 -,87_ -,859
-,86_ -.8_6 -.8_8 -.81_ -,805
-,843 -,832 -.839
-,830 -,SEE -.8_a -,83e -,SEe
-,8_ -.8UI -,8_6
-,85| -,8a9 -,858 °,8_6 ",853
-.813 -,830 -.839
",01_ -,07! -,787 -,7_3 -.AS6
-.307 -,_03 ",_3
-,3EL -.3E2 -,333 -,3t8 -.3oe
-.30E -.3oE -.306
-,3no -,3oo -.Eg_ -,aSa -,153
-,EGO
.888
.e,3 .uSa .E71 .E36
.3aS .Eo5
.Oal -.o6q °.Eo8 -.230
-,a7_
-.777 -,701 -.b97 -.75_
-.738 -,730
-.768 -,_30 ",617 -,708
-,58_ -.755
-.a57 -.5_8 -.7_E -,6q6
-.a17 -._1_




-,353 -,3b5 -,E7a ".E77
-.356 -.377




























.155 .09q -.1_0 -._Oq -,EE9
.1oo .118 .Olo -.lo3 -._75 -.326 -.le5
.297 .2bq .127 -,180 -.277 -.a_3
.SIl .393 .180 -.Obl -.187 -._37
.3a8 -.to5 -._25 -.to_




-.oSq -,7u5 -,eSa ..e2i
-.5a8 -,b55 -.501 -.a_6
°°357 -.50q -._66 ",51q
-.357 -._01
0.358 -,355 -,a53 -.238 -.250
-.35q -.355 -.232 -.1g7
-.3ae -.3to -,202 -.155 -.155
-.31e -,Ebb -,1o5 -.10_






























CONF|GU_ATION3 MACP ffi.875 ALPPJ = .IS
_ING CP
uPPER SURFACE LO_EE _uRFACE
Y/O
























.022 -.o07 .osb .150 .lqb
-.227 -.2_1 -.195
-.a87 -.79! -._17 -.337 ".2qe
-.7u8 -.79! o.751
-.795 -.83b -.825 -.738 ".733
-,Big -.805 -.77b
-.813 -._II -.792 -.787 -._08
-.73g -.755 -.745
-.7_ -.729 -.73R -.bgb -.687
-.7_8 -.717 -.725
-.715 "o713 -.72g -.713 -.707
-.732 -.7_2 -.727
-.739 -.7_1 -.73B -.7_9 -.73"
-,7_3 -.7_3 -.732
-.81o -,7g0 -.78g -.7_" -.785
-.81_ -.8_2 -._2b
-.5_b -.b28 -.85b -.777 -.b17
-,3e7 -,_01 -,5_7




.Obl -.05_ -.a05 -.2_!
-._52
-.795 -.beb ".bg2 ".730
-.gB8 -.7@3
-1.088 -.glI -.b05 -.736
-.8_1 -.932
-.6_0 -.971 -,735 -.710
-.520 -.b05




-._2g -._e7 -.525 -._91
-._3a -.Q76






_TAIICN 0 _2.5 50 90 1_5 18n _7C RC_ RO_
























.217 =.0gl -.201 -.27_
.186 .Ubb -.1_7 -.31o -.eSe -.I.C
..18 .20_ -.0_3 -.172 -.225
.3bb -.09_ -.211 -._0




-1.01_ -.87_ -.678 -._7
-.g_5 -.76_ -.%_ -.a56
-..57 -.17] =.b_5 -.5_3
-.._2 -.5_2
-._58 -.50b -.513 -.661 -._33 -._7_
-..Sg -.518 -._9g -._7e
-.,51 -._1 -.3_1 -._o_ -.27h
-.u2P -.382 -.219 -.1._

























TABLE A6.- AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT DATA FOR CONFIGURATION 4
AT x t = 0.29c




UPPE_ SU_FAC£ LCz_h SURFACE
o,o O.lOl 0.500 1.5o0 3.o00 o.lql 0.SO0 1.500 3.000
x/c
"o137 -.lqb .03_
".398 -._aq -.265 -,260 ".2_0
-.522 -.5_1 -,4q7
-.b55 -.e55 -.620 -.601 -.655
-.62o -.o55 -._20
-.4_7 -,5n2 -._82 -.aq2 -.532
",_23 -._18 -._18
-._08 -,_8_ -.3_9 -,U03 0.398
-.a33 -._t8 -.359
-.365 -._$2 -.3a3 -.3a6 -.3_8
-.3_2 -._32 -.332
-.328 -.328 -.33o -.332 -.337
-,328 -,32b -,330
-.330 -.332 -.337 -.32a -.3a3
-.331 -.331 -._37
-.3a9 -.3_3 -,3a9 -.3_9 -.361
-.355 -._aO -.gaq
-.309 -.343 -.303 -.38a ".378
-.325 -.31o -.337
-.2a9 -.2a3 -.2o7 -.28a -2.0a7
-.125
,260
-,07_ -.OO_ .07u .lOq
-._e2 -.237
-.596 -.a_5 -.278 -.255
-.CO1 -.hi3
-,51q -._Oi -,2q6 ",28_
-.3q9 -.307
-.338 -._e3 -.205 -.28_
-.278 -.227
-,210 -.1q3 -.210 °.203
-.1_0 °.17_
-.0Pa -,107 °.200 -.217
-.0_0 -.137
,020 -.171 -.Iq3
.IR8 .leq .160 .150
.235 .2e3



























STATION o 22.5 50 90 135 180 2lC RO_ RO_
































-.050 -,0_3 -.075 -.073




-.277 -.175 -.082 -.052
-.2bb -.157 -.Obl -.025
-.177 -.102 -.018















































CONFIGUHATICN _ _AC_ = ,POt ALPFA = 1,0e
_ING CP
I_PPE_ SUWFACE LC_E_ Sb_FaCE
Y/D
























-,633 -.bOU -.570 -.e09 -.599
-.770 -.17S -,77q
-._82 -.80a -.8b7 -.sqb =.901
-.779 -._0_ -.Rl_
-.eP3 -.b33 -.b53 -._53 -,bee
-,55b -.531 -.5U5
-,51_ -._7 -.521 -.511 -,52b
°,400 -._00 -°_00
-.590 -._9_ -.39E -.3qa -._5
-,379 -.%79 -.381
-,37_ -,377 -.379 -,37U -,3o0
",38b -.386 -.3_b
-._q8 -.39_ -.3qE -.3q8 -.U03
-.38b -._8_ -.386
-.37_ -.3M0 -.380 -.398 -._03
-,3_5 -._39 -.351
-.26_ -._52 -.2e_ -.27b -1.2_0
-,130
,5_0
.Igq .d_5 .338 .3a_
-.llq .u15
-.305 -.le5 -.osfi -.055
-.3_E -.3_
-.36_ -.E_I -.1_8 -.l%a
-.ES_ -.17E
-.220 -,l_6 -.110 -.IR_
-.17E -.IE7
-.1_9 -.11E -.1E7 -.131
..oe3 ..IO_

























































-.1Eb -,061 =.016 -.01E
-.137 -.057 0,003 ,O1E
-.077 -.019 .03E
















































CONFIGURATICN _ MACk = o201 ALPFA = 2.07
sING CP
UPPEN SUNFACE LC_Ek Sb_FACE
Y/D























-,gOb -.7_0 -,731 -.809 -,q16
-.Qg_ -.9a5 -.955
-1,087 -.97q -1.077 -1.087 "1.11e
-.g31 -.979 -,q89
-°705 -,775 -,7_0 -,789 ",80_
-.bLg -.6_2 -.658
-.b0_ -.5_a -,61_ -,bl_ ".628
-.521 -.532 -.536
-.521 -._97 -.502 -.50b -.51q
-._52 -._8 -.a46 -.aLb -.a63
-._2_ -.431 -.a35
-.alg -.41B -,a22 -,_18 -._33
-._09 -._15 -._15
-._03 0.392 -.38o
-.SLY -.351 -.380 -.3q2 -.ao3
-.33_ -.33_ -.33q
-.252 -.2_ -.2_e -.2b_ -.76q
-.IIQ
.730
.45q .,5_ .5a0 .5a5
.17b .23a
-.0Qq °055 .Ib5 .16_
-.200 -.12_
-.165 -.0e_ .003 .00]
-,127 -.055
-.I_0 -.o_3 -.Olb -.oel
-.072 -.0_0
-.0_5 -.0,5 -.OeO -.0_0
-.02_ -.038
-.OOE -._]e -.07_ -.103
.02u -.038
.OLn -,083 -.IO3
.277 .2_e .210 .201
,332 .320




























0 22.5 50 _0 135 180 27(,
-1.209 -1,375
-.1_0 -1.2_8 -.7g3 -.299 -.o87
-._81 -._31 -.13,







.0_9 .032 -.012 -.Otq




-.00] .027 ,038 .01_
-,023 ,019 .051 ,Oa3
.003 .oa7 ,071



















































CUNFIGURATICN _ MACM z ,201 ALFFA = },07
_ING CP
uPPE_ SURFACE LC_tN Sb_FACE
Y/D
























-l,lb8 -l.lH8 -1.780 -2,15_ -2,1q5
-I,198 -I.I00 -I,12U
-1.25b -I.1q9 -l.lUa -1.158 -1.163
°1,090 -1.1_g -I,110
-.885 -.qOq -.909 -.899 -,92_
-.772 -.76_ -.767
-.b99 -.67g -.708 °.70_ -.723
-.5_3 -._n5 -.bib
-.585 -.5oa -.570 -.57q -.592
-.531 -.527 -.5_7
-,uq9 -._95 -._g7 -.510 -.518
-.a73 -._75 -.q75
-._9 -._Sb -._5b -.a51 -.a69
-,a3_ -.,28 °._30 -._28 -,aao
-.u05 -._lO -.3q_
-.$7o -._75 -.375 -.387 -.3Q]
-,317 -.317 -,329
-.23n -._36 -.23b -.207 -.o20
-.13b
.807
.Sqq .O]a .e7_ .6_6
.37a .a20
.183 ,_35 .327 .327
.003 .050
.llq ,055 .I07 .llq
.027 .051
.012 ,010 .070 .026
.015 .0_8
.027 .03q .017 .OOe
.0_3 .031




.302 ._e8 ,235 .220
.357 .338





























-,173 -,9_b -1.30b -.320 .020 .223
-,708 -.877 -.008 .0_0
-.a7o -,382 -.262 -.200 -.OeO -,029
-.122 -.176 -.080 -.Oj7
-.Olb




.08_ ,Oh5 -.001 .001
,139 .lOb .023 -.005 .0o0
.137 .0_5 .0be .0oo
,015
.ObO .030 -.012
.I0_ ,115 .0_2 .OUl
.071 .I00 .102 .065 .0bl
.o@o .115 .117 .Oqq









































UPPER SURFACE LC_EM SURFACE
o.n 0.1gl 0,500 1,500 3.00o 0.1QI 0.500 1.500 3.000
X/C
-1.8a7 -2,_H_ -2,481
-1,351 -2.o_8 -2,515 -2,279 -2..2Q_
-1,321 -1._10 -2,171
-1.35b -X._38 -1.bbO -2,107 -2,1_7
-1.17g -1.23_ -I,17_
-.Q87 -1.olh -.gb7 -1,139 -1.0Pn
-.859 -.859 -.835
-.771 -.75_ -.76b -.756 ".76e
-,658 -.o09 -,bbb
-.b3b -.b12 -.61_ -.599 -.AI2
-.573 -.569 -.5_a
-.52Q -.5E_ -.525 0.525 ".53,
-.u97 -.495 -.Ugl
-._b_ -.4b_ -._eb -o_51 -.a6a
-._3o -,aa7 -.Ual
-._18 -.u2_ -.42_ -._18 -._00
-.389 -.395 -.389
-.3_8 -.3u8 -.359 -.3e5 -.3_e
-.2_ -,295 -.301
-,207 -.219 -.219 -.231 -.506
-.125
.F12
.7_ .72_ .777 .777
.538 .550
.370 .36_ .u3_ ._51
.172 ,172
.155 ,Ib6 .1q5 .I_5
.121 ,150
.oq_ .o_4 ,IE5 ,0_1
.085 ,I09
.077 .()_ ,OlO .Obl
,08q ._/7




.323 ,Ee_ .2_8 .22_
.375 .35a



























8TATICN 0 22,5 50 gO 115 180 E7G RO_ RO_






















-.21b -.q20 -1.122 -.3_8 .OgO .301
-.7_q -.908 ".0_5 .078
-,68_ -,bEq ",3_ -.255 -,o72 -,010
-.25_ -.235 -.0_ -.OEb
".I15











,111 .oq2 -,003 ,015
.168 .I_7 .030 .010 .025
.188 ,Oh1 ,01_ .027
.232 .03_
,I00 ,0_3 ,01]
,173 ,Ib6 ,118 .05q
.129 ,1_7 .129 .083 ,081
,122 ,151 ,151 .117





















































-.38b -.]27 -.2bO -.271 -.271
-.509 -.51B -.al8
-.b_l -._30 -.e32 -.b05 -._u3
-.Sqq -.e30 -.b?8
-.a73 -._ql -._0 -.u87 -.511
-._13 -._,_8 -.397
-.3qT -._8# -,_n! -.388 -..22
-._0 -.5_8 -.353
-.392 -.331 -.3aO °.3al -.3ag
-.332 -._33 -.332
-,32_ -.3_I -.335 -.3_0 -.3_
-.32_ -.329 -.333
-,325 -,330 -.3aO -.332 -.351
-.342 -._3_ -.3U7
-.303 -.3a7 -.3bo -.363 0.3_
-.358 -.355 -.3e3
-.352 -.355 -.363 -.395 -.390
-.32o -.32b -.339
-.2ub -.251 -.2b7 -.2gl "1.abe
-.131
LC_£_ SURFACE
0.Iql 0.500 1.500 3.000
.2bo
-.115 -.0a& oO_g .OP0
-._57 -._51
-.6,b -.ae5 -.310 -.2a6
-.b57 -.5_3
-.5_e ..aSU -.315 -.315
-.a23 -,_e2
-.3_8 -._e5 -.23a -.2B3
-.2e5 -.23'8
-.217 -._05 -.227 -.235
-.13Q -,17b




.200 .I_3 .153 .ISe
.235 ._e_






































-.112 0,1_7 -,17q -,188 -.195
-.11o -.172 ",17q
-.081




0.0_7 -.05q -.075 -.Oq8






-.Oq7 -.078 -,080 -.155
-._q_ -.190 -.09b ".Obl
-._S3 -.17b -.081 -.030 -.01b
-.18_ -.115 -.036 ,023


































CONFIGURATION _ MACfl * .3_q ALPHA = ,09
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_£R SURFACE
Y/D
























-.390 -,318 ".237 -.2el ",261
-,541 -,533 -,_90
°,bBS -,b58 °,6bO -.b]_ °,6_2
-,b27 -,bS8 -.658
-.502 -.50q -._97 -.503 -.SOS
-._32 -._32 -._12
-._17 -._07 -._20 -._05 -._0_
-,_Ob -.]b9 -.370
-._00 -.356 -.362 °0366 -,376
-.3bo -.35u -.35_
-.351 -.3,7 -.353 -.3CO -.3b3
-.3_q -.3_5 -.35_
-,351 -.352 ".357 -.352 ".36q
-.359 -.359 -.370
-.383 -.372 -.382 -.385 0.3_6
-.385 -,$75 -.383
-.383 °.372 -.385 -._20 °.a07
-.351 -.3_5 -.361
-.26_ -,2bO -.2_2 -.308 ",82_
-.133
.2e2
-.125 °.oa] .o76 .o8@
-.a_9 -,$oo
-.7o9 -.soo -.3a5 -.33_
-.718 °,b38
-.CO9 -.502 -.337 -.332
-,aSQ -.323
-.395 °.310 -.259 -.28_
-.310 -,2b_
-.238 °,226 -.2_8 -.2_8
-.1e5 -.195




.201 o_01 .IBU .IS_
,2_1 .272




































-.172 -._39 -._30 ..329 -.3e3
-,25b -.29n -.292







-.057 -.059 -.083 -.098
-.052 -.ob5 -.0_7 -.oq_ -,1Ol
-.OB7 -,097 -.097 -.101
".1_ -.083
-,112 -.082 -,081 -,15_
-.3_6 -.223 -.110 -.Ob5
-.32b -.20e -,092 -,037 °,028
-.21q -,13_ °,0_8 .015








































CONFIGUHATION _ MACE = .501 ALPPA ¢ .10
_ING CP
uPPEH SUkFACE LC_Ek $_AFACE
Y/O
























-.38o -.3U5 -.231 -.22b -.218
-,5e2 -,5_2 -.510
=.730 -.702 -.70_ °.b69 -.b_l
°.b7_ -.702 °.697
-.51_ -,53_ -.Sl_ -,5_5 -.527
-,_5b -._a9 -._32
-._b -._27 -.,39 -._30 =._32
-._8q -.391 -.3q2
-,_lb -,377 -.382 -,385 -.3ql
-.37, -.373 -.36b
-.37u -.3bb -.366 -.37_ -.371
-.]b7 -,365 -,366
0.367 -.3bb -.375 -.36U ".3_1
-.37b -.378 -.380
-,39b -,3QO 0,3q3 -,3q7 -._08
-.397 -.39_ -.393
-.395 -.391 -._01 -._35 -._31
-.361 -,35_ -.373




-.763 -.530 -.35a -.350
-.797 -,bE0
-.6eO -.5,0 -.375 -.383
-._ql -.3_1
-._21 -.335 -.2e7 ".330
-,321 ..28e
-,_t -._0 -,265 -.26a
-.]e, -.201




.1q8 ._CO .171 .156
.237 .27_































-.lb_ -._U6 -._0 -.32b -.377 -.30b
-,2bO -.307 -.307 -.31q
-,13e -.171 -,lqO -.205 -.221 -.238



















-.0_6 -.051 -,088 ".I0_
-.037 -.05_ -.093 -,101 -.101
-.078 -.lUa -,0_ -.105
-.1_5 -.088
-,12q -.087 -.0_
-.37g -,251 -.129 -.075
-,363 -.235 -,108 -.0_7 °,035
-.2a7 -.157 -.ObO .008





















CONFIGU_ATICN _ _AC_ ¢ ,CO0 ALPHA • ,Oq
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_Lh $_&FACE
v/u
























-.352 -.263 -.198 -.lq7 o.18e
-.553 -.5u5 -.50q
-.713 -.772 -.718 -.bS_ -.70_
-.72q -.772 °.77b
-.550 -.570 -.535 -.593 -.560
-.48a °._70 °,qbb
-,_78 -.q57 -._8l -,a58 -._70
-._51 -._18 -._25
-._u3 -._0_ -.u07 -.u07 °._16
-.a00 -._00 -,3q0
-.393 -._8 -.392 -.3_8 -.aO,
-,392 -,389 °,$9b
-.39_ -.392 -.q03 -.3_7 -._12
-._02 -.uOb -.q07
-._2b -._2o -.Q22 -.q30 -._3e
-._27 -._i -._25
-.u20 -._11 -.q27 -._71 -._Se
",37b -.368 ".386
-.262 -._O0 -.285 -.319 -._Sq
-.109
O.lql 0.500 1.500 3.000
,$Ob
-.12a -.USe .030 .031
-.571 -.358
-.q0b -,81b
-.7_9 -.CqO -.a_ ".qS_
".552 -._01
-.qP3 -.3_ -.33_ -.391
-.3e2 -.320
-.263 -._e! -.306 -.3nP
-.177 -.22_




.185 .205 .172 .15_
.22_ .2e8






STATION 0 _2,5 50 _0 135 180 270 RO_ RO_






















-.167 -._1 -._55 -.32q -.3_3 -.31,
-,26_ -.3_2 -,326 -.3_3
-.1_7 -.181 -.198 -.220 -.238 -.267












-.Oaa -.051 -.090 ".II_
-.032 o.057 -.100 -.111 -.113
-.087 -.11d -.11_ -.11_
-,160 -.102
-.$5q ".108 -.09q
-._65 -,315 -.lb_ -,097
-,qqO -,290 -.1_3 -.06q
-.287 -.200 -.088





























CuNFIGuRATICN U PACM = .5gg ALPP_ = 1.10
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE lC_Ek S5_FACE
Y/O
























































.IP3 .231 .318 .33e
-.187 -.O]u
-.461 -._75 -.117 -.110
-.SPO -.,e7
-.510 -.3bg -.23b -.232
-.3b8 -._5
-.323 -.2_5 -.202 -.2u7
-.254 -._03
°.I_5 -.17_ -.199 °.2_
-,123 -.1u3




.2el .2,2 .205 .185
.3o3 .320





































.-,104 -,b02 -,513 -,312 -.265 -,172
-._52 -.399 -.2_1 -._2_
-,lq8 -.224 -,22b -.21q ".lgq -.195
-.140 -.187 -.167 -,171
-,041




.OOb -,001 -.Oql -,072
.037 .01_ -.035 -,0_ -,075
,016 -,03_ ".062 -.07_
-.Oh]
-,056 ".050 -,057
-._43 -,141 -,062 -,03_
-.26t -,152 -,053 -,015 -.010
-,163 -,089 -,OOq .038




































CONF1GU_ATTCN Q VAC_ • .bOO ALPPJ = 2.10
_|NG CP
UPPEE SURFACE LO_EE SURFACE
Y/D
























-.987 -.8,6 -.830 -.836 -.8_
-1.213 -1.203 -1.20Q
-I,538 °I,306 -I,536 -I,542 -I,5_e
-1.283 °l.30b -1.32q
-,q_0 -,9_q -.973 -,9E5 -,qq_
-.800 -.787 °.80_
-.7_8 -.728 -.760 °.753 ".757
-.618 -.bSO -.653
-,651 -,007 -,602 -.620 °,626
-,568 -,57_ -,561
-,54_ -,5_5 ",5_I -,566 °,55e
",523 -.521 ".52_
-.SOb -.506 -.51b -.51_ -.518
-._81 -._97 °._ql
-,_91 -,_q3 *._ql -,503 -,501
-._71 -._7_ "._70
-.387 -.373 -.392
-.268 -.251 -.2bq -.2_1 -.33e
-.110
,771
-,131 -,012 .I09 ,118
-.317 -.233
-,258 -.161 -,068 -,073
-.lP9 -.086
-.16q °.107 -.081 -.131
-,13_ °,I01
-,I00 -,091 -.110 -.111
-.056 -.O7e




.300 .270 .230 .210
.353 .35_





8rATiON 0 22,5 50 _0 135 180 270 _0_ RO_






















-.160 -1.213 -.Be5 -.325 -.13q ,o2_
-.617 -,57_ -,171 -.113
°,216 -,2_3 -,2_8 -,22_ -,1_0 -,120
-.I_7 °,190 -.133 -,121
-.090













.05_ .0_6 -,009 -.0_1
,103 ,080 .010 ".030 -.0_0
.Oq8 ,025 -.019 -,Oq3
,10R -,0_5
.023 -.001 -.019
-.061 -.OOq ,020 .008
-,0q8 -,032 ,025 ,030 ,0_7
-.Oaq ,00q ,053 .070
























CONFIGUHATION a MACp ¢ .Sgq ALPFA = 3.10
_ING CP
uPPER SURFACE LC_ER $uRFJCE
Y/U
























-1.326 -1.287 -1.,_2 -1.701 -l.bTe
-1,500 "1."17 -1._01
'-1.802 -2.2b1 -1.700 "1.730 "1.72q
-2.129 -2.201 -2olg3
-1.108 -l,lb8 -1.1.1 -l.llb -1.17.
-.92Q -.922 -.gO7
-.8,8 -.836 ".83" -.835 -.8,7
-.bgO -.73q -.7,8
-.70b -.o82 -.695 -.bgb -.692
-,65" -°o30 -.6.1
-.SgO ".o00 ".602 -.600 0.597
-.5b" -.572 -.571
".530 -.5_0 -.54. -.53" ".533
-.SOb -.513 -.523
-._9_ -.502 ".505 -.,90 ".._3
-.,63 -.u77 -."71
-._2, -._32 -.42_ -._3o -.,23
-.355 -.35, -.351
-.2_5 -.2., -.230 o.2.1 -.320
-.107
.830
.507 .CO5 .670 .673
.3"3 .,00
.I17 .le5 .271 .295
-.Oq2 -.0_2
-.023 -.00_ .Ob6 .063
-.Oa3 .032
-.0,3 .001 .018 -.020
-.027 -.001
-.01! .00_ -.030 -.04_
.013 .005




.322 .302 .2,q .225
.383 .378
































-.5,9 -.q6. -.2SB -.223 -.078






.100 .08a .020 -.015




.085 .Oq6 .085 .03q
.028 .070 .085 .061
.037 .092 .II0























































COkFIGo_ATICN _ wAC_ = ,eSt ALFkJ = ,10
_XNG CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_Eh 8LNFACE
Y/U
























°.332 -.2_2 -.172 -.lTa ".1_6
-.553 -.5)_ -.a_O
-.821 -.823 -.778 -.730 o.7i_
-.792 -._23 -.81_
-.575 -.587 -.530 -.e25 ".5_
-.501 -._8b -._Ba
-.500 -,.80 °.500 -..80 -,500
-,aS0 -._3b -._02
-.qbl -.a20 -.q21 -,a2b ",a31
-,"lq -.ale -._06
-._15 -.=07 -._10 °._25 o.ale
-._13 -._o% -.41_
-._1_ -._I_ -._20 -._I0 "._2_
°.a20 -.u2_ 0._23
-,_6 -._35 -._39 -.a_7 -.aS0
-°qUa -.Ual -.,_3
-,_38 -.025 -.aa0 -.4_7 -.a7_
-.38q -.37a -.395
-,755 -,252 -,280 -.313 -.3e3
-.0q5
.316
-.i29 -.ObS .016 .036
-.59a -.377
-._,3 -.665 -._e8 -._)l
-._5 -.910
-,866 -.8_7 °.aq7 -._p_
-._0_ -."30
-.TO_ -.a27 -.377 -.a35
-.37_ -,338
-.270 -.2e1 -.32e -.3_6
-.178 °._




.17_ .207 .172 .15_
.21_ .2bb






_TAT|ON 0 _2,5 50 90 135 180 _70 _Ck ROb






















".162 "._38 "._57 -.3_6 ".385 ".310
-.277 -.320 -.335 -,357
-.t5_ -.182 -.Z03 -._7 -.2_7 -.280












-.035 -,0_5 -.087 -,118
-.0_1 -.O_q -.096 -.116 -.119










-.176 -.121 -,110 -.153
°,Sao -,3b5 -.195 -,113
-,_90 0,339 -,17_ -.08S -.ObO
-,316 -.225 -,108 -.O1S
















CDNFIGURATICN _ MACM = .70n ALPFA = ,20
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_Eh @u_FACE
V/D
























-._8_ -.lq8 -.12_ -.I15 -.108
-.521 -.51S -._52
-._q -.q_ -.75q -.730 -,715
-.993 -.9_ -.q0b
",5ql -,001 ",520 -,lib -,613
-.515 -._0b -,_07
-.%2B -.5o8 -.533 -.500 -.52_
-.487 -._52 -._Sq
-.q83 -._o -._q0 -.4_3 -.aa5
-,_34 -,_27 -,_30 -,_35 -.a2l
-.43o -._32 -.q_5 -._27 -,_q
-.437 -,_2 -._2
-,_o_ -,45b -.4bO -._O_ -.a72
-,qoO -.455 -._58
-,375 -._o_ -._8
-.22? -.225 -._55 -.2q5 -.230
-.Oh5
.3_0
-,08q -.b]o .Ooq ,057
-.5_0 -._0
°.Q]8 -.beP -.u_q -.U_
-I,IQa -1,102 -,%@q -,53b
-,bSb -.a_9
-.518 o._5P o. U26 -.501
-.373 -.355
°,_b7 -,2e_ -,3bO ".3_
-,ITb °._33










STAIION 0 22,5 50 90 135 l_o _o_ RO_

































-,olq -,03_ -,089 ",123




-.b85 -,aol -.232 -.l]O
-.570 -,aO0 -,_13 -,tOO
-,]38 -.256 -,13q






















































CONFIGURATICN _ MACH = ,750 ALPPA = .Oq
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC*Ek SURFACE
Y/D
























-,203 -,131 -,045 o,020 -,022
-,a3b -,a23 -.$01
",7q3 -1,090 -,bbO ",623 ".big
-1,079 -1o090 -toO_a
-1,03q "I,0_I -1,077 -,97a "1.023
-,530 -,bSq -,aqb
-,_qO -._bl -._8q -,505 -.51b
-,U39 -,_51 -._57
-._q_ -,a_S -,aSh -,q53 -,aq_
-,U52 -,_55 -,_8
-.aSa -,_59 -,a51 -,_ba -,a3_
0,a53 -._b7 -,a58
-.a55 -._73 -,a71 -,q55 -o_
-,_60 -,ab9 -,_77
-oa85 -,a_5 -,a89 -,_87 ",_73
-,_75 -,aBb -.q80
-,_a9 ",_56 ",qS8 -,505 ",_ql
-.353 -,353 -,3e9
-.ISq -.IHO -.207 -.2bO ".015
-,009
.at2
-.Ole .O25 .018 .OeO
-.797 -.5/0 -._b3 -._56
-.85_ -i.Otq
-.5Pb -1.10q -.q03 -.728
-,_e7 -,3_7
-.O_b -.37q -,_bt ".59E
-.a28 -.3a_
-._2 -.31q ",397 "._lb
-.357 -.2_0




-.OOS .035 .1_5 .12_
.0_ ,0_5





























-.lU7 -.at1 -.qsb -.335 -.355 -.311
-,282 -°3a1 -.350 -°38!
°.158 -.18_ -.20_ -,_32 -.2_2 -.30_
-.lib -,lqb -.215 -._l
-,07_




.00_ -.007 -,Oh5 -.12!
.03_ -.000 -.077 -.12_ -.13t
-.030 -.lOb -.13e -.1_
-,137
-.221 -.l_O -.iaO
-._81 -.a78 -.2bb -.181
-.51b -._03 -.2at -,13_ -.110
-.3_0 -._70 -.t_t -.OeS



































CONFIGURATION u MACM = o_00 ALP_ = .10
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_E_ SURFACE
























-.1[2 -.0_ .051 .055 .nO5
°.32_ -.312 -.2hi
-,009 -.gQq -.518 -.Qg6 ".dS]
-.q33 -.q_g -.911
-,93@ -,q7] -,g79 -.q27 -.ga2
-.927 -.923 -.895
-,90| -,887 -,gO0 -,87t -,877
-,838 -,819 -.83_
-.850 -.825 o.O_d -.80_ -._18
-.00_ -.812 -.801
-.7d3 -.806 -.791 -.003 -.572
-,55g -.bTP -,5_0
-,_12 -.,13 -.389 °.3;7 ".36_
..aod -.390 o._02
-.Q05 -._$0 -._Ot
-._23 -.3q7 -.,55 -.53q -.528
0,_90 -._83 o.3]E
-,119 -.118 -.to7 -._55 -.2a3
o.003
.a72
.o71 ,090 .oga ,i08
-.320 -.185
-.5gq -._5g -.382 -.37t
-.555 -._77
-,3_6 -I,01_ -,9qd -,920
-._71 -.500
-.3e2 -.3e8 -.888 -,958
-.357 -.2_
-.370 -,305 -.351 -.6_3
-.373 -.310




-.160 -,13_ .I]7 .12q
-.120 -.0_7





























-.133 -.385 -._2_ -,30b -.30q -.300
-,273 -.33_ 0.352 -.385
°,1_ -.178 -.tq3 -.2_t -.270 -.]la
-,09_ -.18q -._10 -.2_2
-.052




.051 o03_ -.0_2 ".107
.085 .Oq2 -.051 -.111 -.1_6
.017 -.082 -.127 -.tat
-.150
-,230 -,176 -,165
-.500 -._80 -.323 ".1_8
-._b_ -._57 -.309 -.18o -,1a3
-.295 -.270 -.19q -.Oq6





































CONFIGURATION d _ACM = ,eOC ALFP_ = 1,2
_]NG CF























0.0 O.lWl 0.500 1.50o 3.nno
.129 .Og2 ,311
-.167 -.OqO -.025 -.021 -.nO,
-.37b -._e3 -.317
-.bSg -I,00_ -.587 -,5_0 ",555
-,985 -I,00_ -.965
",qgb -1,020 o|,Od_ -,999 "l,O_d
-,990 -,gg_ -,g6d
-.gbb -.967 -.q81 -.9_5 -.q77
-.905 -,903 -.g31
-.935 -._02 -.g20 -,88_ 0.q17
-.910 -.892 -.88b
-,gob -.897 -,_9b -,9o1 -.932
-,90_ -,B9_ -,91_
-,glo -,gIO -,928 -,god -,_qP
-.801 -._1@ -.851
-,q50 -,_3_ -,d66 -._9t ".3d_
-,307 -,30u -,31b
-.223 -.228 -.253 -.3_0 -.did
-.129 -,135 -.180
-,Od_ -,0_ -,07b -,Ibq -.20U
-,003
O,lql C,50O 1,500 3,()(JO
.523
.129 ,Ie5 ,170 .19_
-,26u -,I12
o.ec5 -,u03 -,30_ -.301
-,77_ -,_7
-,5PI -l,OUl -.8_ -,_
-.dOq -.7,5
-,3q5 -,35e -,e17 -.711
-,3P0 -,_81
-,3ql -,2q_ -,3o5 -.39_
-.3_0 -.2_




-,017 -,008 ,171 ,1_2
,Oda ,0_7


































-.dSO -.u33 -.297 -.292 -.2_3
-.37e -.$I! -.328 -.357
-,1q7 -.209 -.22_ -.2_5 -.27q
-,100 -,181 -.led -,21_
-.050 ,eq3




,Ob_ .0_7 -.022 -.08b .,Olq
,100 .060 -.028 -.OqO -,108
.0_2 -.052 -.10g -.125
,010 -,12_
-,lqO -,ld_ -,13b -,I_5
-.57q -._51 -,_83 -,Ib7
-.725 -.586 -.302 -.150 -,117
-,331 -,2b_ -,181 -,0h7




































CONFIGU_ATTGN Q MACP = .P00 ALFP_ = 2.2
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_E_ SL_FACE
Y/O
























"._18 -.t58 -.Ogl -.Oeb -.08_
"._31 -._20 -.3gO
-,70_ -I,057 -,b3_ -.617 -.6rip
-I.n38 -l.Ob7 -1.n12
-I,05_ -I,086 -1.071 -I,050 -1.0b_
-I.O_I -I,O5o -1,00h
-l.Olu -1.012 -l,0a8 -I.03_ -l,n)o
-.gSg -.q52 -l,00a
-,98o *,gbb -,9gb -.q78 -.gg3
-,g75 -.91b -,gba
".gBa -,9lg -,970 -.q73 ",qgo
",g_8 -,g_0 -,g75
",gg2 -,g90 ",gg8 -,gTb "I,002
-,7_g -.TgU -.g05
-,_6_ -._57 °.Q82 -,5_Q -.5_I
-.355 -.3_7 -.33a
-,260 -.@53 -.dSq -,301 -,327
-.IQ_ -.1_8 -.90Z
-,13q -,la5 -,150 -.153 -.15e
-.l@O
.577
.lgn .ci2 .2al ,272
-,Iqq -.Oe2
-,552 -,3_7 -.2a3 -.238
-.773 -.I18
-1,n72 -.918 -,7o2 -._68
-1.n32 -.8e2
-,638 -._77 -,501 -,eqq
-._2, -.dq_
-.270 -,253 "._02 °.n22
-.l_O -,d33




.120 .I_3 ,1e3 .128
.1_o .IbU

































-,510 -.3¢b -,298 -,ga5 -.160
-.a08 -.207 -.268
-.21o -.221 -.22g ".2_2 -.Za7
-,107 -,181 ",181 -,1g7
-.0_I




.073 ,05g -,010 ".07_ -.OOh
.111 .07q =,01_ =.07_ -,090
.063 -.02g ".087 -.tOa
.031 -,101
-.15a ",127 -.113
-.533 -.,01 -.251 -.tSO
-,8_b -,hOe -.31b ".t_5 -.0gt
-.aO7 -.37Z -._27 -.Oa3



































CUNFIGU_AIION q MACM = ,PSO ALPFA = .12
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LO_EM Sb_FACE
Y/D
























-,003 .073 ,1_9 .158 .165
-,202 -,tSb -,1_0
-._72 -.793 -._01 -.362 -,35q
-,781 -.793 -,75_
-.784 -.St_ -,820 -.773 -.?q_
-,787 -,78_ -.755
-,77b -.7b3 -.773 -.7a3 -,7u7
-,730 -,717 -.730
-,750 -.72_ -,727 -,703 ",735
-,72_ -.721 -,71_
-.71_ -.717 -,730 -.72_ -,761
0.727 -,723 0.73b
-,73_ -,7_3 -.7a_ -,7_b 0,77q
-,752 -,7a9 -,739
-.817 -.790 -.806 -.79_ 0.75_
-,573 -.bbb -.b82
-.287 -.29_ -.305 -.309 ".33_
-.Iq8 0.187 -.192
-,153 -,1_8 -,1_ -,t$_ -,17e
-.117
.502
.130 .1_1 ,153 .lb8
-,257 0.102
-,b02 -,305 "o2ql -,2eq
-,803 -,/e8
"1.018 -.985 -,S2b -.812
-,R53 -,901
-.55_ -.895 -.8_ -._82
-.aSq -.51C
-,aoq -,a12 -,_72 -,777
-,_00 -,_O0




-,351 0,323 -.30b -.770
-,318 -,303




































0,11b -.152 -,170 -,215 -.2bO
-,057 -.tb5 -.192
-.01_




,lOS ,088 .one -,07e
,1_7 ,Oq9 0.008 -,OP3 -.I02
,07_ .,o_1 -,lO_ -,12_
.o52 -.la3
-.212 -,1_3 -.17_ -.123
-.532 -,_7 -.3u_ -,2e2
-,835 -,b8_ -._95 -.332 -.271
"1,060 -.88g -.b2q -.292


































CONFIGONATIONq MACM = ,850 ALPFA = 1.2
_ING CP
UPPEN SURFACE LC_E_ SURFACE
¥/D
























-,055 .038 ,098 ,I03 ,113
-.237 o.221 -.185
-,501 -.829 -._3_ °._13 -._03
-,812 -.a2q -.797
-._20 -,_58 -,Bbb -,827 -,_SU
-,82_ -.835 -.815
".H2Z "._15 -.832 -.813 "._18
-.777 -.773 -,785
-.BO? -.770 -,790 -,76o -,793
-.78_ -.772 -,77b
o,783 -,778 -.787 -,797 -._25
-,787 -.785 -.802
-,79_ -.7gR -.820 -,8_3 ".8_0
-.773 -,800 -,80_
-._0 -,5o_ -.bO_ -.701 -.57_
-,_91 -.277 -.303
-.23o o,211 -.21b -,_5_ -.2_e
-.198 -.170 -,17q
-.170 -.lq3 -,13_ -,1_0 -.11e
-,IIQ
.5aR
.1_2 .20e ._02 .22_
-.1£5 -.05q
-.531 -._2e -.2aa -.2a2
-,7_7 -.72q
-.qq] -.g4_ -,7B2 -.76_
-.9_1 -._3
-.b72 -.9]P -,792 -.@20
-._7_ -._52 -.821 -.71_
-._2 -._1]




-,331 -.3_I -.255 ".2_5
-,2gl -.3u_





























-.137 -.35q -.383 -._a_ -.2,5 -.197
-,25" -,311 ",27_ -,30b
-.135 -.Ibb -,17q -._I0 -._5 -,29b
-.Obl -,1_3 -.182 -.212
-,Oil




,11_ .099 .010 -.Obg
.157 .112 .00_ ".075 -.Oq7
.002 -.02_ -.09u -,121
-,135
-,I_ ",170 °,tbg
-.qgb -,qO8 -.31_ ",2q2
-,79a -.650 -,=5b ",30q -.25q
-1.051 -.8_8 -,587 -.281




































CUNFIGUWAIIC_ _ MAC_ : ,P7Q ALPFA = ,12
mlJ_G CP
UPPER SURFACE LCmEM _URFACE
Y/L)
























.050 .I14 .186 ,202 .205
-,15_ -.139 -.0ql
-,_10 -.72q -._u_ -.310 -,30o
-,711 -.72q -,bSq
-o711 -°7aq -,75b -,707 -.73a
-.722 -.723 -,eq6
-,717 -.7o3 -,71_ -.e85 -.692
-,bT| -,o63 -,675
-,o9_ -o6bg -,o80 -,050 ",_7_
-,b7q -,bll -.b67
-°670 -.b7b -,b82 -,_83 -,711
-,07q -,b83 -,bg7
-,_9_ -.700 -,703 -,700 ".733
-,707 -,705 -,701
-,77_ -°752 -,761 -,755 -.763
-.80o -.7q3 -.7q_
-._31 -.3q5 -._05 -._27 -,a2_
-,27b -.25e -,256
-.237 -.230 -.233 -.2_ -.P65
-,231
,528
,167 ,Iq6 .182 .202
-,_0q -.0Sb
-.5a0 -,31e -,2uq -.2aa
-.752 -,/II
-.q51 -.q20 -.773 -.752
-.Q33 -._7o
-.956 -,q13 -._oo -.8_2
-.b55 -.951
-,567 -,e07 -,@27 -,750
-.51q -.5_I




-.,75 -._33 -.42b -.3_q
-._55 -,a_l






























-.152 -,262 -.189 -.203
-,21b -,271 -.53b -.b07 -.3_]
-,102 -,1]_ -.ISb -,203 -.261 -,33_
-,037 -,l_b -.17b -,205
.008




,laO .12o ,032 -,0_5 ,030
.I_I ,I$0 ,023 -,053 -.072
,lOq -,010 -,075 -.095
,090 ,001 -.II0
-,17q -.Ib2 -.1q5 -,153
-,_78 0,3q7 -.31_ -,231
-,776 -,b3b -,_57 -,30_ -,2_7
-1,015 -,83_ -,593 -.298



































AT xt = 0.29c
CC)NFIGbRATI_N 5 _AC_ = ._| ALFF_ = ,0_
_I_G CP
OPPER 5UWFACE LC_E& _ugFACE
Y/U
























-./bQ -,7CO -,730 -.b_l -.bql
-.661 -.b52 -.b27
-.558 -.ue5 -.5,_ -.563 -.53"
-._51 °._b5 °._55
-._2o -._I_ -.Ulb -._21 -._3e
-.38_ °.372 -._97
-._7 -._72 -.362 -.UO? -.3q7
-.$3S -.338 -._2Q
-,331 -,327 -.32_ -,331 -,331
-.329 -.3_7 -.318
-.322 -.32n -.322 -,327 -.32q
-.320 -.320 -.32_
-.322 -._2_ -.333 -.32o -.331
-._3o -,33_ -.33b
-._53 -.3_7 -.3_7 -.353 -.35q
-.3e5 -._53 -.35_
-.359 -._53 -._59 -.3_S -.382
-.330 -.31_ -,3_I
-.2_8 -.2_2 -.265 -.2_9 -.i0e
-.55_ -._23
-.523 ..Ul/ °.2_5 -.2_E
-.u_2 -.aO0
-.ap_ -.33e -.2_5 -.230
-.)_b °,_7g
-.313 -.2_ -.226 -.25_
-.2u8 -.200
-.I_5 -.IE5 -.202 -.195
-.13_ -.171
°.oP2 -.I_S -.iq5 °.20_
-.0"3 "._3"
.hi7 -.110 -.168 -.1 _:
.la_ .Oa3
.I_2 .1q7 .16b .15_
.72_ .2e_
















































-.0_3 -.059 -.052 -.086
-.077 -.08_
".I"5
-.237 -.15_ -.0_3 -,09_
-.170 ".052 -.0_I
-.15b -.068 -.025 -.017
-.IO0 -.025 .022


























































CONFIGURATICN 5 MAC_ = ,202 ALPPJ = 1.0_
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ER $U_FACE
Y/D
























-,90b -,9_I ",886 -,882 ",RSb
-.7o5 -.7o9 -.7a5
-.e53 -.526 -.oo7 -.b67 -.6qo
-.551 -,526 -.5ao
-.a87 -.a82 -.qq7 -.qg2 -.52!
-.q$o -._2_ -.a]3
-,dq3 -.ai_ -._19 -.dig -._2a
".37q ",383 -,383
".368 -.372 -,370 -,370 -,37q
-.301 -,366 -.353
-.355 -.355 -.3a¢ -,3b! -,361
-.349 -,3d6 -,351
-,3dO -.3ad -,355 -.3a9 -.3_1
-,351 -,3o3 -.351
-,37q -.363 -.363 -.3bq -.380
-,37q -.3oq -.303
-.369 -.363 -,363 -.3_2 -.392
-.33a -._28 -,339
-.2a7 -.2d7 -,26d -.281 ".2gq
-.235 -.101
-.37a -,2a1 -.165 -.107
-.3q8 -,281
-.363 -.281 -.183 -.136
-.363 -.2gq
-,38b -,281 -,183 -.165
-,785 -./20
-._bl 0.227 -,163 -.212
-._06 -.158
-.158 -,1_¢ -,leo -,165
-,I00 °,lib
-.06a -.lii -,165 -.lql
-.026 -,115
.02a -.oee -.151 -,17o
.lUl .o6o
,22_ .207 ,1To ,107
.253 .2e4


































-.2bq ".230 ".215 -.257
-,lb5 -.Ib8 -,161
",103 -.la5 -,1a5 -.1dl
-,087 -.13a -.138 -.1_1
-.087 -.091 -.095 -,107 -.103
-,080 -.072 -,ORO
-,050 -.050 -.077 -.o7a
-,039 -.08_
-,012 -,028 -.075 -,050
-.012 -.028 -.Odl -.070 -.072
-.030 -,05g -.070
-,086 °.058
-.171 -.Oq7 -.Oba -.055
-,115 -.03q -.02b
-.tga -.113 -,039 -.010 -,021
-.122 -.059 .003 .OIb
-,021 ,003 ,053 ,071 .087 ,051
































uPPER SURFACE LC_EE SbRFACE
























-.$q_ -,OqO .026 .hqq
-,2a1 -.159
-,21g -,tSq -,Oe7 -,03_
-,258 -,bOO
-,2P7 -,1_3 -,OqO -,07P
-,232 -,153
-,208 -,1)5 -o112 °.13n
-,158 -,It7
-,117 -,112 -,llq ".Ill
°,07_ -,105
-.036 -,O_I -.1]_ -.I_
-.012 -.Oe_
,02_ -.067 -,127 -,13_
,1S3 .07_
.?_8 .22_ .188 ,188
o2Pb .3_5





-1,052 -t,076 -1,081 -I,O70 -I,I0!
-.882 -,qtt -,88e
-,765 -,bt_ -,769 -,828 ",g62
",6lq -.bta -.bt8
-.5oo -.555 -.58g -.56o -.bo,
-.5o1 -.501 -,SOt
-._92 -._17 -,_72 -.qB/ -.50_
-,_22 -,a_$ -,_30
o,_II -._13 -,_ll -,u13 ",_2_
-,_q8 -._00 -,3qO
-,3_5 -.385 -,385 -.3q_ -,392
",3_1 -.377 ",383
-,37_ -.377 -.383 -.381 ",3_5
-,369 -.380 -,3BO
-,38b -.380 °,380 -,38b ",392
-,38b -,37q -,380
-,37q -,37u -,380 -,398 -,3_2
-.3u5 -,33_ -,3_5
-.252 -._52 -._ba -.2Pl -.993
NACELLE PYLOK
ANGULAR UPPER LO_ER

























-,99b ",307 ",195 ".lb5
-,tS_ ".172 ",t_5
-,Ill -.t88 ",12_ -,I18
-.087 -,138 -,118
-.0_7 -,09t -.09t ".Oqq -.087
-.Ob_ -.OOq -.06_
-,OUt -,039 ",Obb -,065
-.021 -,070
,oos -,003 -,Obl





-,135 -.Oh6 -,008 .ÙIb .OtO
-,OSq -,023 ,02q .o_t
.01_ ,030 .07q .Oq_ .0_






























CUNFIGUkATICN 5 MACM = .201 _LFPA ¢ 3,05
nING CP
UPPEP SURFACE LL_E_ SURFACE
Y/D
























-1.17q -1.317 -!.277 -1.35b "1.322
-.08_ -.¢71 -,qql
-.85] -.705 -,85] -.8q7 -,qt2
-.680 -.705 -,TtO
0,62b -,63b °.651 °.63b -.665
-.562 -.562 o,557
-.531 -.522 -.517 -.537 0.5a7
-.47_ -,_77 -._79
-.a3_ -.a29 -,a31
-,a18 -,_tb -,a12 -,_27 o,a_7
-,a05 -,_07 -,a03
-,]go -.do1 -,a01 -.3go -.aoq
-,39o -.396 -.3qb
-.ala -._o2 °,ao2 -.ao2 -,al_
-.uo2 0.39o -,39o
°,390 °,379 °,385 -,_08 -.a02
-,3a9 -,_a9 -,$55
-.255 -,255 -.267 -,285 -._9e
,202 .278
0,020 .ObE ,155 .15_
-,11_ -o0_3
°,108 °.U73 .015 .03q
-.lP5 -.132
-.185 -.10_ -,O_g -.0_]
-.17a -.Oge
-.]b7 -.123 -.Ob5 -.Oq6
-.121 -,017
-.082 -,072 -.08_ -.08_
-.0_8 -.Oh5
-.01a -,058 -.108 ",!18
,_05 -.ObO
.03a -,050 -.lOb -.123
,150 .0g0
,_66 ._35 ,203 ,186
,317 ,312





























-.330 -,338 -.151 -,115
-,197 -.170 o.lO_
-,llq -,158 -.108 -.088
-,088 -.127 -.I00
-.080 -.088 -.088 -,08_ -,Oh9
-.057 -.057 -.0_1
-,03_ -.028 -,0_8 -.0_6
-,005 -,055
.026 .021 -,0_6





-,082 °.Olq .o2a .o2a .o25
-.032 .Olq .052 ,06a
.0_8 .070 .Oq_ ,101 ,113

































CUNFIGURATIC_ 5 M_CM = .2ol ALPFA = a.05
_ING CP
_PPE_ 5U_F_CE LC_ER _U_FACE
Y/H
























-1.31q -1.588 -t.ut3 -1.329 -l.bqo
-I.IOe -1.110 -1,121
-,q63 -,775 -,978 -I,057 -I,077
-.765 -.775 -.795
-._8o -,086 -,736 -.71b -,755
-,_17 -.o02 -,022
-,5_7 -,578 -.508 -.5q7 -,607
-,51! -.517 -,515
-.URq -.u87 -,a87 -._q3 -.511
-,_bO -,abO ",_52
-,u_7 -._u7 -,aa5 -,_5_ -._5o
-,43o -._32 -._32
-.a17 -._19 -._23 -._23 -._27
-.u15 -,a21 -._15
-,a21 -._15 -,_t5 -.u21 -._2b
-,_15 -,_0q -,_0q
-o_U3 -.391 0,391 -°a15 -°_15
"._62 -.350 -,350
-,261 -.261 -.261 -.273 -._Q!
.138 °d20 .273 ,273
,03q .Ogl
.009 .033 .132 .132
-,0_5 -.020
-.108 °.O_ ,OOg ,027
-,101 -,0]I
-.tOe -,Oe2 -.OOg -.05_
-.072 -,o_u
-.038 -.c_q -.0_o -.050
-.o]_ -,OE_
.O_b -,02_ -.077 -.Oq6
,027 -,U2q
.o_q -.U21 -.OTq -.oq_
.165 ,109
,2eO ,25_ .20_ .20_
.33q .327































-.358 ".]50 ".t20 -.073
-,20¢ -.17a -,073
-,131 -,170 -,Ogb -,Obt
-.0_2 -.131 -.073
-,080 -,088 =.088 -,073 -,053
-.053 -,057 -,020
-.012 -,021 -,03a -.031
.017 -.Oat
.057 .035 -.028






















-.021 ,032 .055 .Oa_ .035
.021 ,057 .07q ,070
.0_6 .101 .119 ,110 .125

















CONFIGURATION 5 M_C_ • °200 ALPFA = 5.06
_ING CP
UPPER SUPFACE LC_Ek SURFACE
Y/O
























-1.452 -1.377 -1.]82 -1.457 "1.347
-1.223 "1,263 -1.278
-l.Obq ",895 -t.0ga "t.lb8 "1.183
".865 -.895 -.885
".765 -.780 ".800 -.800 "._20
-.blb -.bTb -.b91
-,b_e -.b3b -.bit -,bSb ".671
-.Sb0 -,55b -.578
-.529 -.527 -.534 -.534 -.5_
-.501 -._98 -.492
-.47b -._74 -,47b -._81 -.ugu
-,_el -._Sb -.ab5
-._43 -.u41 -.450 °.4_3 -._52
-.435 -._35 -.435
-,_47 -,a_7 -.435 -.U35 -._!
-.Qt7 -.a17 -._17
-.399 -.399 -,349 -.U17 -,417
-.358 -,352 -.358
-.263 -.257 -.257 -.269 -,2_!
.510 ,5C3
.310 ,248 .392 .u16
.tb9 ._04
.n92 ,133 .198 ,233
-.002 .051
-.002 .027 ,Oh9 .042
-.033 .U]2
-.0_8 .003 .02_ .004
-.02_ .020
.00] .008 -.007 -.014
.n23 .OU_
.037 ,0_3 ".033 -,Oh3
,0_5 -,u07
.071 -.00_ ".0_0 ".080
,17b .122
.298 .2c_ .227 .210
,354 .]37






























































































TABLE A7 .- Continued
cONFIGURATION 5 MACM = .CO1 ALPFA = ,10
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ER SURFACE
Y/D
























-,867 -.833 -.80b -.75t ".771
-,7a3 -.75o -.735
-,038 -.521 -.e5u -,639 -,6_]
-.512 -,521 -,528
-.aR6 -._8_ -.517 ..,88 -._g2
-._5 -.aa8 -.u35
-.ub_ -•a55 -•_3 .•,_9 -.ua9
-.397 -._6 -.3q8 -._08 -.qO0
-.3Q2 -,$_3 -,3q1
-,388 -._78 -.3ql -,a05 -,3Q0
-.38o -,_8_ -._00
-.386 -.389 -,a08 -,3qa -._05
-,_01 -,390 -.atO
-,_32 -,_11 -._25 -,_28 -.u3}
-.a35 0.a16 -.at0
-.q27 -._1] -.a_, -.u71 -.a57
-.382 -.367 -.3q8
-.25q 0._59 -.790 -.323 -.3_3
O.lqt 0.500 1.500 3.000
-.ha7 -,_Sa
-.82U ..eOe -,43a -.uZq
-.75] -.e3_
-,717 -,b15 -,_30 -,_!0
-.6_b -.59a
-.630 0.586 -.3q5 -,361
-.aq_ -.3_8
-.a30 -.375 =.27S -.308
-.3P5 -.308
-.237 -.2o0 -.285 -,28q
-.1_2 -.d2q
-.oe7 ..187 -.273 -,30P
-.031 -.I_U
.o_0 -.122 -._21 -._a6
.128 ,060
.16a ,207 .1_2 .tb_
._06 ,t72





kNGULAR UPPE W LOWER
$TATICN 0 22.5 50 qO 135 180 27C RO_ RO_













































-.103 -.110 -.118 ".lap -.la6
-.Oqa -.0R2 -.112
-.060 -.005 -.107 -.11]
-.052 -.125
-.032 -.050 -.112 -.088
-.027 -,Oh2 -.lOO -.112 -,11_
-.07_ -,110 -,120
-.lq8 -.103
-.305 -,270 -.1_2 -,158
-.317 -.Oq8 -,07a
-,3q1 -,28b -01_3 -.067 -.051
".258 -.188 -.082 -.00]
",117 -.083 -,009 .033 ,05a -,otq












CUNFIGU_AIICN 5 MACM m .bOO ALFFa = l,Og
_ING CP
UPPEP SURFACE LC_EN EURFACE
Y/D
























-I,055 -l,lOb -1.031 -.991 "I,02q
",_2 -,89q -,901
",76_ -,b3_ -,7e_ -,816 ",78g
-,6_6 -,b3_ ",b23
",57_ -,57b -,608 -,577 -,5_1
-,518 -.513 -.517
-,531 -,510 -.512 -.525 ",527
-._56 -.45q -._70
-._3 -,_38 -,_B -,ua7 -,a55
"._31 "._33 ",_27
-.q2b -._26 -.q20 -._3b "._3"
-._25 -._20 -._19
-._23 -.422 -._28 -.424 ".,35
-._27 -,_73 -._30
-,d52 -._38 -,_38 -._51 -,USq
-._1 -.u32 -._37 -._8_ -.a75
-.3q3 -,_78 -.395
-.2bq -.2_b -.288 -,321 -._
-.371 -.220
-.5el -,]e7 -.259 ".222
-.572 -._3_
-.5_, -._e5 -,311 -.27_
-.53_ -,_ee
-.521 -,_57 -.300 -.2_
-,_o_ -,_1@
-.3eb -.29g -,211 -.2Q8
-.282 -._5
-.207 -._G_ -.2_0 -.23g
-.07_ -.15t -._38 -.272
-.032 -.I,3
.039 -,110 ",1_8 ".22P
,155 .oee
,_]a .2_I .197 .17_











































-.283 -.29_ -.28_ -.2bl
-.lq5 -.211 -.201
-.107 -.157 -.177 -.17_
-.Oq2 -.15q -,lbq
",100 0,097 -.113 ",131 ",12q
-.088 -.08_ -.Og6
-.0_5 0.051 -.089 -.092
-,033 -.10_
-,OlO -.020 -.087





".317 -.209 -.09_ -.0_ -.030
".202 ".133 -.0"5 .017
",075 -.03_ .021 .057 ,07_

























TABLE A7 .- Continued
CuNFIGUkATICN 5 MACP : ._0| ALPFA = P.09
_ING CP
UPPER StJ_FACE LC_E_ @uHFACE
Y/u
























-1.316 -I.$1_ -I,385 -l,aq2 -I.377
-t,060 -t.OtO -1.02t
-,9ll -,736 -,HHI -,91_ -,qlO
-.73_ -,7_6 -.7q3
-._67 -.v62 -.oHb -.oh, -.7ll
-,59R -,5q3 -o59!
-.606 -,580 -.580 -,588 -,Sq0
-,515 -,521 -,52.
-oUgq -,ugh -,_q7 -,_q7 -._q_
-,_Sq -._0 -,_bl
-,a53 -._5_ -,_61 -,aS_ -,_eo
-._55 -,.SH -._57
-._77 -._b5 -.u65 -,ub5 -,a_q
-,a72 -,u_o -,u57
-.395 -.380 -,an2
-,271 -,2hA -.28R -,30g -,3_a
-.119 .037
-.337 -.l#! -.092 -.07n
-.379 -.31_ ".llb -.leo
-._01 ".32_ -._10 -.Iqt
-,33_ -,238
-,30! -,22q -.1a2 -.]B7
-.231 -,1_3
-.165 -,11_ -,lq_ -,_Ol
-,0gb Oo151
-.057 -.12" -.201 -,23o
-.095 -.115
.03_ -,Oee -.Ill -,203
,}89 ,0_8






























-.325 -.33n -.23q -.20,
-.210 -.207 -.leq
-.Ire -.107 -.157 -.151
-,Oqa -,151 -,lab
-,09_ -,095 °,099 -,lib -,It2
-.077 °,Oh8 -,077
-.03e -.03_ -,07t -.07e
-,Olo -.087
,Or7 ,007 -,Oe@





-,2_3 -.153 -,050 -.01_ -,Or2
-.ISO -.087 °.OIO .015
-,028 -,001 ,050 ,078 ,095



































CONFIGURATION 5 MACM x .bOl ALPPJ • }.08
_ING CP
UPPEN SURFACE LC_ER SURFACE
Y/D
























-2.007 -2.0B_ -1.98@ -2.052 =1.q50
-I.18_ -l.l_b -1.252
-1.011 -.83b ".952 °.990 °.963
-.82_ -,83b -.825
-.7_ -.750 -.7_b -.7_8 -.787
".670 -.b%7 -.bbq
-.6_ -.e3, -.641 -.6_8 °.65b
-.563 -.575 -.%e_
-.5_3 -.538 -.551 -.550 -.5u3
-.521 -.5_1 -.513
-.%03 -._9R -._93 -.5|2 -.%oh
-._91 -._85 -.a@6
-._77 -._79 -._83 -._75 -._Sa
-.473 -._73 -._7_
-._91 -._77 -._75 -._7b -.a7q
-._80 -.U65 -._61
-.a55 -.aU0 -._8 -0_78 -.abq
-.395 °.381 -.389
-.208 -.2hi -.2b_ -.2ql -.312
.100 .192
-.1_8 -.03] .Oh7 .08_
-.218 -.131
-.257 -.175 -.0_0 -.039
-.303 -._35
°.2ql o.216 ".116 ".I12
-.263 -.163
-.2,0 -.173 -.0_6 ".126
-.1_3 -.1,1
-.128 -.lip -.l_b -.15_
-.07b -.107
-.03_ -.0q_ -.le2 -.19_
-.009 -.0q0
.03_ -.Obg -o150 -.177
.178 .099
.280 .2e2 .220 .205
.3_6 .339






STATION 0 2_.% 50 gO 135 180 27C HO_ RO_
























-.35b -.369 -.195 -.160 -.288
-.219 -.207 -.126
-.122 -.172 -.138 -.127
-.092 -.1_8 -.12_ -.1_7










-.022 -.025 =.057 -.Oh1
.00_ -.070
,0_3 .031 -.053 -,020
.081 .05_ ..on7 -.O_b -.0%7
,088 -.00_ -.061
.037 -.0_.
-.067 -.030 -.022 -.Olq
-.080 -.018 -.017
-.lb7 -.081 -.01b ,011 .009
-.oq_ 0.033 .022 .055
.011 .038 ,082 .099 .lld .07&



















CONFIGURATION 5 MACM = .800 ALPPA = .I0
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ER SURFACE
L
Y/o
























-,q33 -,_87 -.75e -.b52 -.88b
-,RTb -,888 -,8U5
-,838 -,But -,BUg -,782 -.7q2
-.830 -.R_I -,_b
-._1_ -.77b -,785 -.77U -.752
-.757 -.7_a -.7uo
-°772 -.705 -.71_ -.78Q -.780
-,b7_ -.712 -.bq2
-.h0o -.57_ -.b0R -.5e1 -._31
-._SU -.ab7 -._Sb
-.U_t -,a]3 -,"37 -._3_ -,a1_
-.abfl -._47 -._7b
-._77 -._83 -.Ugh -.UO8 -._52
-,SO_ -,513 -,50_
-.50_ -.SUb -.551 -.553 -.52g
-.557 -.Su0 -.5U2
-._51 -.qU, -.a72 -.570 -.Sh8
-.3o1 -._95 -,3._
-,112 -.111 -,t?a -,23. -._53
-.U35 -.3el
-.817 -.58E -.580 -.557
-.Q3R -.lie
",8_3 -.805 ".70b -.bTO
0.873 -.88/
"l.Oq2 °.9_5 -.799 -.TU_
-.73g -.gS0
-0_91 -.I12 0.793 ".767
-.35" -._3
-.281 -._bb -.3,7 -.uTO
-.236 -._5_
-.1q9 -._23 -.3u9 -.ao3
-,t78 °,_o5
-.12] -.l=q °.2_2 -.232
-.Oh6 -,_]U
-.03_ .015 .170 .tu_
.On8 .U58






























".23e -.270 -.3U2 ".323
",17q -.2_1 -.2b_
-.072 ",138 ".207 -.221
-.063 -.15_ -.20b
-.072 -.073 -.1o1 -.ta_ -.151
-.OUq -.062 -.105
.001 -.021 -.lOt -.110
.022 -,130
.057 .030 -.113
.087 .02g -.07o -.133 -,138
.051 -.120 -.lb_
-,1t7 -.16_
-._50 -.392 -.303 -.301
-.b_8 -,2U8 -,_88
-,80U -,gUt -,_2" -.]66
-.330 -.255 -.102




































CONFIGUkATIcN 5 _ACP = .7gg ALPP6 = 1.0e
_ING CP
UPPEk SURFACE LC_Ek _U_FACE
Y/U























-1.0qO -I.002 -.870 -.805 "._32
-1.00_ -1.00b -,g3b
-.q83 -.905 -.gSo -.qOU "._15
-,quq -.qb3 -.968
-.n30 *.900 -.931 -.8_$ -.018
-,dg_ -._b_ -.8q5
-.gll -.b7_ -.875 -,g23 -.g3_
-.83q -.858 -.8_7
-.85_ -,_50 -,838 -.879 -.g]O
-.R39 -.BQe -,83U
-.8_5 -,_3_ -,8_0 -.bOg -,gas
-,857 -,8a7 -.857
-._51 -.85n -.840 -.82Q -.3q5
-.5u5 -.591 -.588
-._05 -._o1 -.395 -.370 -._lq
-.380 -.307 -.3bo
-.355 -.3_3 -.381 -._P3 -._70
-,2bO -.203 -.293
-,II0 -.ItO -.lel -.210 -.253
-.3a9 -.2bg
-.71q -.w77 -.a3b -.QOQ
0.778 -.01$
-.71] -.710 -.55a -.4gQ
-.77n -.73o
-1.oo1 ..81, -.b81 -.5_
-.q08 -._52
-.577 -,713 -._=7 -.57Q
-.a28 -.27_
*,2_5 -._23 -.370 -._la
-,119 -,_o?
-.o_0 -.leg -.332 =._07
-.011 -.13g
.03_ -,Oel -.211 -.232
.oqo .0_
.)27 .18_ .200 .le_
.173 .226































-.25b ",285 ".31_ -,287 -.27e
".185 -,21a -.230
-.077 -,1_1 -.18b -.192
-.Oh2 -.1_7 -.185 -.1_8
-.Oh7 -.Obb -.088 -.tEe -.133
-.0_1 -.0_9 -.087
.008 *.OOb -.077 -,OqO
,032 -,107
.06q ,0_7 -.085 -,OE_
.100 .051 =.OQ2 -.100 -.110
,07E *.A77 -.12g
-.07g -.128
-.377 -.307 *.220 -,225
-.528 -.17_ -.132
*.832 -.6_a -.315 -,I_7 -.108
-.3bO -.299 -.185 -.051
*.211 -.1$1 -.Oh] *,003 .02q -.07_






























CUNFIGtJ_AIICN 5 _ACP = ,PO_ ALFPA = 2,0_
_ING CP
uPPE_ SUNFAC£ LC_E_ _u_FAC£
Y/D
























I-1,U99 -I,0_8 -,989 -,9_2 -,g76
-I.089 -l,08a -I,030
-I,070 -I,042 -I,0_ -I,001 -I,0)7
-1,038 -I,0_2 -l,ObI
-l,02n -.996 -I.031 .,99_ -I,021
°.Q8) -,9_7 -I,00/
-I,0()5 -,912 -,990 -I,02o -I.035
-,9_I -.g_q -,q)_
-,95h ".95_ -,939 -.qTl -I.OI_
-,q_M -,9_3 -,q_2
",955 -.guI -.Q57 -.983 "I,0_I
-,9b) -,951 -,gb7
-,g72 -,gb_ -,981 -,qP1 -l,h20
-.967 -.97_ -,97_
-.b)b -.b51 -.b53 -.b23 -._In
-,372 -.372 -.376
-.267 -.2_7 -.275 =._06 -.353
-,IRU -.l_b -.Iqu
-.117 -.ILq -,119 -.12_ -.2n2
-.230 -,I"8
-.5eI -.371 -.283 -,2u3
-,5qi ",_9q
-,578 -,55_ -,J90 -,33]
-,6@b .,599
0,8W7 -,l_a -,a76 -,]b9
-,g2a o,7_J
-.536 -."27 -,_e_ -.a0@
-,337 -,_60
-.10, -.201
-,0_2 -.It3 -.320 -.385
-.013 -,I_
._ °,0_ -.21_ -.237
.11H ,Ogq
,I_9 ,_3_ ,205 ,17_
.715 ,_




























-,23_ -,259 ",2b@ -,237
-.182 -.203 -.195
-.07b -,137 ".1_5 -.167
-,053 -,13_ -,lbO
-,052 -,051 -,072 ",111 -,111
-,02_ -,03t -,067
,022 .013 ".Obt -,073
.052 -,089
.Oq3 ,072 ",063





-.7_2 -,50o -.229 -.Oq7 -.n83
-.306 -,23q -,13b -,o29
-,157 -.OqO -,033 .02_ .0_5
































CONFIGURATTON 5 MAC_ = .E_e ALFP_ = .0_
_|NG CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_EE $_EFACE
Y/D
























-.78! -.737 -.el0 -.500 -.528
-.753 -.743 _ -.bq2
-.712 -,720 -.703 -.625 -,6_7
-.70q -.720 °.710
-.705 -.bb6 -.675 -.6_0 -.b6i
".bb2 -.b_R -.6q9
-,b92 -,Oh1 -,b62 -,bg) ",bgO
-,b3_ -,038 ".b35
0.b48 -.b38 °.633 -.be8 ".720
-.baO ".6"2 -.bq9
-,053 -.650 -,e59 -,67_ -.69b
-,b71 -.b73 -,68_
-.68b -.6q7 -.b98 -.6qO °.730
-,702 -.700 -.708
".777 -.75b -,769 -.758 °.67_
".b7" -,bSq -,bbl
-.27_ -.258 -.27b °.301 ".361
°.t3_ -.t_4 -.157
-.07b -.09] ",I08 o,1[_ ".1_5
-.3u5 -.3]0
-,701 -,qqt -._89 -.u77
-.852 -.017
-.762 -.b97 -.63_ -.60,
-.768 -,7qq
-.q_l -._e -.7U6 -.6Eq
-.Sq5 -.e62
-._77 -.q28 -.Tbq ".7_q
-._23 -,5E8
-.atl o.a5a -.857 -.738
-._11 -.=28
0,3q6 -,3qP -,eBS -,586
-.368 -.368
-.33e -.331 -.306 -.205
-,313 -,2_e
-.2_0 -,277 -.t_8 -.181
-.260 -._u8











































-.206 -.229 -._8_ -.270
-.159 -.210 -.2b2
-.o_0 -.113 -.18q -.2n5
-.o32 -,130 -.187
-.out -.0_0 -.065 -.117 -.125
-.012 -.022 -.078
.0_8 .00_ -.077 -.08_
.073 -.10_
.11_ .082 -.081





-.888 -,770 -.550 -.365 -.30t
-.797 °.88_ -.e_7 -.270
-,_85 -.6b_ -,_36 -.2_ -.173






















CONFIGURATION 5 MAC_ = ,Sag ALF_A = 1,0@
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_EW SURFACE
Y/D
























-.8a9 -.810 ".b82 -.597 ".b35
"._32 "._lq -.757
-.79M -.798 -.77b -.70_ -.731
-.77o -.798 -.795
-.767 -,7_U -.768 -.723 -.7_7
-,739 -.721 -.738
-.7oh -.738 -.73_ -.775 -.780
-,715 -,7_1 -,721
-,13_ -.72q -.717 -,7_9 -.790
-.733 -.727 -.723
-.73q -.732 -.739 -.7_0 -._5
-.755 -.7_7 -.755
-.Tbu -.7b8 -.78_ -.772 -.7F_
-.777 -.7_0 -.7_
-.7u_ -.7_5 -.7q$ -.BOb ".650
",313 -,_91 -,311
-.1q2 -.l_S -.tqq -.238 -._7
-,1_0 -,1_I -.lUO
-.10_ -.111 -.lOS -.t20 -.093
-._80 -.213
-.b35 -.q]O -.q13 -.392
-.7_8 -.550
-,686 -,e36 -.562 -,Sl_
-,710 -.725
-.92b -.830 ".bl_ ".619
-,71_ -,8_3
-.502 -.951 -.709 -.bSO
-,Uba -.b7R
-,_p -,ae] -,79_ -,b87
-.aeO -._35
-.q3S -.JT_ -.900 -.835
-,38_ -,3_2
-.3_0 -.2_7 -.300 -.225
-,27_ -,_7
-.233 -.231 -.218 ".168
-ol78 -o199






STATION o 22.5 50 qo 135 fRO 270 RO_ RO_












































-.032 -.036 -.,65 -.113 -.120
-.003 -.02n -.07t
,051 ,020 ".071 -,077
,079 -,0_7
,119 .092 -.073 -,003
,15q .o97 -oOtb -.oqt -.It2
,131 -.055 -,I_2
-,015 -.159
-.321 -.279 -.2_2 -.2,2
-.525 -.275 -.235
-.83b -.707 -.501 ".329 -.272
0,9_1 -.802 -.572 -.2_0
-.50e -.595 -._7_ -.222 -.lu_ -.3e_











TABLE A8.- AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT DATA FOR CONFIGURATION 5
AT x t = 0.05C
CuNFIGUNATICN 5 _ACF : ,202 ALFkA = 007
_IN_ CP
UPPER SURFACE [C_L_ @L_FACE
Y/D
























-0727 "._e3 -,b93 -05P0 "056e
-,61o -.h_ -,571
-.5hi -._5_ -.517 -,532 -.517
-,a_3 -,uS_ -,_39
-._75 -0375 -,380
-.301 -0356 -036! -036_ -.36_
-.332 -0_23 -,336
-.321 -,315 -.323 -,319 -,33_
-.315 -o312 -o317
-.317 -.317 -0315 -.31q ".31q
-o317 -,_19 -o315
-,317 -.317 -,317 -,312 -031q
-032) -.)17 -,32_
-.3an -.323 -.33a -,3_0 -03_0
-.3u0 -03_o -.32_
-.340 -03_0 -.340 -,39_ "03_2
-,317 -0)05 -,31t
-0230 -0230 -0235 -.25_ -.27e
-.ae8 -0328
-.61q o0.3_ -0398 -,20a
-.567 -..27
-053_ -.u21 -,293 -025q
-.aql -.3_
-._5 -.3_0 -0253 -.2_1
-035q -.2_7
-0323 -,_be -,213 -,230
-0259 -.2]5
-,lq_ ..20a -,21_ -.?06
-.]27 -01_2
-0081 -.ISe -.201 -0213
-.0_I -.132
.02_ -.u_ -0163 -01_
.11q 0053
o177 .l/q .153 ,1_3
.PIO ,_e





























-.219 -.2Qb -.2hi -,257 -.2,e
-.180 -.17b o.188
-0192 -.138 -.lb5 -.Ibl
-.061 -.1"2 -0153 -.13_
-,095 -.095 o.103 -.122 -.11_
-,088 -,08_ -0088
-,052 -,061 -.088 0.08_
-0052 -.09_
-.0_3 -.0_8 -.088 -007_
-.037 -.Oh1 -.055 -.oBb -.08_
-.Oh, -0091 -0086
-.151 -0070
-.2_8 -,t69 -.097 -0099
-.189 -0052 -.001
-.2bt -.17_ -.075 -.025 -.07!
-.16q -,113 -,028 .Olq
-,055 -.03q .027 .053 ,068 0022






























CuhFIGUkAIIO(U 5 vACM : .20_ ALFP_ = 1.0_
^ING CP
UPPER SU_F_CE LC_Ek _FACE










































-.767 -.gig -.752 -.723
-.73_ -.7a7
-.52R -.6UO -._30 -._SO
-,52_ -,523
-.aTg -.uq3 -.a7q -.5_3
-.u35 0._35
-.UlO -._15 -._1o -._$_
-._7b -.370
-.358 -.307 -._70 ".3_
-.350 -.352
-.3_1 -.3a3 -.358 ".352
-.3_i -,3a3
-.2_I -.I13
-._5! -.2eT -.2_7 -.131
-.3_7 -.3_ -.201 -.166
-.3@7 -.323
-._70 -._e_ ",IB9 -,177
-.302 -.2_
-.271 -._11 -.1_3 -.177
-.Plb -.I;5
-.158 -.151 -.177 -.175
-.103 -,13g
-.OS7 -.122 -.1/3 -.tq;
-.02b -.105
.O_P -.07_ -.lab -o163
.13_ .ue5
.?06 .201 .Ie3 .153




-.337 -.350 -,33_ -.3u7
-.$ql -.3de
-._52 -,3a6
-.357 -.352 -._51 -.36_
-.311 -.373






























-.2a6 -.273 -.727 -.2lq
-.1_5 -,169 o.157
-,tbS -.t_b ".1_2 -.I_2
-,ob8 -,13_ -,l_b
-°088 -,OAR -.095 -.111 -,111
-.07e -.0_8 -.08q
-,Out -.Oab -.082 -.077
-.032 -.0_2
",Olq -.025 -.077





-,201 -.111 -,Oql -.010 -.005
-.12a -,059 -.003 .03a
-.023 ,005 ,oa7 .Obq .0_5


































CONFIGURATION 5 MACH m .203 ALPPA m @.06
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_EN SURFACE
Y/D
























-l,Ob5 -l,Oq_ -l.18b -.Ba2 -.707
-.920 -1.022 -.g30
-.Ra7 -.755 -.BOa -.bUg -.600
-,707 -.755 -.b_9
-.bb8 -.673 -.552 -._21 -.a31
-.b29 -.b05 -.a_5
-.58e -.571 -.387 -,33a -.3_9
-.430 -.539 -.533
-.a39 -.512 -.507 -._5_ -.37q
-.qq7 -.QSb °._bQ °.a13 -.327
-._,9 -.a75 -._52
-._58 -.abq -._]_ -.3ha ".2q3
-.378 -._7b -.459
-._15 -.47b -.a59 -.3a3 -.27_
-.42a -.47h -._al
-.a30 -.Qb5 -.a2a °.338 -.25t
-.407 -.42a -.37%
-.320 -.32b -.268 -.Ig9 -.170
.112 .lee
-.130 -.020 -.078 -.oh!
-.12, °.089
-.l]b -.113 -.og5 -.116
-.159 -.17b
-.15q -.176 -,15g ".193
-.257 -.212
-.252 -.200 -.000 -.211
-.22_ -.17b
-.IQ3 -.1_3 -.02b -.102
-.157 -.11g
-.llq -.Oh7 -.038 -.1_
-.083 -.Oa3
..oa8 -.o03 -.031 ".1_3
.08n .151
.182 .301 .225 .137
.23_ .37e






























-.3q7 -.38b -.072 -.068
-.25b -.1_5 -,ObO
-.2_a -.217 -.018 -.O_q
-.ISb -.083 -,O6a
-.lb_ -.129 -.007 .00_ -.053
-.lal .035 -.O_S
-.05_ -.101 .01_ -.08_
-.052 -.108
-,oso -.OSq .003





-,217 -.095 .087 -.010 °.Oh7
-.155 -.032 .113 -.02_
-.05a .OSq .IU8 .nq2 .033


































CONFIGU_aTICN 5 _ACh = ,199 ALPPh • 3.06
_ING CP
UPPER SUrFaCE LC_E_ SURFACE
Y/D
























-.992 -.9,b -I.29q -1."05 "1.325
-.815 -.830 °l,08a
**659 -,b_9 -,98_ -1,0@_ "1,0_7
-.533 -.b2q -.830
o._b7 -.57_ -.775 °.780 ".775
-.U22 -.5U3 -.6qQ
-.397 -.533 -.6b_ -,b59 ".6_"
-.355 -.335 -.,13
°.319 -,328 -.UI8 -,527 ".57_
-.2o5 -.319 -._15
-.279 -.313 -.,2_ -.513 -.5u5
-.270 -.3od 0._33
-._b. -.319 -oaUQ -,.q_ -.52 q
-.?_ -.27_ -.380
-.2_ -.28, -._10 -.512 -.53b
-.260 -.290 -._22
-.2,M -.28a -.,2R -.52u -.51P
**212 -.2_6 -.,10
-.13, -.ZOO -.532 -.37. ".392
.130 .2ql
-.13U .088 .201 .231
-.16a .010
-.212 -.020 .135 .12_
-.25_ -.0_2
-._2_ -°U20 °06, .052
-.0_8 -,113
-.0_3 -.135 -.123 .022
-.00_ -.1,0
.023 *.1_5 -.1_5 -.026
.0_0 -.135
.07_ -,1_7 ".137 ".033
.087 -.150
.|17 -,115 -,108 -.01_
.211 ,Olb
.295 .17b .230 ._80
.32_ ._55





























-.229 -,317 *.253 -.137
-.213 -o113
-.093 -.185 -.2a5 *.!R5 -._65
-.018 -.221 -.0_7
-.03_ ".133 -,181 o,lug -,01_
-.03_ -,Ia5 .02b
.070 -.000 °.0_ .0_9
,099 ,051
,133 .025 -,023





.00_ -.079 -.032 .122 .093
.03_ ",O_l ,Otb ,118
.092 -.00_ .079 .192 .153



































CONFIGURATION5 MACM = .20! ALPPA : _.05
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ _U_FACE
¥/D











































-1.055 -1.208 -1.350 -l.n2q
-.92fl -1.011
-.5g, -._Bd -1.105 -t.193
-.SQ_ -.75b
-.510 -,687 -,_00 -.884
-,_56 -,b28









-.373 -,332 -.41b -._@e
-.33_ -.319
-._05 -.316 -.3q9 -.a69
-.28_ -.312
-.269 -.327 -.390 -._6_
-.301 -.278
-.283 -.283 -.NOt -._71
-.2a2 -.289 -._2_ -.UTl
-.201 -.272
















































-,26] -.228 -.19] -.135
-.115 -.177 -.1_2
-.053 -.08_ -.173 -.127
.028 -.150 -.130
.032 -,02b -.138 -.15_ -.103
,059 -,|19 -.072
".053 .078 -.102 -.Ob5
-.005 -.Oh5
.058 ,118 -,Oq5





.072 ,Oh3 -.028 .020 .127
,It5 ,078 ,008 ,tAB
.17q .083 .056 .1_2 .216



































CUNFIGURATION 5 _ACP : ,202 ALPFA : 5.07
_XNG CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_£k _uRF_C£
Y/D
























-1._22 -1._12 -1.5q8 -1.50o -1.5n0
°1.2_1 -1.251 ol.305
-1.075 -.87q °1.0q5 -1.153 -1.1q2
-.850 -.879 -.8qq
-.757 -.7o7 -.7q6 -.7_7 -.831
-,b79 -.bR9 -.bqa
-,b2n -.b35 °.835 -.ha5 ".66_
-.Saq -.557 -.566
-,$1b -.$21 -.527 °.5_0 -.g4_
-,501 °,qg2 -,_qq
-.a75 -._bq -._77 -.a_ -.aP_
-.a3h -.a3_ -.a51 -.,a3 -._9
-._28 -.a3_ -.aZa
-._1o -,_I0 -._10
°.3q3 -.3gg -.3qq -.a16 -._10
-.3_0 -._at -,352
-.2a7 -.2_7 0.25q -.2e5 -.27e
.aq5 .570
.2_Q .310 .321 .385
.15q .lqq
.oqo .125 .223 .217
.OOq .UQ_
-.008 .015 .090 .OqO
-.03_ .02q
-.0_3 .U12 .038 .026
-.o07 .o12
°.005 ._03 -.007 -.01_
.Ol_ -.UC2
,03a -.0o5 -.03o -,0_7
,0a6 -.007
.077 -,002 °,057 ".077
.18, .12_
.2q2 ,201 .225 ._13
.3_7 .330




























-.6a! -.a2q ".Oqg -.Ola
-.250 -.18_ -oOa5
-,13a -.188 -.OBa -,0_5
-.Oq2 -.1"2 -.061
-,080 -,Og5 -,Oq5 -,068 -,037
-,0aq -,Obl -.01_
-.008 -.01_ -.o_e -,o1_
.023 -.02a
,075 .05q ".021




















.032 .0_7 ,06q .05e .051
.056 .08a .oqq ,090
,113 ,123 ,139 .132 ,138


















CONFIGURATION 5 MACM = .hOE ALPPA = .I0
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_EM SurFACE
Y/D
























-,8be -.797 -,833 -,b71 ".bR2
-,705 -,081 °,b77
".blq -,50q -,593 -,hi0 -,b00
-,497 -,S0q -._97
-.a73 -,_70 -,a87 -,ab9 -,_qO
-._3b -._3_ -._32
-,_Ib -,_II -,_18 -,4EI ".a20
-.380 -,381 -,3ql
-,371 -,375 -.380 -,380 -.382
-.371 -,371 -,3bq
-.3e8 -.368 -,3b7 -.37u ",371
-.365 -,3e5 -.3e7
-.]bb -.373 -,372 -0366 -,380
-.375 -.37b -.379
-.399 -.390 -.393 -.395 -._03
-.401 -,3gb -,3R8
-,393 -.38_ -,38b -,42a -,_20
-.3_8 -.33q -.3,7
-.227 -._27 -.2_3 -.2b5 -,_q2
-,62q -._Sb
-,gbO -,ble -,b55 -.a58
-,777 -,b]2
-,717 -.b2_ -,_b -,_27
-,b75 -.hie
-.633 -,523 -,37q -,366
-,_qb -,U05
-._20 -,303 -.302 -.33_
-.315 -,302
-.231 -._53 -,299 -,303
-,15" -,223
-,Oql -.18a -.275 -.310
-.028 -.155
,050 -,I_2 -.lql -,228
.102 ,0o_
.137 ,I_0 .153 .laO
.173 .229

































-.232 -.256 -.312 -.30a -.29,
-.18b -.20b -.235
-,100 -,l_b -,IQO -.203
-.08_ -.161 -,]ql -,Ibe
-,Oqg -,Ogb -,11b ".1_ -,l_q
-,ogo -,089 -.11_
-.o_ -.o_2 -.10_ -.lOa
-.037 -,117
-.02] -,Oq7 -,11_ -,0Be
-,01_ -,059 -,101 -.117 -.lOg
-,Oh7 -,120 -,115
-.20_ -.100
-.382 -,273 -,161 -.lbe
-.317 -,1o7 -.07e
-,39a -o28_ -.lq5 -,075 -,053
-.257 -,l_b -.08b .,On6
-,1_7 -.OB3 -.015 .023 .0_9 -._25


























CONFIGURATION 5 M&C_ = .¢00 ALPFA = I.|t
_ING CP
UPPER SURF&CE LC_Efi SURFACE
Y/D
























-1.157 -1.oa3 -1.12_ o.935 -.q21
-.8¢5 -._79 -.858
o.78, -.62q -.759 -.752 -.765
-.o2o -.O2q -.6|7
-.577 -.566 -.577 -.SbO -.5q7
-.527 -.52a -.525
-.qqb -.aqt *._q5 -.5_1 -.501
-.USa -.aSt -.a58
-.aa2 -.,_0 -.a38 -.a38 -.a33
..a_a -.a28 -.a25
-.u27 -.a17 -.aln -.,29 -.a20
-.atq -.at3 -.at7
-.at2 -.a12 -.ata ..aOS -.atq
-.a18 -.a19 -.alO
-.ua2 -.a27 -._2_ -.u20 -._33
-._39 -.a25 -.a22
-.a2H -.a13 -.a13 -.aqa -.aat
-.37_ -.356 -.30_
-.2a9 -._al -.25q -.275 -.3ha
-.3_5 -.230
o.b68 -.381 -.a22 -._38
-.582 -._37
-.562 -.ab7 -.305 -.2R6
-.5_0 -._q!
-.53a -._la -.2q3 -.271
-.a23 -.329
°.371 -.30_ -.2a8 -.265
-.28q -.25q
-.211 -.2t0 -.257 ".255
-.138 o.193
-.OCt -.I©2 -.2a_ -.27_
-.038 -.137
.037 °oOq7 -o17q -.21a
.131 .07]
.180 .20a .17a .ISb
._27 .2bO





























".286 -.297 -.2Fn °.26a
-.20B -.202 -.20_
-.113 -.162 -.18_ -.179
-.Oq_ -.15b -.17_
-.101 -.Oqq -.11o -.136 °.13a
-.086 -.082 -.Oq8
°.0g8 -.052 -.oqt -.09q
-.035 °.111
-.OlO -.021 -.n91





-.323 -.22_ -.108 ".O_P °,03q
-.21o -.la2 -.05b .0o8
-.082 -.Oa7 .013 .oa7 .066

































CUNFIGURATION5 _ACM z ,600 ALPHA z 2,0_
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ _b_FACE
Y/l)






















-l,ab2 -I._18 -I.e50 -I,205 "I,31_
-I,05_ "l,03e -I,038
-.915 -.731 -.qO_ -.935 ",932
-.723 -.731 -.735
-.b55 -._e -.e75 -,ee_ -,bql
-,SQQ -,593 -,595
-.S_b -.550 -,56a -.SbQ -,5e3
-,507 -,50_ -,513
-._71 -._65 -.u05
-.a5R -.aS_ -._53 ..ah8 -._57
-._q9 -.qa3 -.aaa
-.a38 -.aa2 -.aaa -.uao -.a52
-.aa_ -.a30 -.Sal
-.,e2 -.a_3 -.aa6 -.uSo -.u55
-.aSh -.u37 -.a33
-._3_ -.apl -.a2a -.a61 -.a55
-.37Q -.3_5 -.375
-.252 -._7 -.258 -.287 -.30e
-.07_ -.007
-.387 -.lqS -.23a -.098
-.3_q -.28b
-.3_8 .._08 -.181 -.laq
-..37 -.$5_
-._27 -.31u -._10 -.lq5
-.350 -._51
-.346 -.t_O -.181 -.205
-.233 -.20_
-.IbQ -.17_ -.21_ -.20q
-.11, -.157
-.oe5 -.13_ -,20_ -._36
-.021 -.Ii!
.036 -.O_q -.162 -.lq_
.I_O .082
.p?_ .2_e .191 ,173
.273 ,_q2





























-.31e -.32g -.23_ -.21a
-.218 -.2,7 -.171
-.118 -.lba -.157 -.15a
-.093 -.15a -.Iaq
-.09a -.Oqa -.!05 -.118 -.112
-.078 -,072 -,078
",035 -.039 -.076 -.080
-,012 -.Oql
.021 .0Ol -.o72





-,2a3 -,157 -.OSq -.020 -,01_
",ISI -.091 -,019 .032
-.033 -.008 .Oa3 ,06_ .0_0

































CONF|GURATTCN 5 _AC_ = ._01 ALGPA = 3.0_
_]NG CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_Ek SL_FACE
Y/D























-I.qO_ -t.g22 -).gSo -t.923 -t.RQ_
-I,21q -t.21_ -t,230
-I,0UO -,839 -I,030 -t,07Q -I,007
-.8_2 -.839 -._33
-.7QQ -.7Q2 °.762 -.75q -.765
-.bT] -0_09 -.b?]
-.5_3 -.500 ".56_
-.53q -.53_ -.5_! °.5_0 -.539
-,51_ -.5n8 -.50B
-._9o -._QI -._8_ *.501 -._ge
-.Q_3 -.al_ -.47_
-.4_0 -._71 -._32 -._65 -._77
-.,80 -..03 -.,_2 -._el -.,7_
-.]78 -._q -.3?3
-.25_ -.2_7 -.255 -.27_ -.20_
,1o9 .]g_
-,1e7 .OOC -.062 ,08q
-.199 -.t3o
-.25] -.1st -,o_o -,ou_
-.307 -,2@0 -.t2_ -.1_
-.?_o -.let -.1_7 -,tup
-.l_q -.108
-,13_ -.I_ -,t55 -.i_3
-.077 -,ltl
-.03_ -.og_ -.tee -.20_
-.01t -.o_
.03_ -.068 -,I_1 -.17_
.31u .320





























-,3bt -,3bg -._03 -.15b
-.@27 -.209 -,122
-,1_3 -,tO9 -.13e -.I2q
-.o05 -,150 -,130
-,09o -,090 -.09_ -,103 -.09'
-,0_7 -,Oe3 -.Oe3
-.022 -.025 -.05q -.0bl
,0_6 o,071
,0_ ,030 ",057





-,170 -,Oeb -,Otg ,OOe ,OOb
-,102 -,039 .019 ,051
,009 .032 .077 ,oq_ .ttl

































CONFIGURATION 5 MACM =,eOt ALPP_ s ,Oq
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ _URFJCE
¥/D
























-,907 ",851 -,929 -,TbS -,7q1
-,93b -,q33 -,935
-,96b ",_15 -,911 -,812 ",822
-,_ba -,915 -,830
-,7gO -.731 -.782 -.720 -,b66
-,bq9 -,bq2 -,bO_
-,551 -,_30 -,569 -,b]8 -.707
-,4bn -,_58 -,_91
-,_5] -,u55 -,_58 -,a_9 ",_23
-._bl -,a57 -,_5b
-,_b5 -,ab5 -,_b3 -,_57 -,_31
-,a70 -o_72 -°_78 -°_bo -.4aa
-,a80 -,_al -._82
-.5q8 -,aq2 -,aqa =,aql -,a77
-.474 -.a67 -.a58
-,_05 -.398 -,_0b -,aSl -,_51
-,27_ -.272 -,297
-.I09 -.107 -.133 -,10_ -,17b
-.ao6 -.328
-.907 -.753 -1.066 -.831
ol.036 ..83_
-.qe3 -,7be -,bg_ ".617
-°835 -.eTa
-._]b -._70 -.778 -.7_1
-.551 -,750
-,_17 -,522 -.7qa ".75_
.,_@_ -,U18
-._52 -.373 -.U93 -.587
-.387 -.335
-,301 -.2be -.33_ =,373
-.2_q -.21,
-,175 -,170 -.16_ ".13_
-,120 -,115
-,oqo -,q?O ,072 ._50
-.0_1 -.o_





STATION 0 _2,5 So qo 135 180 27c RO_ RO_





















-,232 -,265 -,_ab -,32a
-,lq7 -,222 -,268
-.051 -,137 -,210 -,221
-.Ob8 -.157 -,206
-.070 -.073 -,100 -.la7 -,151
-.Oa8 -.Oh3 -.108
°007 -.02_ -.103 -,112
,028 -,131

















-,81a -.765 -,aSh -,2_ -.182
-.a25 -.3ao -.28_ -.1_2
-,305 -,192 -,1_6 -,086 -,0_6



















CONFIGURATION 5 MAC_ = .800 ALMMA • 1.10
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_ER SURFACE
¥/D
























-I.013 -,899 -.9b2 -.81J -,_56
-.95q -,q79 oloO12
-1.N!8 -.q87 -1,001 -.950 -,qb2
-.9fla -.9_7 -.976
-,950 -.92] -,930 -._e7 ".91b
-.887 -.e73 -,Seb
-._b8 -.855 -.852 -.880 -.qO_
-.827 -,_3_ -,839
-.652 -._30 -.853 -.837 -.qOq
-.830 -._2 -.82q
-._3o -._3n -.#37 -._b6 ",75_
-.73_ -,807 -.782
-.aSq -,TIM -.a32 -.397 ",3_q
-.%7e -.38_ -.379
-.$8q -,377 -.380 -.3@1 -._0,
-.$8_ -._72 -.3bM
-,351 -._2q -.35_ -.379 -,atO
-.251 -.23_ -.26Q
-.107 -.101 -.12b -.t_q -,I_3
-.2q9 -.2_,
-.@b5 -.097 ".883 ".Oq3
-.q_ -.5q8
-.6q3 -.710 ".57q ",511
I -.7b8 -.7,8
-l,Oll -,Bo5 -.073 -oSbb
-,777 -,Sgq
-.5_8 -.78_ -.51_ -.509
-._q2 -.3e2
-.359 -._87 -._07 -._TI
-,221 -.252
-,123 -.18P =,33q -._07
-,075 -,1_8
-.017 -,0_5 -.15T -,173
,033 .047
.06_ .07_ .113 .095
.107 .117




























-.2b_ -.289 -.31_ -.29a
-.209 -.223 -.2_3
-.070 -.l_b -.lgO -.209
-.073 -,ISa -,1q2
-.072 -,07! -.09a -.132 -.130
=,o_ -.055 -.0_
,007 -,01_ ",08_ -.Oq7
.032 -.115
,Obq .0a2 -,097
.098 .0_6 -.053 -.11o -,I_2
.Obq -._8T -.t_T
-.oqo -.1aT
-.ao_ -.32_ -.2a_ ..25o
-.TT3 -.lq7 -.1_o
-,687 -,359 -,17a -,lat
-,3a8 -.230 -.08_



































CUNFIGUkATIGN 5 MACP = .7qq ALPPA = 2.11
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ SURFACE
Y/D
























-1.151 -I.039 -.991 -.835 ".B7e
-.99g "l.OOb -I.058
-I.02_ -1.O_q -1.059 -t.O05 -l.naO
-I.05_ -I.UQq -I.U_9
-I.050 -I.0_ -I.033 -.99_ -1.0_q
-.995 -,g70 o.gF9
-,971 -.90, -._85 -.gBg "I.009
-.931 -.938 -.945
-.9qi -.93u -.9_4 -.970 -l.OOe
-.g3o -.918 -.q_5
-.932 -.gu0 -.g_6 -.gT0 -.9q_
°.qSb -.gS_ -.g59
-.gO| -.gb] -.g77 -.g6u -.Oq3
-,561 -.596 -.633
-.$9a -._07 -._13 -.391 ".378
-.307 -.311 -.315
-.2_7 -._5 -.2_8 -.270 ".321
-.17d -.172 -.178
-.092 -.099 -.I0_ -.ll_ -.15e
-.208 -.12_
-._26 -."37 -.550 ".301
-.531 -.503
-.581 -.56e -.40_ ".35_
-.678 -.bOB
-.916 -.791 -,U61 -._0_
-.868 -.765
-.5_2 -._e2 -.380 "._09
-.3co -._21
-._]0 -.2e7 -.370 -.390
-.13_ -._35
-,076 -.190 -,325 ",]87
-.02o -.159
.o32 -,097 -._6, -.19,
,Oq9 .07_
.1_7 .17_ ,tQ_ ,I19
,IP3 .2_0






STATION 0 22.5 50 90 135 180 27C _C_ ROW























-.2a6 -.272 ".27_ -.2_2
-,087 -.205 -.217 -.lgb
-.072 -.l_b -,173 -.172
-.0_2 -.1_2 -.lbq
-.058 -.Oh3 =.081 -.117 -.117
-.031 =.038 -.073
,0_ .005 -.0b5 -.0?l
.051 -.088
.090 .Oh3 -.071





-.7_ -._56 -.262 -.llq -.n91
-,318 -,27b =.tOO -.039
-.172 -.122 -.053 .no6 .o32

































cONFIGUNAIIO_ 5 _ACP = ,@51 ALPHA * ,I0
BING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_tN SurFACE
Y/_
























-.75B -.702 -,76Q -.b17 ".6_P
-,785 -,785 -,789
-,822 -.781 -,77o -,682 -.6_9
-.7_B -,7M1 -,721
-.71_ -.oob -,bq2 -,_0 -,6U]
-.655 -,_33 -.658
-.b3q -._3 -,b3q -,65b -.b7_
-.b33 -,blq -.e_7
-,b3_ -.b28 -,_3_ -,_5_ -.Tn_
-.6_q -,62H -,_]b
-.b60 -,b5b -.b61
°,bRO °,6B_ -,b8_ -,_@7 °,6_
-.b97 -,bQ2 -.bq6
-.771 -.7_ -,7bO °,755 -.611
°,5P1 -,5_$ -,566
-.2b_ -._58 -.25_ -,2_7 -.367
-.15b -.15q -.161
-,oq7 -,107 -,10_ -.106 -.t77
-.76q -._2 -.f12_ -.e82
-,8_1 -,72_
-.851 -.702 -.70_ -.577
-.7_1 °,77_
-.95_ -._q_ °.705 -.eSI
-,7_ -,8_7
-._15 -,900 -.7"_ ",713
-.576 -.753
-.503 °,505 -.857 -.7eL
-._7_ ",_1
°._9 -._0_ -._3 -._6
-.3_5 -,3e9
-.350 -.333 -.295 ".257
-.318 -.318
-.297 -.2_b -.252 -.23E
-.26_ -._/2






STATION 0 22,5 50 qO 135 180 27C RO_ RO_






















-.212 -,2_1 -,327 -.287 -,27l
-.1B8 -.216 -.26_
.005 -,115 ",1_7 -,211
-.0_ -,137 -,l_t -,135










.0_3 .005 ".OP2 -,0_1
,070 -.110
,111 ,079 -,086 -,01_
o1_6 ,OB1 -,03_ -,107 "o12_
,119 -,08_ -,15b
-.Oal -°177
-.377 -.3_0 -.2_b -,_ql
-.598 °.315 -,270
-.893 -.78_ -.570 -,378 -,318
-,817 -.8bO -.657 -._87
-.537 -.b05 -,_ =.25o -,180 -,_35




















CONFIGURATION5 MACM= ,8_q ALPHA = 1,12
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LO_EE SURFACE
Y/D
























-,806 -,731 -.797 -.658 -,bPq
-.800 -,817 -.8_5
-.855 -,830 -.829 -.78a -,779
-,828 -,830 -,817
-,800 -,780 -,785 -.730 -,Tab
-.755 -,73q -,760
-,7a7 -,733 -.732 -.752 -,76q
-.70_ -.729 -.727
-,737 -,716 -.739 -.739 ",800
-,729 -,736 -,731
-.7a7 -.741 -.7_a -,7ha -._05
-,7b_ -.751 -.75q
-.7e8 -,777 -,781 -,778 ".80_
-.777 -,77a -,779
-.a95 -._56 -.a7a -._28 -.367
-,25q -.251 -.265
-.169 -.176 -.188 -.200 -.233
-,12a -.128 -.138
-.07q -.Oq2 -.tOe -.111 -.111
-.2aa -,170
-.7]0 -.5e9 -.887 -.66]
-.858 -,b51
-,Tqq -.59a ",517 ",a88
-,eBq -.705
-.8qb -.80e -.ba8 -.b01
-,917 -,BOa
-,e06 -,q27 -,b91 -.ha8
-,622 -.92a
-.52q 0.763 -.800 ".69q
-.aP8 -,SEE
-,383 -.3q_ ",737 ",7q6
-,310 -,337
-.2_6 -,300 -,279 -.26_
-.266 -,E7q
-.2a8 -,2aq -.E25 -,225
-.213 .,_le






STATION o 22,5 50 90 135 180 270 RC_ R0_
























-.223 -.252 -.315 -.285 -.266
-.195 -.2Ie -.239
-.016 -.121 -.185 0.193
-.oat -,13a -.182 ..t3a














.0_9 .012 -.073 -.083
,07q -.lOE
.IEI .089 -.n75 -.007
.155 .Oqa -.021 -.oq5 -.113
.131 -.ObO -.la3
-,021 -.159
-.338 -.296 -.253 -,25_
-.53g -.28a -.235
-.81a -.713 -.510 -.33q -,Pe_
-,855 -.82q -.573 -,23e
-,_l -.7q5 -,_86 -.2a] -,lU9 -,]gl












TABLE A9.- AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT DATA FOR CONFIGURATION 5
WITH NATURAL TRANSITION
CONF|GURAIION 5 _ACM = .202 ALPF_ = .0]
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_LR _URFACE
Y/D
























-.7q0 -.77e -.72_ -.7It ".712
-.o03 -.o/2 -.b_8
-.58q -._gb -.555 -.Seg -.Sq,
-._Tt -.qq6 -._71
-._2 -._22 -._37 -._37 -.met
-._07 -.387 -.,12
-.3_3 -._18 -.387 -.,OZ -.,n2
-.3_5 -.BI -.353
-.B6 -.B_ -.338 -.3,0 -.35]
=.33_ -.3%_ -.327
-.329 -.3_9 -.329 -.33b -.3.0
0,32q -,33_ -.3]4
-.33_ -.33b -.3.0 -.33? -.3,5
-.3o0 -.35, -.35_ -.360 -.37!
-._00 -.365 -._eO
-.30_ -._bo -.371 -.,o1 -.3Ag
-.33o -.330 -.BU
-.26o -.2co -.272 -.301 -.33n
-.371 -.29_
-.52" -.377 ".25" -.2U_
-.52" -.3/7
-.uq, -.3eq -.2b_ -.2_0
-._b5 -._7!
-.._5 -.3t_ -.211 -.237
-.3_5 -.2/2
-.2_ -.250 -.200 -.21q
-.23_ -.21_
-._7_ -.t_e -.2_5 ".1_
-.1?0 -.152
-._70 -.130 -.1_7 -.207
-.031 -.123
.022 -.lOe -.leq -.le.
.1"7 .051
.?07 .212 .202 ,22b
.231 .291




























-.21b -.2,3 -.251 -.25q
o.158 -.177 -.lq7
-.08, -.13_ ".15" -.15_
-.08U -.135 -.15,
-.088 -.088 -.I00 ".llq -.115
-.080 -.072 -.08,
-.050 -.0S9 -.08_ -.087
-.O_l -.CO,
-.030 -.O_b -.08_





-.2_7 -.150 -.Ob_ -.Ole -.012
-.156 -.O_b -.Ol0 .025
-.0_ -.01_ .030 .n65 .07_



































UPPE& SbRFAC£ LCV_EN SURFACE
O.n o,191 0.500 1.5oo 3.o00 o. Iqi 0,500 1.500 3.0o0
X/C
-I.158 -1,18_ -l.oqo
-,q38 -.q2a -.91a -,894 ".Q28
-,777 -,187 -,782
-.67_ -.552 -.b79 -.68g -.713
-.5_7 -.552 -,557
-,508 -.503 -.523 -._98 ".5_3
-.a25 -.a25 -._25 -,_35 -._q
-.38u -.382 -._o2
-.38o -,371 -.380 -.3_0 ".3_
-.371 -,_b3 -,)60
-.3bO -.358 -.3_0 -.3e7 ".3_7
-,358 -.35q -,35a
-.35b -.363 -,365 -.358 ".367
-,358 -.358 -,352
-.381 -.370 -.370 -,376 -.3_7
-.381 -.370 -.370
-.37b -.%b_ -.31b -.alO -.3qq
-,3ab -,3_I -,352
-,25Q -,25q -,27b -,30o -.317
-.IP3 -.113
-.358 -,_I_ *,I02 -.llq
-.358 -,2_2
-,36_ -,_71 ",lbb -,leo
-.376 -.300
*.393 -.25q -,177 -.160
-._5 -,218
-.25_ -.211 -.15_ -.16b
-,?0_ -,173
-.156 -.I,5 -,170 -.165
-.Ioi -,132
-,05] -,117 -,165 -,180
-.OIQ -,I15
.o2q -.09_ -,13_ -,127
.153 ,057
.232 .227 .230 .220
.?_5 .306




















































-.25_ -,273 -,227 -,215
-,07b -,173 -.177 -,173
-.103 -,l_b -,1_6 -,13_
-,088 -,13a -.138
-,088 -.092 -.095 -,I03 -,107
-,080 -,072 -.C7b
=,Oa6 -,0_8 -,Oh8 -,07_
-,030 -.0_2
-,012 -,021 -,068





-.192 -,100 -,032 ,001 .000
-,115 -,050 ,005 .03q
",012 .01b .058 .078 ,OqO








































N 0o0 0.1q1 0.500 1.500
X/C
,025 -1.31_ -I._35 -1.3q5
o050 -1.030 -l.llb -l.Ogb -I.152
.075 -.g7_ -.9_ -.glg
.100 -.78_ -.b21 -.767 -.8_
.150 -,02b -.b21 -.621
.200 -.570 -.5o5 -.585 =.SqO
,250 -.5_5 -.51_ -.51_
.3oo -,_7_ -._7_ -._qq -._Q
.350 -._17 -._8 -._35
._00 -._01 -._03 -._12 -.a1_
.aSO -.3q_ -.3go -.3g2
,500 -.387 -.385 -,305 -.3g_
.550 -.3RI -.37q -.$_3
,600 -.37_ -._7_ -.383 -.37_
.bSO -.37_ -.575 -.3_I
.700 o.393 -.387 -.387 -.3q3
.750 -.387 -.375 -.3%7
.800 -._7 -.375 -.381 -._12
,850 -.351 -._5 -.351












-.255 -.II_ -.07a -.050
-.2_I -.I_2 -.IlO -.og_
-.220 -.153
-.202 -.I_3 -.I08 -.122
-.15F -.120
-.I05 -,II0 -.laO -,II_
-.056 -.0_















STATION 0 22.5 50 go 135 I_0 270 RO_ RO_






















-.286 -.302 -.19@ °.158
-.190 °.17_ -.130
-.I0_ -.I58 ".I30 -.II_
-,090 -.13_ -.I18
-.078 -,08b -.0ga -.008 -.0g0
-.06_ -,0_b -.058
-,025 -.030 -.051 -.051
-.011 -.061
.rill .002 -.053





-.130 -.053 -.007 .Oil .011
-.Oh5 -,Oil .025 .05_
.025 .0_5 ,081 .I00 .IOb































CONFIGURATION 5 MAC_ = .1q8 ALFkA = 3.0_
_ZNG £P

























0,0 0.1q1 0.500 1.500 3.000
-1.500 -1.709 -t.ha3
-l.tq5 -1.317 -1.282 -1o39@ -1.383
-1.012 -.@81 ol.007
-.87, -.701 -o85a -.8q_ -.quO
-.69t -.701 -.71b
-,b35 -.h25 -.b70 -.6a5 -.6b0
-.5e3 -.5b3 -,57_
-°533 -.538 -.533 -.5_3 ".553
-._b9 -.47t -._78
-.451 -._55 -._53 -.u57 -._7l
-..39 -._35 -._30
-._2_ -._17 -.u21 .._2R -._30
-._lo -.UO8 0._10
-._01 -..01 -._08 -.,03 -.a17
-._02 -.a08 -._02
-.al_ -._OR -._02
-._02 -.39_ -.a02 -..20 -..20
-.365 -.359 -.372
-.27a -.27a °.287 -.Egq -.323
O.lql 0,500 1.500 3°000
.lq7 .270
-.013 .08_ .149 .197
-.Oe8 -.u26
-.135 -.050 ,O_q .05q
-.tqb -,12q
-.?02 -.IEq -.0_ -.038
-.161 -,081
-.Ia3 -.101 -.058 -.Oh8
-.108 -.088
-.081 -.071 -.091 -.08b
-.OU3 -.001
-.OOb -.053 ".Oq8 ".lib
.OIU -.046
.0_1 -.OEe -.058 -.071
.Ibl -.ooe
.278 .E85 .1q6 .101
.373 .3u3


















































-.065 -.013 .023 .018
-.020 .o21 .053

























































































-f.338 -I,_o4 -l,a2q -1.35_ -1,7nq
-I.124 -1.12, -I.139
-._Tb - .793 -.qSl -I.0,2 -I.063
-.777 -.7Q3 -.798
-.701 -.701 -.732 -.721 -.7,7
..6uo -.b25 -.e3n
-.58_ -.57_ -.58a -.b0U -.61,
-.518 -,5_7 -.527
-._na -.ag, -.aq# -.500 -.507
-._78 -._71 -.,b_
-._,4 -._37 -.,37
-._2_ -.a2b -.,28 -.,28 -._3q
-.,?o -._32 -.a2b
-.a32 -.,32 -,a2b -._2_ -._38
-.,2o -._20 -,.1_
-.,14 -.uO8 -._02 -._2o -.a2e
-.372 -.359 -.359
-.28t -.27_ -.2_7 -.2q3 ".311
.3qb .,1,
.l_q ._Oq .27e .28P
.n17 .u95
-.020 .02q .12_ .137
-.0q2 -.05_
-.lOa -.0_ .Oil .Or7
",I13 -.0_8
-.om_ -.03_ -.OOb -.02_
-.06b -.028
-.oa6 -.02e -.Oaa -.o53
-.013 -.02b
,nil -,O_b -,Ob_ -.083
.020 -.026
.051 -.O0] -.0_b -.0a_
,Ib3 ,021
.298 .305 ,Ill .076
.353 .3_0




























-.$ba -,3ha -.12e -.07_
-.223 -.183 -.070
",130 -.171 ",Oq@ -,Oh2
-.Oq_ -,13a -.082
-.07_ -.0_2 -.0g_ -._7. -.062
-.05_ -.058 -.030
-.OSb -.018 ".030 -.031
.012 -.03_
.055 ,03a -.030





-.OOg .03q .0,8 .q37 .03q
.025 .Ob_ .078 .077
.089 .I05 .123 .125 .130

































CUNFIGU_ATION S uACH = ,19P ALP_ z 5.03
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_E_ _L_FACE
Y/b
























-1.458 -1.u32 -I,453 -1.458 "1.022
-I,_30 -1,275 -I.2_b
-1,095 -._80 -1.128 -1.220 -1.1qq
",_70 -._80 -,gO0
-.b_3 -._o_ -,708
-°b37 -0037 -,b52 0.057 -,67_
-,55b -.561 -.565
-.52_ -,53_ -.538 -.5_1 -.550
-,505 -.502 -,502
-._7 -,478 -._80 -,_q_ -._q_
-._b9 -,455 -,_6_
-,_51 -,_6 -,_53 -._49 -,abO
-._36 -._3o -,_30
-,_18 -,_0_ -,_06 -,u30 o._30
-.$7b -,30_ -,370




-.032 .05_ .0_2 .100
-,003 .02_
-,0o3 .OOb ,0_I .02_
-.023 ,oo1
.0C1 ,00_ -,01_ -,OOq
,Olb .011
.o3_ .00_ -,03b -,053
,o_b ,001
.0_3 .02e -.OOb -,02_
,165 ,053
.3_9 ,30_ .078 .0_]
.371 .37e



































-,763 -,438 -.09_ -.034 -.25E
-,250 -,194 -.0_2
-,118 -,190 -,082 -,OU2
-.090 -.138 -.062 -,1a2
-,07_ -.090 -,098 -.oh2 -,03_
-.05_ -,058 -,010
-,053 -,014 -,021 -,Oil
,023 -,021
.073 ,052 -.018 -,001
















,104 ,10_ ,050 °052
,079 ,03_ ,034
,03_ ,070 ,073 ,052 ,052
,063 .095 .100 .08_
.12o ,13_ .I_! ,t38 ,144 .lIq




















CuNF]GURA110i_ 5 MACH = ,601 &LPP_ = ,06
_ING CP
UPPE_ SURFACE LC_Ek 5b_FACE
Y/D
























-.PSI -.88b -,82_ -.779 ".7_
-.759 -.752 -.7_2
-.bOO -.527 -.O3q -.6_1 ".bl_
-.53r) -.527 -.539
-.517 -.a93 -.520 -.a87 o.a97
-._72 -,_50 -.453
-._09 -._13 -._12
-._03 -.u00 -._02 -._0_ -.Un0
-._02 -.a01 -.386
-.3qq -.397 -.38b -._01 ".3qe
-.398 -.390 -.395
-._05 -._q5 -.a07 -.aOt -.,te
-.a12 -.al1 -,a07
-._a2 -._29 -._22 -._32 -._a7
-.a_4 -.a37 -._27
-.aal -._2_ -._33 -._81 -._73
-.3qo -.375 -.3gb
-.279 -.205 -.299 -.339 -.377
-.6aO -.a_O
-.815 ..eO_ -.a65 -.3q7
-.7#9 -.o]6
-.72_ -.615 -.aq2 -.a15
-.676 -,595
-.611 -.567 -.375 -.352
-._93 -.35a
-.at8 -,3aO -,286 -,32q
-.310 -.i81
-,735 -.23P -,281 -.292
-.15_ -._06
-.087 -.17q -.2e2 -.29_
-.03_ -.153
.053 -.118 -.221 -.257
.la5 .0_2







ST&lION 0 22.5 50 90 135 180 27_ _C_ RO_


























-,2a7 -.261 -.321 -.31a
-,183 -.210 -.2a2
-,098 -,152 -,19b -.205
-.092 -.Ih6 -.192
-.095 -,1Ol -.llq -,la7 -,la7
-.092 -.090 -.lOq
-.058 -.Oh3 -,106 -,112
-.Oa9 -.122
-.030 -.Oa7 ",113





-.386 -.26, -,139 -,063 -.0,8
-.250 -.178 -,081 -,001
-,1|5 ".075 -,OOa ,039 .C58





























CONFIGURATION 5 MACM z ,6_I ALFkA : 1.0b
_ING CP
bPPER SURFACE LCWEW SURFACE
Y/D
























-1,095 -l,lal -_,057 -I.007 *i.Oa]
-.913 -.930 -.937
-._oo -,6_b -,813 -,8a2 -._lq
-.6_2 -,b_b ",b4b
-.bO_ -.b02 -,b22 -.599 -,605
*.550 -,5a7 -,Sa!
-.512 -,SOb -,517 -,530 ".%32
-,ab9 -.a72 -,a82
-,_bO -.a57 -,abg -,uT0 -._b_
-,451 -._52 -.q_9
-.aaa -,aa6 -.a39 -.a62 -.aa6
-.aao 0.a39 -.aO3
-._3_ -.a38 -._b -._a2 *.aS3
-._a2 -._a3 -.q_8
-,aTO -.uSg -._59 -.ub5 -._72
-.ab7 -.ab2 -,Q58
-.a57 -,qS0 -,aSS -.500 -.ag7
-.408 -.396 -._15
-.281 -.278 -,305 -.3al -.38e
-,338 -._16
-.567 -,392 -,2a9 -,217
-.5_0 -._a8
..55 a -,aa6 -.309 -.293
-.552 -.450
-,5o2 -.aSo -.302 -._8_
-.a16 -,2qO
-.361 -,2_5 -.2a8 -.275
-.2PO -.2a_
-.2or -.2Oe -.2_I -.25n
-.131 -.17_
-,07_ -.15e -.231 -,287
-.032 -.I_0
.036 -,lOe -,210 -,_56
.160 .00_
.217 .d33 ,200 ,212
,_55 .30_






STATION 0 _t.5 50 qO 135 180 _70 ROW ROg
























-,28q -.309 -.288 -.2bb
-.20b -,_13 -.216
-,116 -,Ibb -.I_3 -.183
-.lOa -,lba -.175
-,101 Oo105 -,lla -.137 -,132
-.O_q -.08_ -.ooq
-,052 -,0_ -.0_5 -.Oq_
-.03_ -.110
-.o13 -.025 -,Oq5





-.3_0 -.215 -,102 -.0_, -.03_
-,20_ -.13b -,Oa_ ,013
-.075 -.0,0 .021 .052 ,072




























CONFIGURATION 5 MACM = ,601 ALPPA = 2,06
BING CP
UPPER $URFACb Lc_ER SURFACE
Y/D
























-1,363 -1,5a2 -1,_31 -1._8_ -1.a57
-!.085 -I.02b -1.039
-,Q_3 -./bq -,90q -.gbO -,95P
-.7o0 -,lea -.759
-._95 -.o95 -.709 -._qO -.717
-.629 -.02a -.623
-.58b -.588 -,58_ -.59q -.Sqq
-.53_ -.53_ -.5_5
-.519 -.513 -.52_ -.523 -.510
-.505 -.aq7 -._97
-.q91 -.a_3 -.a91 -.aqu -._8_
-.a_ -.aTa -.ae3
-.aT_ -._72 -._82 -.qbB -.U78
-.qTÙ -.a7a -._81
-._9o -.a83 -._q2 -.,85 -.,QJ
-.aq2 -.U78 -.alq
-.477 -.ab5 -._7! -.508 -.5ol
-._0 -.aOb -._20
-.290 -._a -.305 -.33_ -.375
-.08g .00_
-.33q -.181 -.082 -.080
-.385 -,27a
-.387 -._98 -.lqO -.1el
-.a28 -.3_8
-.3aq -.310 -.215 -.20_
-.337 -.2_]
-.301 -.2_8 -.IBb -.21P
-.238 -.lq_
-.17a -.1_5 -.213 -,_12
-.105 -.1_2
-.o57 -.121 -.207 -.2a5
-,0_5 -.115
.o32 -,OEe -,191 -.21q
.171 .0_5
.2_8 ._q ._1 ._7
._Sq .32b






STATION 0 22,5 50 qO 135 1_0 270 RC_ RO_






















-.33a -.3a3 -.2,8 -._lb
-.230 -.210 -.17P
-.126 -.181 -.lba -.|Sq
-.108 -.158 -.157
-.100 -.107 -,107 ".1_5 -.121
-.OB9 -.075 -.086
-.Oa5 -,0_9 ".078 -.085
-.02b -.097
.OOb -.00_ -.078





-.2_6 -.150 -.057 -.023 -,017
-,156 -,OR9 -,015 ,02q
",03_ -,001 ,0_8 ,070 ,0_8





























CONFIGU_ATICN 5 MACh = ,60C _LPP_ = 3.06
_|NG CP
IJPRE_ $UHFACE LC_Ek SL_F_CE
YlO
























-2.0q5 -2,112 -2.U25 -2.U63 -I.qm5
-1.22_ -I,356 -1.276
-I,037 -.851 -,970 -1,0_1 -,989
-,8_0 -,851 -,850
-.773 -,7bQ -,790 -,770 -,7q5
-,698 -.b_2 -.e89
",b3b -.638 -.6_5 -,b_l ".65_
-,579 -.583 -,sgu
".55_ -.5_6 -,567 -.563 ",561
-.539 -.530 -.53_
-,521 -.515 -,517 -,529 ",517
-,S0b ".507 -,509
",qq6 -.qq5 -,507 *,a95 *.505
-,_QO -,US_ -,_95
-.507 -.u93 -,u99 -.qgb -.505
-,493 -,_82 -.qSb
-,_73 -._61 -._72 -.50_ -,500
",_13 ",3q8 -.UlO
".285 ",275 0.289 -.32b ".35e
.115 ,1_7
-.135 -,02e .073 ,075
-.228 -,13_
-._0 *.172 -,he2 *.051
*.308 -,2_2
-.301 -,217 *,138 -.120
-._63 -,167
-.P37 -,175 ",130 ".15q
0.)77 *.1_7
-.132 *.123 -,lbb -,170
-.07_ *,103
-.033 -.0_5 -.179 -.21_
-.On7 -.0_
,O]q -,O7_ -,17_ ",IPI
.176 ,0_2
.261 ,2e_ .2_5 ,2_8
.330 .3U3






























-.361 -,386 -.21_ -.173 -,300
-.13_ -,238 -,213 -.152
-,130 -.185 -.1_8 -,137































-,17_ -.08q -,021 ,00! ,003
",Oq7 -,Oal .016 ,0_
,012 ,032 ,075 ,0_0 ,_09





















































-.9_1 -.880 -.76q -.6,2 -._q,
-.892 -,_8_ -.853
-._5o -,8_8 -.857 -.78_ ".7qq
-,826 -.805 -,800 -,773 -.76q
-.762 °.7_2 -.750
-.720 -.73o -,727 -.los -.Tqu
".68] -,_5 -.72o
°.b20 -.007 -,lO_ -.68! -.e85
-,_7B -.515 -,_eO
-,_a0 -.aa5 °.ql8
-._71 -.a_8 -.a75 -._57 -.aSa
-.519 -.525 -.57a
-.59_ -.57_ -.57_ -.575 -.5_I
-,blO -,5_6 -.000
-.a88 -,_8_ -.5_2 -,6oa -.e78
-,_o_ -.303 -.3e8
-.Oqq -.O_a -.Ig2 -.268 -._2
-._35 -.3ql
-,_lu -.52_ -.586 -,557
-,937 -.?IO
-.@53 -.lq_ -,710 ",b56
-,873 -._7q
-I,083 -,_15 -,806 -,738
-.71a -.q_2
-._q3 -,/51 -.72_ -.72_
-.3eu -,32g
-.315 -.2_5 -.285 -._31
-._31 -.210
-.1_7 -.leg -.338 -.q05
-,IIO -,llq
-.o52 -.051 -.278 -,30q
-.007 -,007
.Olq .Ul_ ,21q .P07
,_6% .6e7































-.2a! -.276 -.3a8 -.327
-.179 -.21a -.26a
-.070 ..1a2 -.20b -.21_
-.068 -.159 -.20a
-.obq -.07a -.Io1 -.laa -.1q8
-,052 -.062 -.10_
-.001 -.02_ ".Oq7 -.110
.021 -.12q
.055 .028 ".112





..qtq -,798 -,a_O -,205 -.ISa
-,a22 -,333 -.250 -.092
"._92 -.168 -.109 -.ha6 -.016

































CONFIGURATICN 5 MACH = ,801 ALPP_ • [,08
hING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_Ek SLEFACE
Y/D
























-1°038 -1.005 -.8qO -°812 -.82!
-1,018 -.q85 0.933
-,986 -.951 -.957 -.905 -.910
-.9_b -.951 -.q67
",q28 -,911 -,929 -.896 ",930
o,889 -,H75 -,897
-,_0 -0_6] -,87T -oR02 ",gQ0
-.851 -.859 -.858
-.87! -,855 -,859 -.883 ".938
-.R58 -.853 -.867
-.86_ -.861 -.86_ -.882 -.920
-.87_ -,865 -,867
-,877 -._83 -,88a -.87_ ".85e
-.880 -.890 -,877
-.RSI -.877 -._76 -.8_2 -,_5_
-.a_o °.a29 -,537
-.282 -.277 -.272 -.3e6 -.517
-.172 -.169 -,2_8
-,077 -.077 -,la7 -,186 -.3q_
-.335 -.25S
-.70_ -._63 0._23 -.38_
-,750 -.5ql
-.6_2 -.b6e -.5_b -.U73
-,7_6 -,_83
-.9_2 -.e3e -.e55 -._81
-,92g -,8_6
-.568 -.727 °._25 -._57
-.at5 -.253
-.227 -._le -.3_5 -._13
-.1_0 -,185
-.Oa8 °.lSe -.315 -.alq
,OOq -,121
,Oe] -,052 -.211 ".301
,112 ,119
._Sq ..213 .23u .2_
.iql .252






STAT|ON 0 2_.5 50 qO 135 180 270 RO_ RO_
























-.25q -,287 -,3i8 -.287
-.IS! -.20b -.2P8
-,076 -.iaO -,181 -,189
-.065 -.I_ -.178
-,05_ -.061 -,062 -.12o -.125
-,03_ -.002 -.080
.011 -.00_ -.o73 -,085
.035 -.I03
.073 .050 -.081





-.813 -.b30 =,289 -.133 -,Oq_
-.3_3 -.291 -.1_5 -.035
-.lqb -.123 -.0_9 ,012 .037






























CUNFIGURATION 5 MACM = .7g_ ALBMA = E.O@
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_EN $_RFACE
Y/D
























-1.124 -1.o98 -I.010 -.970 -.q_O
-1.I13 _1.o88 -1.0_5
-I.092 -1.058 =l.Nbl -1.022 -l.03e
-I,0_4 =I.058 -I.073
-1.031 -1.017 -1.029 -1.005 -1.037
-.988 -.97_ -I.001
-.g81 -.962 -.g85 -1.00b -I.030
=.9u_ -,R57 -.qe_
-.973 -.951 -._e3 -.Q87 -I.03]
-.gbO -.9hO ".962
-.97n -.q5q -.qbq -,qqo -1.031
-.977 -.q67 -.975
-._sb -.q_u -.985 -.q73 -1.00_
-.902 -.83q -.937
-.521 -._56 -.@u_ -1.008 -.717
-.373 -.3_0 -.385
-.322 -.323 -.297 -.378 ".3q@
-,_70 -.E77 -.E7l
-.22q -.2_1 -._SE -.ie7 -.301
-,228 -.13e
-,5R3 -,351 -.270 ".23e
-,Seb -o481
-.57, -.53e -.382 -.322
-.e65 -.575
-.@_5 ..761 -.a_ ".377
-.891 -,eE8
-.a35 -.3_2 -.3_ -,39]
-,E78 ..25B
-.183 -.21_ -.337 -.353
-.10_ -.183
-.0a7 -.15q -.307 ".3_3
-.002 -.1_3
.073 -.OqP -.EOq ".33E
.le5 .108
.EOb .2,_ .23Q .ETa
.201 .307






























-,E_b -.Ebq -.276 -.E37
-.I_I -.lqq -.I_0
-.075 -.138 ".tb3 -.lbl
-.057 -,132 -.155
-.O_a -.053 -.070 -.109 -.103
=.02_ -.029 -.ObO
.027 .015 -.053 -.06_
.05_ -.080
.Oqa .072 -.05b





-.b_ -.a_5 -.EI8 -.085 -.05q
-.253 -.215 -.131 -.00_
-.11b -.OBE -.OEl .03P .Oh5

































CONFIGURATION 5 MAC_ = .SQ_ ALPkA = -.02
_ING CP
UPPER SURFACE LC_E_ _LRFACE
Y/D
























-.757 -.72_ -,61) -.515 -,512
-.7Qq -.737 -.692
-.bq6 -.717 -.708 -,6_5 -.e_O
°.o99 -.717 -.715
-.705 -.658 -.6_0 -.6a9 -._e8
-.661 -.oa8 -.658
-,650 -.b_7 -,655 °.667 -.TN_
-.633 -._5o -.65b
-.6_o -.653 -.b_5 -,660 -.732
-.bu7 -.e_3 -.b_O
°,65_ -,eb2 -,bSu -.e59 -._9_
-.b6b -.6_7 -.671
-.690 -.687 -.b8_ -.6_5 -._P6
-.702 -,701 -.bqb
-,779 -.752 -,75q -.757 ".713
-,601 0,6U9 -,769
".264 -._a7 -,_67 -,_37 ","63
°,17q -,15b -,2a2
-,150 -.12_ -,121 -.17U -._30
-.35s -.322
-.71E -.50Q -.so0 -._85
-.850 -.62%
-.77] -.7G] 0.6,6 -061]
-.786 -._07
".q6_ -.9Cq ",7_3 -.eSt
-.609 -,8a5
°._5_ °.736 -.75a ",730
-.aOl -._02
0.3_8 -.3,3 -._eq -.752
-,$a_ -.3_1
°.339 -,31_ -,852 -,_bO
-.32_ -.2e5
-,31_ -.257 -.2_2 -.al_
-.2M8 -.232
-.25_ -._15 .007 -.12b
-,#12 -,I@i






STATION 0 22,5 50 90 t35 180 270 RO_ RO_






















-.217 -,268 ".33" -.298 -.277
-,1_9 -,19_ -,2_1
-.051 -,110 -.lql -,213
-.03_ -.135 -,1_ -.13e
-,o33 0,0_0 -,072 -,123 -,131
°,011 -o030 -,0_1
.0_7 .008 -,07q -.085
.07_ °,105
,07_ ,079 -,OB_ -.017
,1_1 ,081 -,035 -.107 -,117
,120 -.08_ -°1_9
-,033 -.166
-.278 -.3_7 -.287 -,283
-,589 -,310 -,250
-,87q -,776 -,555 -,36_ -,289
-,771 -,872 -,_25 -.2_5
-,a17 -,352 -,325 -,203 -,1_ -.503

























CUNFIGURAII_N5 _ACM= ,QQq ALPPA= 1,07
_ING CP
uPPEQ SURFACE LC_E& _bRFACE
Y/D
























-.BQ9 -._17 -.e87 -,hi2 -.h27
-._9_ -._20 -.758
-.807 -.79, -.783 -.7|5 -.7a7
-.782 -.7q_ -.796
-.775 -.737 -.77q -.733 ".763
-.7_e -.732 -.751
-,737 -,73! -,7_6 °,754 -,797
-.722 -.735 -.72q
-.7_7 -.718 -.72q °.753 o._t_
-.737 -.735 -,7al
-.7u8 -,7_ -.7_5 -.77_ -._32
-.7b_ -.753 -.7_
-.777 -.77t -,7Pt -.777 -._ne
-.7R_ -.7R3 -.775
-.b72 -.711 -.770 -,837 -.7_
".303 -.282 -.715
-.21_ -.20_ -.257 -.331 -.602
-.lq() -.195 -,t88
-.18_ -.18] -.t_8 -.212 ".25Q
-._PI -.222
-._26 -._2 -.Q06 -.391
-.73t -.5_2
-.675 -.o£_ -.551 -.502
-.701 -.70,
-.qlb -.PO] -.b,l -.611
-.733 -.eo7
-.aPt -.8_b =._7q ".e55
-.u_5 -.5_5
-.a29 -._15 -.793 -.68_
-.al7 -.3cO
-.3P5 -.33] -.750 -.702
-.3_0 -._b
..pa_ -.215
-,t_ -,1_2 ,05e -,lle
-,16q -.leO































-.226 -.253 -.31e -.Pql -.26e
-.158 =.192 -.232
-.0a5 -.115 -.175 -.191
-.035 °.127 -.17g -.tit
-.028 -.03q -,063 -.tln -.t20
=.003 -.01_ -.070
.0_ .Olb ".067 -.07b
.078 -.097
.11_ .091 ".07_ -.000




-.821 -.700 -,_81 -.3in -.251
=.9_2 -.82t -.528 -.2n7
-._bO -._9_ -.3_2 -.19q =.120 -.,02
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Figure 9.- Variance in experimental wing upper-surface static pressures
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Figure 13.- Effects of Mach number on unswept-pylon static pressures, e = 0°;
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Figure 14.- Effects of swept nacelle-pylon installation on wing static pressures.
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niques. The model was tested in the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel at Mach numbers
from 0.20 to 0.875 and at angles of attack from about 0 ° to 5 ° . The results of the
investigation show that strong viscous and compressibility effects are present at the
transonic Mach numbers. Numerical comparisons show that linear theory is adequate
for subsonic Mach number flow prediction, but is £nadequate for prediction of the
extreme flow conditions that exist at the transonic Mach numbers.
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